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ABSTRACT

ECONOMETR.IC ANAIYS]S OF THE CANAÐIAN AGRTCI]LTURAL LABOIA

MARI(ET }'J-ITH SPECIFIC REFERENCE TO TI{E PR,A.TRIE REGTON

hlayne Douglas Jones

Major Advisor: Dr. E.inl. þrchniewicz

The agricultr:ral l-abour force deelined by 713 thousand persons

(60 percent) ar-rring the 1946 to 1pl4 period. This continuaf depletion of

the agricuftural- labour force has led to a nation-w:i-de shortage of

qualified farm labour in recent years. Several reports have indicated

that the l-ack of farm labour adversely affects the ability of Canadian

agriculture to e>pand arrd develop. In view of possibl-e world food

shortages, the value of agricufture to the Canadian economy and the nr.¡nber

of farm famil-ies affected, the problem of labour shortages restricting

farm growbh has become an important issue. The present study provides

quantitative information about the market structr-re for farm labour in an

attempt to aid policy-makers in the identification of specific economic

problems, the sel-ection of short-rr.m and long-run solutions, the

evaluation of existing pol-icÍes and prograrns arid the foreeasting of future

conditions.

The specific objectives of this study were: (t) to d.evelop

statistical estimates of the demand for and supply of hired, unpaid family

and operator l-abour in agriculture for the Prairie provinces, the Prairie

region and Canada as a whole; (2) to analyze the intercelations among the

three components of the agricultural labour force; (3) to obtain short-run

and long-run elasticities of demand arrd supply for each agricultural- labour
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component; (4) to examine the agricultural wage and- employnent

characteristics of the Prairie region in ì-ight of the statistical- results

of this stud.y; and (5) to d.erive some policy implications.

An economic mod.el was developed from theories of d.emand. for a

factor of production, supply of labour to an industry, technological

change, labour component interdependencies, secular influenees in the

labor:r force and lagged response to economic stinmli. Use of a Nerlove-

type distributed lag model made it possible to separate short-rrm and

long-run elasticities as well as to measure the demarrd and supply response

lags. The procedure used to estimate the demand and supply relations r^ras

the T\^lo-Stage Least Squares econometric teclmique, devel-oped by Theil and

Basmanrr. At the national l-evel time series data from 1)4J to l)fJ were

used. For the regional and provincial- (Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba)

models time series data only from 1)54 to 1)fJ were used. due to the

difficulty of obtaíning some data.

One finding of this study was that disaggregation to the

provincial level was useful. There was enollgh statistically significant

evidence to indicate substantial differences arnong the agricul-tural l-abour

markets of the three Prairie provinces. At the same time, however, it

was shown that provincial time series data are not presently adequate for

fi;rther studies in this area.

E>perimentation on the interdependencj_es among the three

components of the agricultural- l-abour force lent support to the hypothesis

of substitution between hired labour and rmpaid family l-abour. Unpaid.

family labour and operator labour appeared to be complementary components.
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These rel-ationships generally held true in both the demand and supply

equations. Hired labour and operator labour did not exhibit a consistent

interdependent relationship.

The distributed lag h¡rpothesis met with only partial- statistical

success which made it difficult to evaluate the findings. Al-though not

concfusive, the resul-ts of this study suggest the supply of farm labour

is more responsive to eeonomie stirnrti than the demand for farm labour.

There was evidence that the demand for and supply of operator labou:r was

less responsive to changes in economic conditions compared with the hired

or r:npaid family l-abour components. In addition, there hras some indication

that lagged responses hrere similar among the three Prairie provinces.

The predictive por^rer of the model- was .tested by comparing a fore-

cast for 1)f4 agrícultural empl-oSrment with actual employment levels. The

equations were able to predict the trend reversaf in agricultural employment

which occurred in that year. Emplol.rnent estimates were generally within

ten percent of the reported level- of employment.

The study concl-udes with a discussion on policy implieations in

the light of information obtained with respect to elasticities, component

substitution and lagged responses.
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CTIAPTER I

ÏNIRODUCîION

Canadian agriculture has been characterized. by rapid technological

advancement, heavy capital investment and increasing farm size during the

post-war period. The concomita:rt increase in the l-evel of farm output

exceeded the demand of both domestic and foreign markets thereby causing

the price of agricultural products to fal-l- in relation to other product

prices and. farm input prices. As a result, farm incomes and wages paid

to hired farm labour have lagged behind. the wages and safaries available

off the farm. Moreover, Canadars post-war economic e>çansion created many

new nonfarm emplo¡rment opportr-mities r,rith working conditions and fringe

benefits considered preferable by the majority of the civilian labour

force. The agricultural labour force consequently d.eclined by 71J thousand.

persons (60.t percent) from 1946 to 1974 as workers sought employment in
1industry.

STATF}4E[\N OF THE PROBLH\4

The industrial- boom and resultant off-farm mi-gration were

beneficial to both agriculture and industry at first because it gave

persons, rrnable to make a living on farms, the opportrmity to leave

agricultr:re whife providing the ]abour needed for industrial- growbh.

lThe estimate of decline in agricultural emplo¡anent was cal-cufated
using data for 1946 and 1)f4 from Statistics Canada, The Labour Force,
Catalogue No. /1-001 monthly, Ottawa; Information Canada.

1
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Flowever, this continual- depletion of the agri-culturaÌ labour force has l_ed.

to a nation-i,'ride shortage of qualified farm labour in recent years. rn

addition, the complexity of farming associated w-ith modern meehanization

has altered. the types of farm l-abour required.. Agricul-ture rmrst now

cornpete directly w-ith other sectors of the economy for highty skilled

l-abour.

Several reeent reports have indicated that the lack of skil-l-ed,

labour adversely affects the ability of Canadian agricultr.re to expand
2

and develop.* rn view of possible world food. shortages, the value of

agricurture to the canad.ian economy ($¡.9 billion worth of exports in
-)r1974)/ and. the number of farms invot-ved (lOO,11B farms in 19T6),* th"

problem of l-abolr shortages restricting farm growbh has become an

important issue.

The Prairie region, ïrlth over half of Canadars net farm income

and most of Canadars agricultural exports, faces perhaps the most acute

shortage of farm labour. Prairie farms commonly utilize complicated and

e>çensive equipment which require skillfuf operation and maintenance.

2^-See for example, Canadian Federation of Agricul_ture, ilFarm
Labor:r Problems,r'Project No. 4lzolo, a paper presented at the canadian
Federation of Agricul-ture - Dairy Farmers of carrada seminar, ottawa,
February, 1974, section 2; Nationa1 hlorking Group on Agricultural
Manpower, ?rReport of the National Working Group on Agricultural- Manpower,rr
Ottawa, January, 1974r pÞ. 1-3; and. S.H. Lane and. D.R. CampbeÌl, Farm
l,eboql in Ontario, Ontario Agricultura] College; Department of Ag;iãttural
Economics, 195

7-Agriculture Ca¡.ada, Sefectecl. Agricultural- Statistics For Canada,
Ottawa; Economics Branch Publication, Jrme, 1975, p. 123.

¿l'statistics Canad.a, 1076 Census of Canada, Catalogue 96-BjT (Sl-7),
Ottawa; Information Canada, April, 1977, Table 1.
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The declining rural population has reduced the amount of l-ocal l-abour

while the flow of immigrants from Europe, once a good supply of farm

labour, has almost stopped. Today, immigrants l-ooking for agricultural

employment come from places such as the Caribbean and are unable to

operate typical prairie farm equipment. The fow rate of unempl-o¡rment in

Saskatchewan combined with low farm hrages reduce the chance of farm

operators finding workers. The northern oil well-s in Alberta and the

hydro construction projects in Manitoba hire a Ìarge m-rmber of workers in

the summer, who nright otherw-ise have offered their services to farmers,

by offering hrages the farmers cannot match.

All l-evels of government have attempted to solve the problem with

a wide rarìge of policies and progralns. Changes in the labor:r legislation

applying to agriculture, the new Canada Farm Labour Pool system, increased

invofvement in foreign worker programs, and the promotion of agricultural

training courses are a few examples of the attempt to promote the supply

of qualified. farm l-a-bour required- for agricuftural production.5 However,

due to a lack of krrowfedge concerning the structure of the farm labour

market these polieies and prograrns may not be the most efficient method

of sol-ving the farm labour problem. Although several- d.escriptive studies6

5Fo" u brief description of government involvement in the
agricultural manpower problem in Canada see, R.S. Rust artd P.M. Stone'
''Agricu1tura1MarrpohIer,''@,Vo1.10'No.1,1975,
pp.9-10.

"̂See for example, A.B. Andarawewa,
Agricul-tural Labour Force, Agriculture Canada, Ottawa; Econorn-i-es Branch
Publ-ication, April , 1970; arìd A. Fos-ber and B. Proud, rrReport on ÏJages
ar¡d Hours of Work in Canadian Agricultr-lre r 

il a research report prepared
for the fnternational- Labour OrganizaLíon, Ottawa, September, 1970.
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have reported the problem areas and possible solutions, additional

quantitative knowledge of the factors determinÍng the demand for arid

supply of farm l-abour woul-d be of value to policy-makers in the identifica-

tion of specific economic problems, the sefection of short-run and

long-run sol-utions, the evaluation of existing policies and prograns, and

in the forecasting of future conditions.

PRIOR CO}ilIRIBUTIONS TO TI{E ECONON/IETR.TC STR.UCTI]RE

OF Ti]E AGRICULTURAL I,ABOI]R MARI{ET7

Econometri-cs employs mathematj-cs and statistics to study economic

conditions. l,rlhen economic theory is expressed in mathematical language,

statistical- methods can be applied to measure the stated relationships and
o

to test hypotheses.' A review of two econometric stud.ies of agricultural

fabour markets ilfustrates the progress made in this area to date.

A study published by Yeh arid Li9 in 1966 examined the markets for

hired and f anril-y farm l-abour by region and for Canada as a whole. It was

postulated that farm labour demanded was dependent on the farm wage rate,

the relative profitability of farming, the avail-abllity of labor¡r

substitutes, and the level of technofogy. On the suppl-y side' the farm

"7

'See Appendix A, Review of Literature, for a review of studies of
the agriculturaf labour market that are not econometric in nature.

o
'For an introduction to econometric arralysj-s see, M.H. Yeh,

Ap'pfication of Sirnple and Mul-tiple Regression Analysis to Economic
ent of

AgricuJ-tr-rral Economics and Farm lvlanagement, June, 1962.

CI

'M.H. Yeh and L.K. Li, '?A Regional- Analysis of the Supply and
Dernand of Farm Labour in Canadarrr Canadian Journ t

Vol. 14, No. 2, 1)66, pp. 15-11"
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wage rate, the nonfarm wage rate adjusted by the rate of urremplo¡rment,

and the l-evel of technology were used as explanatory variables. Both

demand and supply equations included a lagged dependent variabl-e to

accormt for the lag in response to economic stirnuli.

In general, the empirical results were difficult to interpret due

to lack of statistical- significance, with the hired labour market posing

the most problems. The studyrs main contribution was the provision of

empirical evidence identifying the existence of demand and supply adjust-

ment lags and. regional variation in the Canad.ian farm labour market.

In a l-ater U.S. study, Tyrchni-ewicz and Schuhlo erbend.ed previous

work on agriculturaf labour markets by arralyzing farm operator and unpaid

family labour separately. They also measured the degree of substitution

among farm operator, unpaid family and hired farm l-abour components.

Considerable erçerimentation produced favourable resul-ts with most

coefficients statistically significant and having the a priori expected

sign. The study supported their hypothesis that three individual-

agricultural l-abour markets exist which exhibÍt a certain d.egree of

interaction.

OBJECTIVES OF TTIIS STIIDY

The general objective of this stud.y is to provide information

about the market structure for hired, r,mpaid family and operator labour

10p.W. tyrchniewicz and G.E. Schuh, rrEconometric Analysis of the
Agricultural Labour Market," ,
Vol-. 1!, No. 4, 1969, pp. 77O-T87.
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at the provincial, regi-onal, and national l-evel with a view to pointing

out policy implications for solving some agricultr.lral labolr problems.

The specific objectives of this study are as follows:

1. To develop statistical- estimates of the demand for and supply
of hired, unpaid family arrd operator labor.rr in agriculture for the
Prairie provinces, the Prairie region and Canada as a whole.

2. To analyze the inter-relations among the three components of
the agricul-tural- labour force.

3. To obtain short-run and long-rr-:n elasticities of dema.¡nd and
supply for each agricultural labour component.

4. To exami-ne the agricultr;ral wage and. employrnent characteristics
of bhe Prairie region in l-ight of the statistical- resul-ts of this study.

5. To derive some policy implications.

PROCEDI]RE

To accomplish the above objectives separate models w-il_l_ be

developed for the hired, unpaid family and operator labour markets.

Estirnation urill be by the two-stage least squares technique using time

series d.ata from 1954-1973. Each structr-ra1 equation wi]l- be in the form

of a Nerlove-t¡pe distributed lag model- in order to characterize the

lagged response to economic stirrul-i resul-ting from psychological ,

technological, and institutional- f""to"".11 This type of mod.el also

allows one to isol-ate and estimate short-rr-m and long-rr-ln elasticities.

Estimates of the structural equations r^rill be obtained for Canada

and the Prairie region as well- as for each Prairie province because of

11^An early discussion of these factors r^ias presented by, ,

M. Nerlove, rrDistributed Lags and Estimates of Long-Rrm Supply and Demand
E1asticities:Theoretica]-Considerations,'',
VoI. 40, No. 7, 1958, pp. J01 -311.
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three considerations. First, the data employed in this study become less

reliable, in statistical terms, as the l-evel- of disaggregation increases.

Comparison of the provincial, regional and national- level-s may ind,icate

specific data problems that would otherwise go urrroticed. Second.ly,

differences in the provincial, regional and national- agricultural labour

markets can be identified. Finally, the development of regional and

national- models al-l-ows the comparison of the present study to previous

Cariadian econometric studies, none of which extended their anatysis to

the provincial l-evel-.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

The empirical findings of the present research could provide

certaj-n implications for policy. Some illustrations foLlow:

1. Considerabl-e controversy exists over whether or not minimum
wage laws shoul-d be applied to agricul-ture. Policy-makers are unsure as
to what effect such a move woufd have on the demand for and supply of
hired farm l-abour. The impact coul_d range from no effect to large
increases in supply and/or large d.ecreases in d.emand. depend.ing on the
price el-asticities of hired farm l-abour demand and supply. ïIith the
resul-ts from this study the feasibility of extending the minirmrm wage laws
to agriculture coul-d be examined.

2. Assuming the short-run demand and supply cu-rves prove to be
inel-astic, programs that shift either curve will have a major impact on
the price of labour and a minor impact on the quantity of l-abour demand.ed
or supplied. Conversely, if long-run demand and supply elasticities are
greater than one, a shift in either cl¡.rve would have a major impact on
the level- of employnent and a minor impact on the wage rate. Empirical
findings of this nature can be used to evaluate the short-run a¡rd fong-
nm implications of various programs in order to determine the expected
equilibrium condition resul-ting from the implementation of a prograln or
set of programs arrd, therefore, which programs to implement to achieve
a specific set of objectives.

1. If the study resu1ts show the demand for hired l-abor-rr is
negativeì-y influenced by the supply of rmpaid family l-abour and it is
known that r-rnpaid family l-abour ís continuously declini-ng; an increase in
the demand for hlred l-abour could occur. Recognition of the magnitude of
this substitution effect may indicate a need for policies aimed at keeping
more of the farm population on the farm in an attempt to reduce the demand
for hired labour.
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4. Measurement of the lagged. response to economic stirmrli by
components of the farm l-a-oour force may also be important in policy
development. If the study shows the supply of operator labour is sl-ow to
respond to economic stimul-i, this fact should be consj-dered when d.efining
pol-icy goals and when evaluating prograrn performance. For example, if it
takes three years for the supply of operator labour to fully change in
response to a particul-ar program both the predetermined goals and any
annual- progran appraisal must take account of this time 1ag.

ORGANIZATION OF THIS STUDY

chapter rr provides a background for this analysis by supplying

i-nformation concerning the agricultural labour force of Canad"a in general

alld of the Praj.rie region in particul-ar. chapter rfr covers the

theoretical- mocì.el-s used as a conceptual- framework for the study while the

methodofogy or statistical- models employed are presented in Chapter IV.

Chapter V presents the statistical resufts. The economic interpretation

of these resufts and conclusions fo]low in chapter vr. supplementary

material- pertainlng to the study is contained in the Appendices.



CHAPTER. fI

BACKGROUND ANALYSIS

In Chapter I the problems confronting the Canadian agricultural

l-abour market were briefly introduced. The object of this ehapter is to

provide the reader with a basic knowledge of the farm labour force and

refated economic issues in order that the results and interpretations,

presented l-ater ¡ ffiày be better understood.

OVER\IIEiI¡ 0F TTIE AGRICULTURAL L,ABOUR FORCE

This section describes the recent changes and current situations

with respect to the farm labour force r-inder the headings of: (t)¡erj--

cultural- Employment, (Z) nconomic Issues, an¿ (l) Government Invol-vement.

Agri cultural Emp]ol¡rnent

Ïn recent decades, emplo¡rment on Carradian farms has been d.eclining

both in absoluté terms and as a proportion of the total l-abolr force,

although in 1974 farm employment increased. slightly over the previous
1year. Table 2.1 presents esti-mates of emplo¡rment in agricultr.re. The

Prairie region has always been the biggest employer of farm labour in

Canada and accor.¡nted for just less than !0 percent of total agricultural

lEstimates of change in farm emploSrment from 1 9Tj to 1)J4, for
both Carrada arrd the regions, r^rere cafcufated using data for 1973 and, 1974
from statistics canada, The Labour Force, catalogue No. 71-oo1 monthly,
Ottawa; fnformation Canada. The size of the change fal-Is r"rithin the
bourtds of statistical- error present in Statistics Canad.ars l-abour force
survey and therefore may or may not represent actual changes.

9



Year Canada

TABLE 2.1

Employment ln Agriculture;
Canada and Regions, L954-L974

L954
1955
1956
L957
1958
1959

1960
1961
1962
1963
L964
1965
L966
L967
L968
L969

L970
r97l"
1972
L973
L97 4

AËlantic

878
819
777
748
7LB
700

683
681
660
649
630
594
s44
s59
546
535

511
510
481
467
473

Quebec

Estimates În Thousands

50
49
49
53
55
56

0ntario

2L4
L72
165
L7T
L62
155

135
138
L32
L24
TI4
116
106
114
L2L
r07

105
9B
97
8B
B5

55
55
44
34
38
34
32
29
26
26

26
23
19
20
22

10

Prairies

253
236
2L4
193
L77
t77

l.79
r62
158
172
160
151
140
r47
143
136

L32
L34
LL7
L22
L20

BrÍtish
Columbia

" Th" regíonal estimates may not sum to the natíonal total due
rounding.

Source: Statistics Canada, Labour Force Supr Catalogue No.
71-001 monthly, ottawa, rnformatr@+.

3BB
331
324
308
300
289

285
299
299
300
296
27L
240
243
229
243

226
231.
226
2L6
226

23
31
26
23
24
24

30
27
27
18
22
22
25
25
26
23

23
25
22
2L
20

Ëo
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empl-oyment in 1)14. British Columbia maintained an al-most constant 1eveI

of farm emplo¡rment between 1)J4 and. 1)'14 whrre farm employrnent in the

other regions declined considerably. Table 2.2 indicates that the annual-

change in agricultural- emplo¡rment, in absolute terms, varied among regi-ons

from arr average d.ecl-ine of six thousand persons in Quebec and the prairie

region to zero 1n British Columbia. For Cariad-a as a whofe, agricultural-

employment declined, by 18 thousand person's annually, on average.

Table 2.1 shows the anrruaì- percent change in agricultural

employnent. Although there were large differences for individual years,

the average percent change was relatively constant between the regions

with the exception of British co]umbia which had the only positive

average val-ue. From this table it can be seen that the al-most consistent

annual decl-ine in farm emplo¡rment present at the national- fevel- is not

representative of the situation at the regional l-evel. Regionally, there

tends to be cyclical changes in the rate of change in farm employrnent

which j-s characterized by short periods of decline in agricultural

emplo¡rment fol-l-owed by short periods of increase. The size of the year-

to-year percent change in agricultlral emplo¡rment varies dramatically in
all regions.

Tab1e 2.4 presents agriculturaf employment as a percent of total
employrnent. From 16.7 percent of total emplo¡rment in 1954, agricultiyal
emplo¡rment dropped to 5.2 percent in 1)f4. fn the prairie region,

agricui-ture remains a significant sector of the economy in terms of

employment with over 1! percent of the working force employed. in

agriculture in 1974. In the other regions, agricultural employment is of

far l-ess importance with J.J percent or l-ess of total employment in any

given region being agricultural.



TÊ\BLE 2.2

Annual Absolute Changes in Agrlcultural Employment;
Canada and RegÍons, I9S4-L974

Year Canada

L9s3-s4 20
1954-55 -s9
1955-56 -42
L956-57 -29
19s7-sB -30
1958-s9 -18
1959-60 -I7

1960-61 -2
796L-62 -2L
1962-63 -11
L963-64 -19
1964-65 -36
1965-66 -s0
1966-67 15
L967-68 -13
1968-69 -11
1969-70 -24

I970-7r -1
r97L-72 -29
r972-73 -r4
L973-74 6

Atlantic

Absolute

-6
-1

0
4
2

1

-1

0

-11
-10

4

-4
-2
-J
-3

0
0

_J

-4
1
2

Quebec

Changes

11
-/+2
-7

6

-9
-7

_20

3

-6
-B

-10
,,

-10
B

7

-L4
-2

-7
-1
-9
-J

Ontarío

ta

In Thousands

33
-L7
-22
-2r
-16

0
2

-77
-4
L4

-L2
-9

-11
7

-4
-7
-4

2

-I7
5

-2

Prairies

Average -18

Britísh
Colurnbia

-20
-7
-7

-L6
-B

-11
-4

L4
0
1

-4
-25
-31

3
-L4

L4

-L7

5

-5
-10

10

2- Begional changes may not sum to
Table 2.1 estimates.

Source: Cornputed from Table 2.1.

2
I

-5
-3

1
0
6

-2 -6

a
-J

0

-9
4
0
3

0
1

-3
0

-5

total due to roundíng of

-6

2

-J
-1
-1



TABLE 2.3

Annual Percent Changes 1n Agricultural Employment;
Canada and Regions, L95h-I974

Year Canadaa

19s3-s4
l-954-s5
1955-s6
L9s6-57
19s7-58
1958-59
1959-60

1960-61
\96r-62
1962-63
L963-64
7964-65
l-965-66
L966-67
L967-68
1968- 69
L969-70

r970-7L
r97L-72
L97 2-7 3
L97 3-7 4

Atlantic

2.3
-6.7
-5. 1

-3.7
-4.0
-2.5
-2.4

-0. 3

-3.1
-L.7
-2.9
-5.7
-8. 4

2.8
-2.3
-2.0
-4.5

-0.2
-5 .7
-ro
1.3

Quebec

-10. 7

-2.0
0.0
8.2
3.8
1.8

-1. B

0.0
-20.0
-22.7

11. 8
-10. 5

-5.9
-9 .4

-10.3
0.0
0.0

-11.5
-r7.4

5.3
10. 0

Percentage

5.4
-r9.6
-4.r
3.6

-5. 3

-4.3
_I2.9

2,2
-4.3
-6.1
-8. 1

1.8
-8. 6

7.5
6.1

-11.6
_l-.9

-6.7
-l-.0
-9.3
-3.4

Ontario

t)

Changes

15. 0
-6.7
-9. 3
-9. B

-8.3
0.0
1.1

-9.5
-2.5
8.9

-7 .0
-5. 6

-7 .3
5.0

_2.7
-4.9
_2.9

1.5
-L2.7

4.3
-1. 6

Prairies

Average -2.7

Britísh
Columbía

-5.6
-2.L
-2.L
-4.9
-2.6
-3.7
-1. 4

4.9
0.0
0.3

-1.3
-8.4

-11. 4
L.2

-5. B

6.1
-7.O

)t
-2.2
-4.4
4.6

a Regional changes may not sum to total due to rounding of
Table 2.1 esÈimates.

Source: Computed from Table 2.I.

9.5
34.8

-16.1
-11. 5

4.3
0.0

25.0

-10. 0
0.0

-33. 3
22.2
0.0

13.6
0.0
4.0

-1_r_. 5
0.0

8.7
-I2.0
-4.5
-4.8

-3. 9 -3. B -2.6 -2.I 0.9



TABLE 2.4

Agricultural Employment as a Percentage
of Total Employment (411 indusÈríes);

Canada and Regíons, 1,954-L974

Year Canada

t954
1955
1956
19s7
1958
L959

1960
L96L
L962
t963
l-964
1965
t966
L967
1968
]-969

r970
1971
L972
L973
r97 4

Atlantíc

L6.7
15.3
13. 9
13.1
L2.6
11. 9

11. 5
LL.2
10.6
L0.2
9.5
8.7
7.6
7.6
7.2
6.9

6.5
6.3
5.8
5.3
5.2

Quebec

10. 7

10. 3
10. 0
10. B

Lt.7
LL,6

LL.2
10. B

8.5
6.5
7.0
6.0
s.5
4.9
4.4
4.3

4.3
3.7
3.0
3.0
3.1

Percentages

14

Ontario

L4.6
11. 5
10. 7

10.9
10. 2
9.6

8.2
8.4
7.7
7.0
6.2
6.1
5.3
5.5
5.8
5.0

4.9
4,5
4.4
3.7
3.5

Prairies

13.0
11. B

to.2
8.9
8.3
8.1

8.0
7.r
6.8
7.2
6.5
5.9
5.3
5.4
5.1
4.6

4.4
4.4
3.6
3.6
3.4

Brltísh
Columbía

Source: Statistics
71-001 monthly, Ottawa,

36. 5
35. 3
33.2
31. 0
29.6
27.6

26.7
27 ,2
26.5
26.4
2s.5
22,7
L9,6
19. 6
L7 .9
18. 5

L7.L
L7.3
16. 5
15. 1
l-5.1

5.3
6.7
5.3
4.5
4.8
4.6

5.8
5. L
4.9
3.2
3.6
3,4
3.7
3.5
3.5
2.9

2.8
3.0
2.5
2.2
2.0

Canada, Labour Force Survey, Catalogue No.
InformaËíon Canada, I954-I97 4.
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F\rther insight can be gained on the farm labour market by

examining the three labour components; farm operator labour, unpaid family

fabour, arrd hired farm labour, se¡:arateIy. operator l-abour refers to

self-employed farm operators who may or may not employ hired labour on

'blteir farnls. Uripaicl family labour are members of the operatorrs farnily

who work on the farm without receiving a wage. A member of the family

who works on the farm and receives a wage is classified. as a hired worker.

Hired farm laboì.rrers, then, are persons paid i^rages for agricultural-

emplo¡rment inctud.ing all seasonal- or temporary employees as wel-l- as

permarrent staff .

Table 2.! indicates that over half of tota1 farm emplo¡rment

consists of farm operators. The remainder is fairly evenly sptit between

urrpaid family and hired labor;r. rn 1954, there Ïrere an estimated 64

thousand more unpaid family workers than hired workers but by 1!/4 there

was only a four thousand person difference. Assuming the current trend

continues, hired workers wil1 soon outnumber the i-lnpaid family workers

for the first time. The annual absolute change in employn'rent by eomponent

is presented in TabJ.e 2.6. The overall average for the 1p!4-1pJ4 period"

was an ar¡eual decline in the number employed. of '1 B thousand. However, the

rate of change by component varied dramaticaJ-ly. During the same period,

operator labour declined bV 13 thousand persons annually while unpaid

family l-abour declined by four thousand. The m-mber of hired farm workers

declined by an average of only one thousand persons anLually. Consequently,

hired labour employrnent has remained relatively constant eompared to the

other components arrd has become of increased importance in total farm

employrnent.



TABLE 2.5

Enployment ín Agriculture by Class of ülorker;
Canada, I954-L97L

Year Total

L954
1955
1956
L957
r958
1959

1960
1961
L962
1963
L964
L965
L966
L967
1968
l-969

L970
L97I
797 2
r973
r97 4

Operator
Labour

878
819
777
748
7L8
700

683
681
660
649
630
s94
544
559
546
53s

511
510
481
467
473

Estímates

569
500
5r2
498
469
451

442
432
409
401
397
363
336
338
3L9
315

296
29L
273
270
27t

Unpaid Family
Labour

16

In Thousands

184
L70
160
]-52
L47
133

L26
131
136
140
L34
L26
110
L22
]-28
]-25

116
118
110
100
103

Hlred
Labour

120
106
101

96
97

109

111
111
108
101_

99
105

98
99
99
96

99
L02

99
96
99

Source: Statistics Canada, Labour Force Survey.
Catalogue No. 71-001 monthly, ortm-
Canada, L954-L974.



TABLE 2.6

Absolute Changes in Employment in Agriculture
by Class of lalorker;
Canada, L954-L974

Year

L9s3-54
l-954-55
1955-56
L956-57
1957-58
1958-59
1959-60

1960-61
196r-62
L962-63
L963-64
1964-6s
1965-66
l-966-67
1967-68
1968-69
L969-70

r970-7L
L97L-72
L972-73
L97 3-7 4

Average

Total
0perator
Labour

Absolute

20
-59
-42
-29
-30
-18
-17

-2
-2r
-11
-19
-36
-50

15
-13
-11
-24

-1
-29
-l-4

6

Change

1B

-69
L2

-L4
-29
-18
-9

-10
-23
-8
-4

-34
-27

2

-19
-4

-18

-7
-L7
-3
I

Unpaid Farnily
Labour

17

In Thousands

11
_L4
_10

-8
-5

-L4
-7

5

5
4

-6
-B

-L6
L2

6

-3
-9

2

-8
-10

3

Hired
Labour

7

-L4
-5
-5

1
L2

2

0

-3
-7
-1

6

-7
1
0

-3
3

3

-3
-3

3

Source: Computed from Table 2.5.

-18 -13 -4 -1
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Tabl-e 2./ shows the variation in component change is nuch l-ess

when examined in percentage terms. Operator and lnpaid family laboi-rr

declined at an average annual rate of J.1 percent and2.B percent,

respectively. The average anrrual rate of decline for hired. labour was

.l percent. 0f particular interest are the data for 1)f4. In thÍs most

recent year' emplo¡rment of all three farm labour components j.ncreased^.

This complete reversal- of the traditional downward. trend. may be a result

of the improved economic cl-imate in agriculture and. the neüi government

policies, aimed at facllitating a greater supply of agricultural labor.i.r,

that have occurued over the l-ast two years. considering the current

economj-c conditions, employment in agricul-ture should stabil-ize or

increase stightly for the next year or two but because the general

inequalities between agriculture and ind.ustry stil1 remain, off-farm

migration shoul-d soon begin again. The 1 )JLI experience is Iikely a

repeat of 1967 when employrnent of al-l farm labou-r components also increased,

foll-owed shortly by a return to the traditional annua] d.ecl_ine.

The nature of agricul-tr:ral- production creates the need for
seasonal- labour. As the name would imply, the d.emand for seasonal workers

is high in crop areas and l-ow in livestock areas or, in cLirnatic terms,

high in the summer months and low in the winter months. The length of

employment can be from one week to an entire crop season arrd the

requirements can vary from casual rmskil-led labour to highly skilled

specialists, such as tobacco curers. Table 2.8 presents monthly employnent

figures for Canada and the regions. In general, a similar trend exists in
all regions. Agricultural employrnent is at its lor^iest in January and

February, increasing gradually through March and Apri1. Sharper increases

aro e)q)erienced in May arrd June with employment peaking in July. High



TABLE 2.7

Percent Changes in Ernployment in Agrlculture
by Class of llorker;
Canada, L954-T974

Year Total

L953-s4
1954-5s
1955-5 6

L956-57
195 7-58
1958-59
19s9-60

1960-61
l-967-62
L962-63
1963-64
L964-6s
L96s-66
L966-67
L967-68
1968-69
L969-70

L970-7L
L97L-72
L97 2-73
L973-7 4

Average

Operator
Labour

2.3
-6.7
-5.1
-3.7
-4.0
-2.5
-2,4

-.3
-3. 1

-r.7
-2.9
-5.7
-B.4

2.8
-t?
-2.0
-4 .5

-0.2
-5.7
-2.9

1.3

Pe rc ent

3.3
-L2.L

2.4
-2.7
-5. I
-3. 8

-2.0

-2.3
-5. 3

-2.0
-1.0
-8. 6

-7 .4
.6

-5. 6

-1. 3

-5.7

-2.4
-5. 9

-1.1
.4

Unpaíd Family
Labour

19

Change

Hired
Labour

-5.6
-7 .6
-5.9
-5.0
-3.3
-9. 5

-5.3

4.0
3.8
to

-4.3
-6.0

-L2.7
10. 9
4.9

-2.3
-7 .2

r.7
-6. B

-9.1
3.0

6.2
_TL.7
-4.7
-5.0
1.0

L2.4
1.8

0

-2.7
-6.5
-1.0
6.L

-6.7
1.0
0

-3.0
3.1

3.0
-?o
-3.0

3.1

-2.7

Source: Computed from Table 2.5.

-3. 1 -2. B -.5



TABLE 2.8

Monthly Employment in Agriculture;
Canada and Regions, L974

MonLh

Janua4y
February
March
Aprí1
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Total Àtlantic

386
400
424
465
499
534
566
s42
5r7
s04
431
409

20

Quebec

Estimates In Thousands

L7
L7
19
19
21
24
27
27
23
26
2T
1B

OntarÍo

Source: Statistics
71-001, monthly, Ottawa,

66
67
74
79
B9

95
111
103

88
86
82
75

Prairie

104
110
115
L2B
L2B
L29
L37
136
l-26
LL4
106
110

Brl-tish
Columbia

185
189
L96
2L6
239
262
260
25s
256
258
204
190

Canada, Labour Force Survey,
Informatlon Canada, December,

L4
L7
20
22
22
24
31
20
23
19
18
16

Catalogue No.
L97 4.
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levels of emplo¡rment continue in August, then decline rapidly through

Septernber and. October. November and. December are months of less rapid

decline. Of course, the vieather in any particular year or region can

alter thj-s normal cycle significantly.

The seasonal- variation by l-abour component is shown in Table 2.!.

As would be expected, operator labour varies little within a year. Any

variation that does occur could be a result of multiple job holding. A

person wlth an off-farm job who also runs a farm may classify himself as

a farmer during the summer months and. as an industrial- worker the rest of

the time. Variation in unpaid family labour employrnent can be explained

by the fact that: (1) tne spouse often works on the farm only in the

busy season and (e) tire farm operator?s children generall-y attend school

or ixriversity and are only able to work on the farm in the sumrner months.

Students al-so fifl- many of the seasonal hired farm l-abour positions

although a stud.y by Dawson and. Freshwut.rz indicated, that the number of

students employed in agricul-ture has been decl-ining throughout the 1)fOts.

This same study estimated that seasonal farm l-abour accounted. for 16 percent

of total emplo¡rment and. 28 percent of hired employment on farms during
7197J.- Regional estimates indicated a wide variation between regions

which the authors fel-t refl-ected the differences in agricultural- enterprise

mix. In the Prairie region, seasonal l-abour accounted for 1l percent of

totaÌ farm employment and 26 percent of hired farm emp1oyr".rt.4

2o.¡,. Dawson and D. Freshwater,
Ottawa; Food Prices Review Board, March,

3_"."- f ot-d.

4_...Ibid., Table 11.

Hired Farm Labour in _Canada,
1975, Table !.



Monthly Ernployment ln Agriculture
by Class of l^Iorker;

Canada, L974

Month

TABLE 2.9

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Total
Operator
Labour

¿¿

Estimates In Thousands

243
25L
260
272
286
296
292
285
288
277
260
247

386
400
424
465
499
534
s66
s42
5L7
504
43L
409

Unpaíd Family
Labour

No. 71-001 monthly, ottawa, tnfor@ry to
December, L974.

Source:

73
77
91

103
LLz
L2L
130
117
TT4
r20

91
B7

Hired
Labour

StaÈist.ícs Canada, Labour

7T
72
73
90

101
116
L44
140
116
107

80
75

Eqlce Survey, Catalogue
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The major implication to be drawn from the above review is that

there are sizeable differences among regíons and among l-abour eomponents

with regard to emplo¡rment in agricult'ure. These differences coul-d be a

resul-t of: (t) factors that d.etermine the d.emand and. supply of agricul-tura1

l-abour having more impact in some regions and component l-abour markets

than in others (2) different factors determining the d.emand and supply of

agricultural- labour in each region and component fabour market; or (7) a

combination of'(t) ana (Z). Therefore, it is logical to examine each

region and component labour market separately.

Economic Issues

The ercpenditures on hired farm labou.r expressed as a percent of

farm operating and depreciation erpenses have remaÍned slightly greater

than eight percent in Canada and somewhat less in the Prairie region for
5severaf yeal:s.- This stability is the net result of rapidly increasing

farm wage rates and a declining level of farm employnent. The average

farm wage rate more than doubled during the 1961-1974 period. causing the

price of l-abour to increase refative to agricultlral product prices and

other farm inputs. However , f arm i^rages appear to have followed the l-evel

of productivity in agriculture although i^rages out paced productivity in

the 1970's as can be seen in Table 2.1O,

Comparing the wage rate in agriculture to those of industry

ill-ustrates one of the major issues of the farm fabour shortage problem.

Tabl-e 2.11 shows the returns to emplo¡rment in agricul-ture are much less

5o.¡. Dawson and D. Freshwater,
Ottawa; Food Prices Revj-ew Board, March,

Hired Farm Labour in Canada,
1975, Table l.



TABLE 2.10

AgriculÈural Príce and Productivity Indices,
Canada, for Selected Years, L96L-L974

Farm product price index (1)

Farm input prÍce index (2)

HÍred farn labour price index (3)

Agricultural productivity fndex (4)

Index

t For all indices, 1961 Ís the base year.

Catalogue No. 62-002 monthly, Ottawa, Information
L967, L970, and 1974.

Sources: Row (1) Statistícs Canada, Prices

24

Row (2) and (3) Statistícs Canada, Quarterly Bulletín
of AgriculËural Statistics, catalogue No. 21-003 quarterly, otta\¡ra,
InformatÍon Canada, 1961, L964, 1967, L970, and L974.

Row (4) Statistics Canada, Aggregate Productlvtty
Measures, Catalogue No. L4-20J. annual, Ottawa, Informatl_on Canada,
1961, L964, L967, 1970, and L974.

rg6La Lg64

100. 0

100. 0

100. 0

100. 0

Year

101. 3

108. 6

109.5

133.9

L967

116.0

t2L.5

L42,6

L44.s

r970

116. 0

L3L.2

L69.8

175. 1

t97 4

223.3

194. I

255,5

190.4

and Price Indexes,
Canada, 1961, 1964,



Year Average Wage
for Male Farrn
Help (üIíthout
Board)

(1)

1961
t964
L967
L970
L97 4

Estimates of Average lJage Rat.es in
Agrículture and Major Industries;

Canada, for Selected Years 196I-1974

Average triage
in the Service
Industry

(z>

$¡a
42
52
63
93

TA3LE 2.11

Note: Column (2) was computed by Èaking
January, May, and August and nultiplying this
to those presented in coluuns (3) Ëo (6).

Source: Column
No. 21-003 quarËerly,

Average I^Iage
in the Manufacturing
Industry

Column (3) to (6) Srarisrics Canada,
72-002 monÈhly, OÈtawa, Infornation Canada, I96L,

(3)

$ss
61
75
9T

L26

Dollars Per l^Ieek

(4)

$81
90

L07
133
186

(2) SÈatistics Canada, Quarterly Bulletin
Ottawa, Information Canada, 1961, L964,

Average tr{age
in the
ConsËructíon
Industry

an average of the
average by fíve in

Average tr'lage
for Industry
Composíte

(s)

$83
95

131
L67
250

daíly wage paid
order to arrive

Employment
1964, L967, L970, and 1974.

of Agricultural Statistícs,
L967, L970, and 1974.

(6)

$78
87

103
r27
l-78

Earnings and Hours,

to male farm help in
at a figure comparable

Catalogue No.

Catalogue

N)\¡
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than returns to emplo¡rment in industry. Farm operators argue that they

are incapabl-e of paying more until- their ou¡n retr:rns increase. Conversely

potential farm employees, who consider their al-ternative emplo¡rment

opportunities, stay away from farm employnent.

Poor working conditions on farms are as much a problem as low

wages. A farm worker is often required to work long hours, especially on

livestock enterprises where ten and twelve hour days are not uncommon.

Six, arrd sometimes, seven day weeks are required in occupations such as

dairy herdsmen. These highly demanding positions are very unattractive

when indus'bry requires, in general, eight hour days with weekends off

while, at the same time, offering a higher rate of pay.

Another rel-ated issue is the problem of seasonality. Crop

enterprises often require employees to work seven days a week throughout

the daylight hours in order to plant or harvest the crop on time.

However, dr:ring the growing season or the winter months little labour is

needed and the workers are l-aid off. It is very difficult to maintain a

reÌiable and experienced labour force on a seasonal basis. Students who

supply a large portion of this seasonal type of labour present problems in

many areas because they are unable to l-eave school- early enough for

seeding and must return to schoof before the end of the harvest season.

Employrnent of permanent or ful-l-time workers is not much more

stable than that of seasonal -abour. The average permanent farm position

has littl-e of its industriaf corrnterpartrs security or promotion potential.

A season of poor returns would likely force the farm operator to 1ay off

any hired labour he had. A season of good returns could have the same

effect with respect to hired l-abol¡r if the farmer invested his retr-rns in



labour-saving equipment. Moreover, the worker who is able to hold on

his job has l-ittl-e, if any, chance to advance past emplo¡rment as a

Ithired harid. r' The typical farm unit is too small- to have any middle

management positions that an employee could expect to oecupy some day.

ùIhen a farm operator retires either a relative will take over operation

of the farm or the farm will be sol-d. In either case, the hired farm

worker has no chance of ad.vancing his career in agriculture. Related to

this problem of limited upward job mobility is the problem of low status

with respect to the farming occupation. The general image of farm

emplo¡rment is one of arduous, dirty, and r-mskil-1ed tasks. This image

often stops yoìrng people from pursuing a farming occupation. 0n many

farms, new farming teclrniques have made this clescription invalid, although

the social stigma wlll remain for years to come.

The lack of fringe benefits avail-abfe to farm l-abour is another

reason why potential- farm workers seek nonfarm employment. In most cases,

agricultural workers do not have private group medical- plans, disability

insurance, retirement pensions, etc., because of the small number of

people employed on arry one farm and the seasonal nature of the work. Also

government insr-¡rance programs, such as the Canadian Unemployment

Insurance Act are often d.isincentives to accepting seasonal employrnent.6

Finally, there are the differences in living conditions associated

w-ith agricultr-rral and industrial- occupations. Although farm workers may

be provided with acceptable accommodati-ons over and above the wages

27

to

6^-Canadian Federation of Agriculture,
Project No. 4lZOlO, a paper presented. at the
Agriculture Dairy Farmers of Canada Seminar,
section /.

ItFarm Labour Problems, rr

Canadian Federation of
Ottawa; Febmary, 1974,
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received, they are generally isolated from the social- amenities of urban

living. For example, schools, medical facilities, and entertainment

services are usually inferior arrd at a greater distance from home tha¡

similar services in an urban centre. In recent years, society has

placed a greater importance on the convenience of city Ìiving than on the

benefits of rural- living. ff the noise , ailr pollution and. crowding of

our cities continue, however, there may be a shift back to the cormtry

and the agricultural labour force may gradually increase, assuming farm

i^rages and working cond.itions can be improved-.

Government Invol-vement

The present study is not an attempt to evaluate the impaet of

government invofvement within the agricultural }abour force. However,

an examination of recent government activity in this area points up the

extent to which goverrxnent is concerned with the farm l-abour shortage

problem and indicates the approaches taken to alleviate the problem.

Several provincial governments are investigating the impact of

applying cr-lment l-abour legislation to the agricufturaf sector which at

present i-s exempt from most labour l-aws.7 Th""" l-aws ensr-¡re a high

standard of working conditions in industry and probably serve to attract

workers to the industrial sector as much as the higher i^rages relative to

agriculture. Table 2.12 Lists the fringe benefits most workers now take

for granted and indicates the benefits from which agriculture is exempt.

TSaskatcher^rarr, Ontario, Quebec, and Prj-nce Edward. Isl-and.
AgricuJ-tural Marrpower Committees, rrunpublished reports to the Canada
AgricuÌtural Manpower Committee annual meeting, r' Montreal; September
9-11, 1975,

.. -:1 r:. jn ir,i.-!-:--- -¡.-:,!:-ì.r; ;



OblÍgated to keep records
Wage protection
Employment terminatíon
Holidays r^ríËh pay
Vacations with pay
Hours of work
Minimum wage
Overtime pay
Equal pay for equal work
Pregnancy leave
I,{orkmen t s Compensatíon

Labour Standards; Legíslative Coveragg by
Provincq of Agricultural l,'Iorkers: June 1974

B. C. Alta.

E

E
N
E

E
E

E
E
c
E
V

TABLE 2.T2

Note: N

Source:
Ottawa, Ju1y,

Sask.

E

E

E
E

E

E

E

E

c
N

V

=NonerE=Exempt,

Canadian Federation
L97 4.

Man.

E

c
E
E
E
E

E
E

E
E

V

Ont.

E

E

E
E
E

E
E

E
E
E

V

Que.

c
c
c
E

E

E

E

E

C

E

c

C = Covered, V = VolunÈary

of Agrieulture, "Labour Standards", an unpublished mimeograph,

N.B.

E

N
c
N
E
E

E

E

E

N

E

N. S.

E

E

N

E

E

E

E

E

C

E

V

P.E.I.

E
c
E
E

E

E

E
E

c
c
V

Nfld.

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

C

N

v

E
c
c
N
c
E

c
E

c
N
E

N)\o
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The western provinces have lagged behind the eastern provinces,

especially ontario and New-for:nd1and, in the applieation of l_abour

standards to agricul-ture. For example, in Newfoundl-and farm workers are

covered by minimum wage, vacations with pay and employrnent termination

legislation while similar workers in the Prairie regì-on have no such

protection. The seasonal nature of the agricul-tural- industry plus the

lack of a strong agricultural labour r.mion have combined to create this
inequality between industry and agriculture. Atthough the recent

provincl-aÌ government activity is encouraging, it ïi-i]l no d_oubt take

several years before legislative chariges r¡ril-l enforce fringe benefits

for agricultural workers equal to those found in industry.

rn chapter r it was stated that government prograrns aimed. at

improving the supply of hired farm l-abour have been impremented. The

Manpower and rmmigration Department provides employer and. employee

listing referral-s, placement, and training services through the Canada

Manpower Centres. The Agrieulture for Yormg Canad.ians program attempts

to meet some of the special needs of the provinces by encouraging young

workers to gain experience in agricul-tr-ire while sirm-:.ltaneous1y meeting

some of the needs of farmers.

The canadian Farm Labour Pool system, established in 1974 and.

operated by the Federal- Department of Manpower and rmmigration, has

probably been the most beneficial- program to farmers. By December l)f4,

Jl Pools were set up throughout Canad.a to organize the supply of seasonal

and permanent farm workers and match this supply to the need-s of farmers.

The Department of Manpower and Immigration also operates several foreign

worker prograÌns such as the Caribbearr seasonal- Ïlorkers program, the
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Mexican Seasonal Agricultural- Workers Program, the United. States-Canada

Harvest'l¡Iorker Exchange, arrd the fnternati-onal Stud.ent and. Youth Exchange

Programs. Table 2.1J j,ndi-cates the m-imber of farm workers supplied to

Canadian farm operators through the efforts of indj-vidual Department of

Manpower and rmmigration prograrns. The canada Manpower centres are

spread throughout the nation and, theoretically, are best capable of

organizing the farm work force. However, mary farm operators hold a low

opinion of these centres because of the low quality, completely

unqual-ified employees that the Centres have sent out to farm operators

in their attempt to fil-l vacant positions.B rhe problem was one of

insufficient skil-l-ed farm l-abour artd a misunderstanding on -bhe part of

the Centres as to the need.s of the farm operator. As a result, farmers

lost faíth in the Canada Manpower Centres and the new Cariada Farm Labour

Pools were establ-ished in the hope that these specialized labour pools

coul-d better serve the needs of farmers. The Pools appear to be very

successful and will- likely become the major program, in terms of organiz-

ing farm Ìabour, within three or four years.

It woul-d appear from Table 2.1J that these prograrns supplied all

of the hired farm labour employed in 1974 (99 thousand. persons). This is

most definitely not the actual- case. Many of the positions vacant rnroul-d

have been fil-l-ed several times within a year or a season. For example,

a farm operator may require a hired worker for a six month seasonal

posÍtion. In the six month period, the farm operator may have to hire

BS"" fo" example: Canad.iarr Federatlon of Agriculture, rtFaïm

Labour Problemsrtt op. cit.



TABLE 2.13

Employees Supplied to Canadían
Varíous Government Programs;

Canada Manpower Centres

Canadian Farm Labour Pools

Program

Caribbean Seasonal l^Iorker Program

Internatíonal StudenË and Youth Exchange

Uníted SÈates - Canada lùorker Exchange

Mexican Seasonal tr{orker Program

AgrículÈure by
Canada,1974

Source: Manpower Employer Servíces Branchr "Agricultural
Manpower Programs, DeparLment of Manpower and Irnrnigration, L974
Highlights", Report to the CanadÍan Agricultural Manpower Cornmittee,
unpubllshed mlmeograph, Ottawa, Department of Manpower and
Immigration, September, L975.

72

Employees Supplied

75, 031

l-6,826

5,342

l_, 713

350

195
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three or more r^rorkers as each worker tires of the hard. work and l-ow wages

and leaves the farm. Such rapid. turnover is very coïumon in agriculture

and the resul-tant multiple hiring for one position causes the figures in
Tabl-e 2.1) t'o somewhat exaggerate the importance of the Department of

Manpower and rmmigration prograrns in the hired farm labour market. A

large number of positions are filled through personal recruitment in

local newpapers and by word of mouth. Rapid turnover is not a problem in
the caribbean, Mexican or Exchange programs because the students and

workers are carefully selected and in the case of the Caribbean and

Mexican Programs the workers are under contract, but these prograrns

provided less tharr eight percent of hired farm }abor;r employment in 1974.

Moreover, most of this labour is concentrated in OntarÍo and., therefore,

does little to al-leviate the farm l-abour problems of the Prairie region.

Table 2.14 presents summary data on full-time agricurtr:ral-

courses for canada and the three Prairie provinces. rn general, the

types of courses offered. have íncreased. but the total number of training

days, the estimated total- cost and the number of clients referred. to

agricultural- courses has decreased considerably. Although these d.ata

refer primarily to the training of farm operators, there are a number of

farm workers that are sent on such cour.ses either by their empJ-oyer or by

the Department of Marrpower and Immigra'bion. At a time when many farmers

want to e;cpand their operations and the maintenance of mod.ern farm equip-

ment is becoming quite complex, it would appear, from Table 2.14, that the

mechanism needed to develop a more skil-led l-abour force is being

restricted.



Types of courses offered - Canada
Manitoba
Saskatchewan
Alberta

Summary of Ful1-Time Agricultural Courses,
Canada and the Prairie Provinces, for Selected

Years, 1969-70, L970-7L, I97L-72, 1972-73, L973-74, and J974-75

Summary Statistíc

Total Èrainíng days - Canada
Manítoba
Saskatchewan
Alberta

Estirnated total cost ($) - Canada (,000)
Manitoba
Saskatcher¡an
Alberta

Clients referred to agricultural courses

TABLE 2.14

Source: Manpower Training Branch, rrAgricultural Traíning
L969-70 to L974-75", unpublished mÍmeograph, Ottawa, Department

" Figrrr"" not provided by the report cited.

1969-70

86
5
3

9

364,287
40,LL4
LL,g52
9,282

5,426
585,296
t94,457
338,701

:.

7970-7L

130
7

6
11

468,260
45 ,7 50
48,4L5
4r,640

8, 017
BLz,869
860, 218
691, 870

Year

- Canada
ManiËoba
Saskatchewan
AlberËa

a97L-72

L77
6
5

10

B2O,32g
43,822
58,2L4
65,977

11,418
52t,4AO
827,427
89L,7 64

18,691
864

1,333
L,25L

L972-73

l-66
7

10
I4

597 ,352
47 ,088
54,282
43,929

11,017
755,588
986,969
7 93,97 L

2L,007
924

L,564
L,2L5

L973-7 4

223
B

r0
T4

465,L27
22,7r0
40,422
41,080

9,618
320,364
589,996
597,67r

15,186
786

1,059
r,259

L97 4-7 s

L75
10
10
10

329,459
25,9L3
32,53r
L9,627

6,66L
3L9,825
258,230
265,964

L2,359
603

1, 010
686

Under the Canada
of Manpower and

Manpower Training Program
Iunigration, July, J-975.

UJ+



ANAJ,YSIS OF AGRICI]LTURAI M.4PLOYIUE}M IN

TT]E PRAIRIE REGION9

In each Prairie province approximately one-third of all census

farms reported emplo¡rment of paid l-abour in 1)f1. Less than five percent

of the farms employed permanent l-abou.r. Tabl-e 2.1! indicates that it is

the larger farms that hire most of the labour as J6 percent of the

Prairie farms with sa1es over $lO,OOO reported hired labour compared. to

28 percent with sal-es between $2,500-$91999 and 1J percent with sales up

to $2,500. In addition, 79 percent of al-l- the weeks of paid labour were

on the farms with sales over $10,000.

To better understand the farm labour problems of the Prairie

pr"ovinces it is helpful to examine the agricultural enterprise mix in

the region. Tabl-e 2.16 presents the m-mber and percent of farms by

enterprise speciali-zati-on. Grain farming combined w-ith cattle, sheep,

arrd hogs account lor 91 percent of the Prairie farms with sales in

excess of $2r500. Provincial-ly, Saskatchewan is the dominant provinee

with respect to grain farming while Al-berta is the dominant province in

l-ivestock operations.

In all three provinces, there are farmers unable to hire the

l-abour they need including both farmers who now employ some fabour and

15

o
'This part of Chapter II draws extensively on the followlng

report: Canadian Federation of Agricultlre, rrFarm Labour Problemsrr?
Project No. 412O1O, a paper presented at the Canadian Federation of
Agricultr-rre - Dairy Farmers of Canada Seminar, Ottawa; February,
1974, section 6(C).



Farm Size

Farms ReporËing Paíd Labour by Size
of Farm; Prairie Region, 197L

Farms wiÈh sales
up to $2,500

Farms wíth sales
between $2,500-9,999

Farms r¿ith sales
over $10,000

TABLE 2.15

Number Percent

Farms

Source: Canadian Federation of Agriculture, "Farm Labour Problems",
Project No. 412010, an unpublished working paper for the Canadian
Federation of Agriculture - Dairy Farmers of Canada Seminar on Farm
Labour, Ottawa, Canadian Federation of Agriculture, December, L973.

)o

39,372

80,7 43

54, 056

Farms Reporting Pald Labour

23

46

31

Number

5,29O

22,554

30,478

Percent

13

2B

56



TABLE 2.16

Farm Enterprise Speciall-zation;
Prairíe Region, L97L

\trheat, sma1l grains and other fÍeld crops
Cattle, sheep, hogs, (excluding dairy)
Daíry
Poultry
Fruit and VegeÈables
Forestry
Mlscellaneous specialty
Other combinations

Product Type

37

a Fruit and vegetables, forestry, and miscellaneous
speclality represent less than one percent.

Source: Canadian Federation of Agriculture, ttFarm Labour
Problemstr, Project No. 412010, an unpublished working paper
for the Canadian Federation of AgrÍculture - Dairy Farmers of
Canada Seminar on Farm Labour, Ottawa, Canadían Federation of
A,griculture, December, L973.

Number

Farms

68 ,57 9
56, 884

4, 805
1,L42

1l-9
47

657
2,566

Percent

51
42

4

i

2
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farmers who cannot find, or affordt xry of the l-abour they require. The

economic issues mentioned in the previous section apply to the Prairie

region for the most part. The most serj-ous farm labolr problems of the

Prairie provinces are nour presented. in more d.etail beIow.

An average grain farmer needs workers capable of operating and

repairing the equipment used on the farm. His needs are for seasonal,

mechanically skilled fabour. The average l-ivestock owner requires

permanent labour, skilled and r-mskilled, wilting to work urrder the

working conditions associated rrith ranching arid feedlots. Many hog

farmers operate without any hired labour but would employ a person

permanently if they could find someone with experience or training.

Dairy farmers require permarrent labour for the tw-ice daily rnilking chore.

This is a seven day-a-week task which attracts few workers. The

specialized skil-ls required of a dairy herdsman make it difficult for

dairy farmers to meet their l-abou.r requirements. The Laborir Pools are

attempting to ease the situation by providing a relief milking service

so that herdsmen can have a weekend off or take a short holi-day. The

productíon of vegetabl-es arrd sugar beets presents a different labour

problem. Unskil-led, manual l-abor-r.r is generally acceptable but most

operators can only afford,to pay very low wages. Native Indians have

been used on marly farms although this sol-ution is far from satisfactory.

Probfems of e>qploitation of the ïndians with low rates of pay, inadequate

housing, etc., are contentious social issues.

In summary, farmers in the Prairie region require skilled

agricultural labor-rr for permanent employnent especially for fivestock
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enterprises, e)cperienced, seasonal- l-abour for the crop season, and

unskilled l-abour to do the various manual tasks involved in the production

and marketing of vegetables and sugar beets but find it difficul-t to

attract such labour because of certain factors which this study will

attempt to identify.

REVIEhI OF FARM I,ABOI]R HVIPLOYIVIENT

rN 1975 AND 1 97610

Thus far, the background analysis has covered the perioA 1p54 to

1974 i-n-depth because ít is this period. to which the present stud.y is

addressed. A brief description of the farm labour situation in the years

1975 and 1976 wIIL complete the analysis. Revisions to the Labour Force

Survey in 1975 make comparj-sons of actual emplo¡rment levels w-ith earl-ier

years invalid but it is possible to discuss employrnent in relative
11terms.

Continued expansion of the Canada Farm Labour Pool system along

with increased emphasis on foreign seasonal worker programs, labour

mobility programs, and programs to improve housing for seasonal workers

helped to increase irired. labour employment in 1975. In the sarne year'

the general economic recession and increasing r:nemployment in Cartadian

10_'"For more detail- see R.S. Rust
Labourr"@, vo1 .
R.S. Rust arld I,'I.D. Jones, "Farm Labour,
No. 6, 1976, pp. 4l-49.

11_''Revj-sions to the Labor:r Force Survey inelude a larger sample
size which altered the population estimate resufts and minor d.efinitional-
charrges which shifted some farm managers from farm operators into the
hired labour cl-ass and reduced the hours of work requirement for the
unpaid family l-abour cfass.

and l¡'I.D. Jones, rrAgricultural-
10, No. 6, 1975, pp. 46-54 an¿

"@rvoI. 11,
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i-nCrrstry temporarily stopped many farm operators and their families from

leaving agricultr-re. Employment of both farm operators and rrnpaid

family labour declined in 1975 but at a slower rate than in earlier years.

Tn 1976, empÌo¡rment of hired farm labour again increased but at

a slower rate than in the previous year. Farm incomes decreased in 1976,

restricting the farmerfs abil-ity to increase farm urages sufficiently to

attract significant additional l-abour. Farm wages increased by about

11 percent compared. with increases of nearly 20 percent in pl\ and, 1975.

In addition, continued. adoption of various mechanicaf narvesters and.

rru-Pick" harvesting methods redueed the labour demand for some crops in

1976. The number of unpaid. family workers and farm operators both

decreased in 1976 with the decl-ine in farm operators the largest since

1968. This significant reduction in the number of farm operators was

believed partially due to the departure of operators who had delayed

ì-eaving the farm drring the previous three years because of the higher

than normal- farm incomes for that period. The Prairie region continued

to have the largest annual reduction in the number of persons employed

on farms during the years 1975 and, 1976, however, the region continued.

to represent more than one-half of total agricultural employrnent in

Canada.



CHAPTEA. III

THE CONCEPTUAL FR.AMEI¡rORK

The purpose of this chapter is to develop the conceptual- models

tha'b provide the framework within which the empirieal anal-ysis of the

market for agri-cul-tural- l-abour is performed-. The chapter is separated.

into two parts. The first specifies the economic theory used to explain

the supply of and demarrd for l-abour in agricul-tr-ire. The second postulates

an economic model- consisting of a demand equation, a supply equation,

and a market clearing identity for each component of the agricultural

labor;r force.

TIIE ECONOMIC THEORY

In this section, the theoretical- framework or working hypothesis

is Èiscussed in terms of the demand for labour, technological change,

supply of l-abor-rr, labour component interdependencies, secular j-nfl-uences

in the labour force, and. the lagged response to economie stinnlli. I¡,lhere

necessary, pure economic theories are modified io suit the particular

nature of farm l-abour markets based on prior knowledge of the agricultwal

sector.

The Demand for Labour

fn economic theory, labour is viewed as a factor of production.

The demand for a factor of production is a derived demand arising from

the demarrd for the final product. The price of the factor, the prices

of other input factors, and the price of the final product determine

4r
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this derived demand, given the state of technology. Margi-nal productiv-ity

theory provides a useful- analybical tool for the development of this
I

concept.

Marginal productivity theory ean be analyzed assuming perfectly

competitive input and output markets when determining a firmrs demand

for labour curve. This framework is appropriate when explaining the

demand for labour in the agricultural- sector because the individual farm

unit can be considered too small to affect equilibrium price levels in

either input or output markets. Similarly, agricultural labour i.s not

represented by powerful labour organizations which create imperfections

in the labour market.

Assuming perfect competition and working from the premise that

entrepreneurs seek to maximize profits, early labour economists deduced

two propositions which form the basis of marginal prod.uctivity theory:2

1, The outlay for a factor of production wil-f not be more than
that factor adds to the firmrs revenue.

2. Due to the forces of competition, the outlay tends to ec¡ual
the value of that factorrs contribution to the firm?s revenue.

Thus in terms of the val-ue of the marginal product of a variable input

(its marginal product mul-tiplied by the market price of the product), a

profit marcimizing entrepreneur will add additional- rmits of an input until

the vafue of its marginal product just equals the price of the input.

1Fo" u discussion on marginal productivity theory, see J.R. Hicks,
Thg TheorI of Wages, 2nd. ed.., Toronto; Macmil-1an and Co., Ltd. , 1963,
pp. 1-20 or H.H. Liebhafsky,
Dorsey Press, Inc., 1961, pp. 3014

2__'Bl-oom and Northrup, þnomics of Labgr Rel-ations' lth ed.'
Homewood; Richard. D. Irwin,

, Homewood; The
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I,'Ihen a production process requires only one vari-abl-e input, the

val-ue of the marginal product curve of the input i-s in fact the firmrs

d.emand, curve for the input.J This cr:rve wil-l- be negatively sloped due

to the law of diminishing returns whereby the marginal physical product

decreases as the quantity of a varj-able input increases (other inputs

held constant). If the price of the final product remains constant the

resulting value of the marginal product from each additional urrit of the

input w-il-l- decrease.

If several variable inputs are employed, the marginal product

val-ue cur"ve of an input ceases to represent the firmr s demand cr-rve for
)¡

that input due to input interdependencies.+ A change in the price of

one input ca¡r have three distinct effects which are described below.

Assume a production process requires onl-y two variable inputs;

capital and. fabour. At equilibrium, a given qua:rtity of output will- be

produced using the l-east cost combination of capital and labour. Ïf the

price of labour (wage rate) decreases, a ner^r input price ratio exists

which may cause a substitution effect, an output effect, and a maximizing

effect. The substitution effect is a substitution of labor¡r units for

capital units because of the decrease in the relative price of labour.

If output was kept constant the resuft woul-d be a reductj-on in the cost

of inputs. However, the l-ower price of labour al1ows the entrepreneur

to purchase more inputs for a given input expenditure. The increase in

3C.î,. Ferguson, Ivlicroeconomic Theory, Homewood; Richard. D. Irwin,
Inc. , 1969, p. J65.

¿l-rbid.. , p. 365.
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output due to the j-ncreased- use of inputs represents the output effect.

Finally, the declj-ne in the price of labour increases the optirmrm (profit

maximizing) level of output because the marginal cost of production has

decl-ined. The profit maximizing entrepreneur wil-l increase output to the

new optimum l-evel. This shift is cal-Ied the maximizing effect. At the

new equilibrium position, the value of the marginal product for all-

variable inputs is equal and the price of each input is equal to the

marginal revenue of producing one more rmit of output.

The substitution of fabour for capital decreases the margÍnal

product of l-abour because there are l-ess capital r.rrits (the other required

input) to combine wlth the increased nurnber of l-abour rrnits. Conversely,

the output and maximizj-ng effects cause more of both variable inputs to

be used which increases the marginal produc-b of labour. The total- effect

is an increase in the marginal product of labor.r and in the value of the

marginal product of ]abour.5 This implies a shift to the right of the

vafue of the marginal product cuïve when the price of labour declines.

Moreover, points of intersection between the value of marginal product

curve and. the supply curve for l-abotr indicate points of the demand for

labour curve. Therefore the d.emand curve for an input, when several

variabl-e inputs are used, must have a negative slope (as in the case of

one variable input) because a d.ecrease in the price of an input shifts

the val-ue of marginal product curve to the right.

5C.p. Ferguson, Microeconomic Theory, Homewood; Richard D. Irwin,
Inc., 1969, p. 368.
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Thus marginal productivity theory j-raplies an increase in the

pri-ce of labor;.r will- reduce the quantity of labour demanded, assuming

the variable factors need not be used in fixed proportions. An increase

in the price of other inputs such as machinery will have the opposite

effect.

The price of the final product has a positive rel-ationship with

the quantity of labour demanded. If the final product price increases,

the demand of all inputs should increase as the firm attempts to increase

output and vice versa. The assumption of a given l-evel- of technology,

mentioned at the outset of this subsection, is discussed in a separate

subsection bel-ow.

Technologicaf Change

The demand for an input is affected by changes in the level- of

technology applied to the production process in which that input is used.

Technological- change may be defined as any shift of the production

funciion that enables a higher fevel of output to be produced from the

same l-evel of inputs. It may be eapital-using, neutral, or labour using

as measured by the margÍnal rate of tecluricaf substitution of capital- for

l-abour which is the ratio of the marginal product of fabour to that of
/ncapital." According to a study by Yeh arld Li, technological charrge in

Canadian agriculture was neutral for the period 1946-196>.7 This implies

6a.". Ferguson, Microeconomic Theory, Homewood; Richard. D. Irl,,i-in,
Inc . , 1969, pp. 3B5-'BB.-

7tut.H. Yeh and L. Li, ,

Research Report No. 1!, Faculty of Agriculture and Home Economics,
University of Manitoba, November, 1968r pp. 50-52,
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that technological progress i-n agriculture shifts the val_ue of the

marginal product of both l-abour arrd capital to the rÍght. Consequently,

the d.emand for both these factors of prod.uction should. increase as the

l-eve] of technology inereases, other factors remaining constant. However,

if the increase in output resulting from new technology reduces prices,

the net effect of an inerease in the level- of technology may be a

decrease in the demand for labour.

In addition, the l-evel of technology is only part of a more

general measr-lre, the level of productivity. Technological change combined

with capital- intensification (increasing the quantity of capital used in

production) determine Ìabour productivity. As the capital per man employed.

increases, there i-s movement along the production fi-rrction and output

increases. Again, the net result may be a reduction in the demand for

l-abour if the higher output reduces prices.

It was noted in Chapter I that the dramatic increase in agricultural-

output due to increased productivity resulted in depressed product prices

which reduced the demand for l-abour. Therefore, in terms of the derived

demand equations for fabour, it is logical to account for the l-evel of

productivity rather than just the l-evel- of technology because the l-evel

of productivity measures technical change and capital- intensification,

both of which may affect the level of demand. This study e>cplicitly

introduces the l-evel- of productivity per man employed into each demand

function.
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The Supply of Labour

The supply of labour can be discussed at four l-evels: l-abour

avail"abl-e to an individual fi-rm, labour available to an industry or

sector, labour available to a particul-ar locality, or fabour availabl-e
o

in the economy as a whole.t The supply of labour in the economy as a

whofe represents the total l-abour force and j-s usually taken to be

dependent upon (t) ttre size of the population; (Z) trre sex composition

of the population; (l) tne age distribution within the population; and

(4) tfre attitude of the population towards work. In the present study'

the size of the total labour force is considered given because the problem

we wish to examine here is what quantity of labour wil-l be supplied to a

given sector, specifically the agricul-turaf sector. The size of the total-

labour force is assumed exogenous arrd is taken to be one of the factors

that d-etermine the supply of agricultu.ral l-abor-lr.

The quantity of labour supplied to any particular sector depends

upon: (t) tfre size of the total- l-abour force; (2) the l-aborrr forcets

preference for that type of work; (f) mo¡ifity of the labour force; arld

(4) returns availabl-e in al-ternative employments. fn the short-run the

first three factors are hel-d consta¡.t while relatíve retr:rns to labour

are assumed to be a frmction of the wage rate. Thus the short-rr.¡n supply

cttï.ve of labour rel-ates units of f aboi.r to the wage rate. An increase

in the wage rate will increase the quarrtity of labour supplied and

ou_-"Bfoom and Northrup, ' lth ed. 
'

Homewood; Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1965, pp. 320-121.
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vice versa. Changes in the size of the labour force, its work preferences

or its abiì-ity to shift from one job to another when returns availabl-e

in al-ternative employments increase invol-ve a shift of the labour supply

curve.

Economic theory states that the supply curve of labor:r is

positivel-y sloped..9 tt each suppl-ier of labour was identical (unif,orm

empJ-oyment preferences and. equal ability) arrd perfectly mobile, the

supply curve woul-d be perfectly elastic. In this situatlon an industry

that raised its wage rates rel-ative to other industries could erpect all

workers to migrate to that industry. However workers are neither

homogeneous nor perfectly mobil-e.

For example, marry workers would not have sufficient training to

accept a posì-tion in the higher return ì-ndustry arrd. may prefer not to

acquire new skill-s. Of those qualified, many may not even be aware of

the existing opportunity. Mobility is hampered by the cost of relocation

and a desire to remain in famll-iar sunoundings. In vÍew of these

circumstances the supply crLrve is not perfectly elastic but positively

sloped. The higher an industry can raise its relative wage rate, the

larger the mxnber of workers that uril-l offer their labour services to

that industry. The wage rate which refl-ects the returns availabl-e in

alternate employrnents has the opposite effect. If wages in the rest of

the economy increase, the inffuence on the supply of labour to the sector

i;nder study would be negative.

o
'H.H. Liebhafsky, The Nature of Price Theory, Homewood; The

Dorsey Press, Inc., 1961, pp. 333-340.
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The size of the total labou.r force has a positive relationship

with the qua.ntity of fabour supplied to a sector. That is, an increase

in the total labour force tends to increase the labour availab]e to each

sector of the economy. Unless, of course, none of the new entrants

sel-ected employment in the sector rmder study. Such a case is unlikely,

even in the agricultr:ral sector where ïrages are low relative to industry,

special skill-s are requiredo and the cost of entry is higtr.1o

The level- of employment in the economy has particular significance

to the agricultural sector where there is an excess demand for labour at

present. A high rate of unemplo¡rment suggests few emplo¡rment opportrrni-

ties and strong competition for vacancies that do exist. The effect is

two fol-d. Out-migration from agriculture is reduced due to a l-ack of

alternate employment, and the workers, unable to find employment in

industryt ffiãy offer their services to agricul-ture. Therefore, a

positive relationship exists between the level- of employment in the

economy and the supply of labour to agriculture. In terms of mobility,

the agricufturaf tabour force becomes l-ess mobile whil-e the industrial-

l-abour force (ttrose who are unemployed) becomes more mobile if the rate

of unemployment increases.

1oftru cost of entry refers
being farming and only appliesto

to the investment in capital required
to farm operator labour.



Labour Com'ponent fnterdependencíes

As stated previously, the agricultr:ral l-abor;r foree consists of

the three components; hired l-abour, operator labour, and r_mpaid family

labour. To the extent that each possesses the same skills, the components

can be considered substitutes. The demand for operator labour in

agriculture may be influenced by the m¡mber of hired l-abourers. The

supply of unpaid family labour may be influenced by the number of farm

operators. The demand for hired workers may be infl-uenced by the mlnber

of unpaid family workers and so on. For example, operators arrd. urrpaid

fanily labour may offer their services as hired farm labolr if the hired

farm wage rate increases substantially. Similarly, if the demarrd for

hired l-abour decreased many of these workers could return to the family

farm as unpaid family labour.

The interdependence between labour components is difficult to

establish prior to applying statistical tests to a hypothesized. rnod"l-.11

For the most part, hired and unpaid family labourers are required to do

the same rnrork on the farm and can therefore be l-abel]ed substitutes.

However, the interdependence between operator l-abour and the two

substitute components is not so cfear. Farm operators often work at the

same tasks as hired and urpaid famil-y labour but they al-so must play the

additionaf role of farm manager. This role of manager has become more

50

1''tnlh"n testing
equation, the price of
expl.anatory variable .
unpaid family l-abour is
hypothesi zed substitute

for a substitution effect in a demand or supply
the substitute commodity is usually used as arr
However in this case, the price of operator and
difficul-t to estimate so the quantities of the
labour components are used instead.
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prominent over the years as the size and complexity of ferms increased.

For example, on several of the larger farm operations, the operator acts

mainly as the manager or co-ordinator leaving most of the normal- farm work

to his employees. On this basís, then, a farm operation demar¡ds both

mar.agement and worker 1abour. However, the two types of l-abour are not

so special-ized that workers arrd managers do not substitute rol-es when

conditions warrant such a move. F\;rther complications arise when it is

real-ized that operator and unpaid family labor:r are related through

family ties. This family relationship may cause a high correlation between

movements of the two components. l,rlhen a farm operator leaves agriculture,

for example, the unpaid l-abour his family supplied would likely al-so l-eave.

In order to test for interdependencies within the Canadian

agricultural labor-rr market conventional economic theory, outlined above,

is erbended to account for supplementary, and possibly, complementary

relationships between labour components. The natr:re of the relationships

is hypothesized in the sections dealing with specific component l-abor-rr

markets which appear in the second part of this chapter.

Secular Influences in the Labour Force

There are secul-ar shifts in the demand for and supply of labour

which are not explicitly taken accoult of by the economic variables

discussed above. The demand for l-abou.r w-ill- change as the quality of

the labour force, in terms of education and experience, changes over time.

An employerrs preference for input mixes and charrges in the total economy

may also be secul-ar in nature. Institutionaf factors such as government

policies and laws carr also cause secular infl-uences on the demand for

l-abour.
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The supply of labour to agriculture has been continuously

declining for many years. Gradual changes in the tastes and preferences

of the labour force toward the rrrban way of l-ife is cited as one factor

behind this secular movement. Better education, communication, and

transportation in rural areas are others.

Under conditions such as these a trend variabl-e is added to the

demand and supply equations to account for changes highly correl-ated with

time and not ercplained by the economic variables. This makes possible

a testing procedure to check the significance of these faetors.

Lagged Response to Economic Stimul-i

A lagged response model is used to take account of the fact that

a personrs response to economic stimufi is not instantaneous but

distributed over time. The reasons for expecting a lag in demarid response

d.iffer from those of suppty.12

Lags occur in supply response for several reasons. There is

uncertainty as to whether the changes are pernanent cìr just temporary.

Limited education and a desire to remain in famil-iar suroundings often

restrict a workerrs mobility. The urrpaid family labour on the farm may

have no other alternatives in terms of employment or may not be informed

of existing opportunities.

Lags occur in demand response because present econornlc patterns

may have become habit or the new situation may appear temporary. Al-so

12yt¿l" Ner]ove r !'Distributed" Lags and Estimations of Long-Run
Supp1yandDemandE].asticities:Theoretica]-Considerations,''@
Farm Economics, Vol. 40, No. J, 1958r Þp. 1O1-J11.
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certain agricul-tural resources are both durable and complementary with

other durable resources making some instant responses inefficient. New

economic patterns take time to estabfish if new knowledge and resolrrces

must be aequired or if old contracts must be fulfíl-led.

In this study Nerlovers distributed lag model is used as it has

the additional capability of being able to provide estimates of short-

rln and long-run elasticities. The short-run elasticity is a measure of

response to economic stimul-i within a gi-ven time period. The long-rrrn

el-asticity is a measure of the tota1 response and is bel-ieved to be larger

tha:r the short-run response because it indicates the complete adjustment

to economic stlmul-i. The difference between the short-nrn and long-nin

el-asticities is due to the lagged response.

The process devefoped by Nerlove estimates this lag and separates

the short-rurr and long-run el-asticities. Specifically, the dependent

varj-able (quantity demanded, or supplied) i-s lagged one time period. and

is added to each demand and supply equation as aJr. erçlanatory varì-able.

From the estimated coefficient of the lagged dependent variable the

coefficient or el-asticity of adjustmen-b is cal-culated and the short-nm

and long-nm elasticities are determined. This technique is fi-rrther

described in Chapter IV rmder rrThe Estimation Procedure."

The trend variable, introduced above for theoretical- reasons is

afso valuable on statistical grounds when a distributed lag model is
47

used".'/ If importa¡rt variables are omitted from the model the lagged.

13G,8. Schuh, Distributed Lags as a Technique for obtainin$
Long- and" Short-Ri;n Elastiòities, Productj-on Economics Paper No. 6213,
Purdue University, July, 1962, p, 9.
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dependent variable will- tend to pick up their effects, especially if the

omitted variabfes are correlated with time. In this situation the

coefficient of the lagged variabfe will- be over-estimated resulting in

an und.er-estimated. coefficient or elasticity of adjustment. . The cal-culated

long-n:n el-asticities would then be over-estimated. A trend variable

isolates the effects of omitted variables that are comelated with time

thereby improving the elasticity estimates

TTIE ECONOMIC MODEL

The Market for Hired Labour in Agricul-ture

The economie theory of the demand for a¡d supply of labourr as

outl-ined above, is likely most applicable to the market for hired l-abour.

Farm operators must pay d.irectly for hired fabour services r as opposed to

using their own services or those of the family, thus making such

employrnent decisions more visibly economic in nature. The hired labourert

on the other hand., may not have the family ties of operator and unpaid

family fabour or the financiaf ties of farm operators. Therefore he may

be more free to decid-e whether or not to supply his services to agriculture:

Demand. The demand rel-ationship for hired labour is specified

where:

".,o 
= I (xt , x2, *j, *7, x.11 , xjz, Ye r)

",'O 
= hired l-abour demanded by agriculture

X1 = ""u1 
farm Price index

3.t)



X, = index of productivitY

X-)
*7

X11 = operator labour employed in agricufture

X1Z = r-urpaid family l-abour employed i-n agriculture

\'¡ - ^-ice of hired ]abour indexL2 - }./L.

v - rartdom error

Hired. labour employed in agriculture is used as a measr.:re of

hired l-abour demarrded.

The real farm price ind.ex j-s a ratio of the prices received by

farmers for their products to the prices paid. by farmers for inputs. The

index reffects the "reaf" price of the final product. Ttre relationship

between the quantity of labour d.emand.ed. and real farm prices is e>çected

to be positive to reflect the derived demand. for a factor of production.

The index of productivity reflects both capital intensity and

technological change. Increasing use of capital and neutral technological

progress is expected to reduce the demand for labour. The h¡rpothesized

refationship between the labour demarrd.ed and productivity is therefore

negative.

The rel-ationship between the demand for l-abour and trend reflects

secul-ar influences on demand not accormted for by the economic variables.

No a priori refationship is hlrpothesized.

The lagged d.ependent variable must have a positive relationship

with quantity demanded to verify the distributed lag hypothesis. This

point is covered. further in the following chapter'

= trend

= hired labou.r lagged one Year

55
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It is hypothesized that the nunber of operators in agriculture is

negatively related- to the d,ema¡.d for hired- l-abour. As the m:mber of farm

operators decrease, more hired labour r^rill_ be required due to a

substitution effect. Demand for hÍred l-abour should. increase. The

recent trend to fewer farms of larger average size, for example, is

expected to result in a higher demand for hired l-abour on these larger

farm rrriits. Other more complex factors rel-ated to farm operators, such

as a shift in production emphasis to labor-rr intensive crops, might eloud

the observed relationship between hired arrd operator l-abour but only a

test of the substitution hypothesis is within the scope of this stud.y.

Hired Ìabour and linpaid family l-abour are also consid.ered.

subs-bitute l-abour cortponents. I¡Ihen the number of unpaid family labour

employed rises the demand for hired l-abour wil-l fal-] arrd. vice versa.

The hypothesized rel-ationship is therefore negative.

A negative relationship between the qua:rtity of hired l_abour

demarrded a:rd the pri-ce of hired labour is hypothesized..

The random error term is incl-uded to account for random

disturbances in the demand. for hired labour not accounted for by the

specified independent variables. Droughts, storms and strikes are

examples of rarrdom disturbances.

Supply. The supply relationship for hired l_abour is specified

where:

".,t = ¡ (x4, x5, *3, 
"7, 

x11, x12, y' w)

"1t = hired labour supplied to agricufture

3.2)
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X4 = udjrrsted nonfarm wage rate index

X- = size of the labour force)

X= = trend)

X., = hired labour lagged one year
I

Xn n = operator labour employed in agricul-turetl

Xnn = unpaid family fabour employed. in agricultr:ret¿

v --ice of hired labour indexL2_ PL

w = ïâJl'dom error

Hired labour employed in agricultr:re is used as a measure of

hired. labour suppJ-ied.

The hypothesized rel-ationship between the supply of hired labour

and the adjusted nonfarm wage rate is negative. The ad.justed. nonfarm

wage rate is a measure of the returns ar¡ailabl-e to farm l-abour if they

l-eave farming. The nonfarm wage rate is adjusted by the curuent rate

of rmemployment to reflect the availabil-ity of nonfarm "rployrerrt.l4
The relationship between the supply of labour to agriculture

and the size of the labour force is expected to be positive, indicating

that an increase in the labour force wil-l shift the labour supply crlrve

to the right. Three afternative measures of the labour force will be

consid.ered. in this analysis: (1) tne totat civil-iarr labour force;

¿ )r

'*.A." th" fevel of unemployrnent ín the economy increases and.
the availability of nonfarm employment is reduced, the supply of labour
to agricul-ture may increase. This unemployment effect can be accounted
for by adjusting the nonfarm ürage rate downwards by the trnemployrnent
rate. The method of adjustment is discussed in Chapter IV.
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(z) trre male civilian labour force; and. (l) tne agricultlral labor;r

force. The totaf eivifiarr labour force will be tested as arr explanatory

variabfe as it represents the total quantity of l-abour available' a

fraction of which will- be supplied to agri-culture. The male civilian

labour force is tried because the proportion of femafes in agricul-ture

is quite smal-l, particularly in the operator and hired labour components.

Finally, the agricultr:ral- labour force wil-l be tested because the labour

supplied. to each component farm labour market represents a part of the

total- agricultural fabour force. Also, because the special skil-l-s

required. for agriculturaf employment are somewhat different from the

typical skill-s required. in other occupations, ma;ny persons in the general

1abour force may not see the agricultural- sector as a possible place of

employment.

The trend variable is again incfuded to account for secular

j-nfluences not accounted for by the economic variabl-es.

The lagged variable and the random eruor term are also included

in the supply fimction for the same reasons as those given for their

inc]usion in the demand function.

The h¡rpothesized rel-ationship between the supply of hired l-abour

and. operator fabour employed is negative. A small- proportion of the

decline of hired l-abour may be due to hired labour starting up their own

farm enterprise. Conversely farmers sel-l-ing their oi¡n farms because of

excessive debts, old age or a variety of other reasons may stay on in the

rural comm.rrity and. offer their services as hired labour.

As the quantity of unpaid family l-abour decreases, .the supply of

hire¿ l-abour is expected. to increase. It is hypothesized that some of
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the ind.ividuals who cease to be unpaid family labour (perhaps because

their services are no longer required on the family farm) w-ill offer

their services in the hired. labour market. ConverseÌy, if individuals in

the hired labour market return to the family farm as r.rnpaid family labour'

the supply of hired l-abour will be reduced.

Supply of hired labour and price of hired labour are expected to

be positively related.

The economic mod.el for the hired farm ]abour market is concluded

with a market clearing identity which, for a given time periodt equates

the demand for arrd supply of hired f arm l-abour:

y.D = Y,S (i.3)-1 1

The Market for O'perator Labour in Agricuftule

Operator fabour ís the most compl-ex l-abour component in agriculture

in terrns of postulating arÌ economic model-. As discussed above, the farm

operator performs two distinct functions which must be identified and

kept separate.

In his rol-e of farm manager, he seeks to maximize profits by

efficient al-l-ocation of resources to his operation. If the price of one

input increases relative to the others, he will demand fess of that

input. In his second. role as that of a supplier of l-abour, he seeks to

maximize his income by offering his services to the industry or occupation

which provides him with the highest returns.

One difficulty relates to the price of operator labour which is

his net income after all expenses and depreciation. The wages paid to

hired fabour were a cost to the operator and were negatively related to
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demand. In this case however, it woufd appear that the farm operator

woul-d dema¡rd more of his own services as the return to them increased.

This implj-es a positive sloped demand curve. The apparent economic

discrepancy is a resuft of the two roles played by the farm operator.

As a manager he will choose the feast cost combination of

resources to produce his product. ff his oim labour is more erçensive

than the other labour components, he wil-l hire l-abour. As a labourer he

wil-l- offer his services to the activíty where he startds to reap the

highest financial gains. However this second phenomenon is a supply

response not a demand response.

A second issue rel-ates to the capital investment in farming as it

affects the supply of farm operators. It carr be argued that the slow

migration of farm operators out of agriculture despite the low rel-ative

incomes is, in part,. due to the sizeable capital investment required of

farmers. The operator usual-ly owns land and other capital resources so

that the returns to these factors of production go to him as do the

returns to his l-abor:r. Therefore operators consid.er alf these returns

when deciding to stay or l-eave the industry. Since most agricultural

farm inputs (tractors, combines, barns, land.) cannot be transferred to

other industries, farmers may remain in agriculture to obtain the reùurn

on their capital assets even though returns to labour are higher in

other industries. Consequently, it is hypothesized that the higher the

equity of a farm operator, the l-ess likely he w-il1 leave agricultr.re and

the supply of operator labour would have a positive refationship with

the level- of or^rner's equity. This hypothesis is tested by introducing a

variable indicating the equity position of farm operators into the farm

operator supply equation.



Demarrd. In this study the dernand relationship for operator

l-abour is specified as:

"ro = ¡ (xt , xz, 
"3, 

*8, x1o, x ,2, YU, m) (1,4)

where:

Y-D = operator ]abour demand.ed by agricul-ture)

Y - -eal- farm price ind.exrr1 - fv

X, = index of productivitY

v +-end
^z-ur)

Xg = operator laboi:r lagged one year

X1O = hired fabour employed in agriculture

X12 = unpaid family l-abour employed in agricufture

"4 
= tt"t farm income Per farm

m = random error

Operator l-abor-rr employed in agriculture is used as a measure of

operator labour demanded.

Real farm prices, productivity, trend, the lagged term a¡d the

error term are treated the same in the demand for operator fabour

fu¡ction as they were in the demand for hired fabour function.

The hypothesized refationship between the demand for operator

labour arrd hired fabour employment is negative as was the relationshíp

between the d.emand. for hired. l-abor:r and farm operator employrnent.

If the quantity of hired labour employed deelines, farm operators

would, d.emand more of their own services; whereas if the quantity of

6t
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hired l-abor-rr employed increased, farm operators woul-d demand l-ess cf

their or^rn services.

The demarrd for operator l-abour is al-so hypothesized to be

negatively related to the quantity of rmpaid. family l-abour employed,

because farm operators would have to substitute their ourn labor:r for

family labour j-f it decreased, arrd vi_ce versa.

Net farm income per farm is used as a pro)çy for the price of

operator laboi;r. It represents the residual to a farmer after all costs

have been incurred. The expected rel-ationship is negative with respect

to the dema¡.d for operator labour.

as:

Suppfy. The supply relationship for operator labor.rr is specified.

y-s=f(
) .X4' X5, X3, X6, XB, X1o, X12, Y4, n) 3.5)

where:

_,sY1-- = operator Ìabolr supplied to agricultr-rre

X4 = "dj..sted nonfarm inrage rate index

v - -i ze of the l_abour force"5-"-
X_ = trend--3

X6 = ownerrs equì-tY Per farm

XB = opu"ator l-abour lagged one year

X1o = hired l-abour employed in agricul-tr;re

xlz

Y4

n

= unpaid family l-abour employed in agricul-ture

= ñêt farm income per farm

= rarÌdom error
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Operator labour employed. in agricultr-rre is used as the measure

of operator labour supplied.

The adjusted nonfarm wage rate, size of the labour foree, trend,

the lagged term and the eruor term are treated the same as in the hired

labour supply equation.

Ournerrs equity is expected to have a positive relationship with

the supply of operator fabour.

It is hypothesized that quantity of operator fabour supplied

and the quantity of hired l-abour employed have a negative relationship

due to the possibility of hired l-abour leaving the hired labour force

and becoming farm operators and vice versa.

The same negative relationship is h¡rpothesized to exist between

the supply of operator l-abour and the quantity of unpaid family l-abour

employed again because of the possibÍlity of labourers shifting from one

class of worker to another.

Net income is expected to have a positive refationship r,,rith the

supply of operator labour.

The economic model- for the farm operator labour market is

concl-uded with a market clearing identity which, for a given time period,

equates the demand for and supply of farm operator labour:

DSY-- = Y-" 3.A)t)

The Market for Unpaid Family Labour ín
Aglicultgre

Unpaid family labour generally consists of the farm operatorrs

wife and children. These individua]s offer their services l.rithout direct

pay because of family relationship. Such amangements are not strictly
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economic in nature, thus causing problems when developing an economic

model-. However, only the variables that can be derived from economic

theory are examined in this study. No attempt is made to measure the

significance of the social factors.

In the present study, the wage rate for hired agricultural labour

wil-I be used as a proxy in the absence of a "pricerr for impaid family

l-abour. It is assumed that the farm operator would use the current wage

rate as the opportunity cost of his family labor.rr whil-e the familyr on

the other hand, would view the curent wage rate as an indication of

the returns to worki-ng on the family farm.

The supply of hired labour was in part explained by the size of

the l-abour force. This measure may or may not be relevant when

discussing unpaid family l-abour. Al-l- three al-ternate measures of the

labour force (totat civilian, male civilian, and agricuftural-) w:iff ¡e

tested to determine if they are shifters of the unpaid family l-abour

supply curve.

Dema¡.d. The demand relationship for r:npaid family labour is

specified as:

"ro = I (xt , xz, \, "g, 
x1o, xr,, Y6, r)

where:

-.DY:," = i-mpaid family l-abour demanded by agricul-ture

X1 = ""uf farm Price index

X, = index of productivity

v _ +ø^ndr\3 - vlv

3.t)
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Xo = nnpä.id family l-abour lagged one year
Y

XlO = hired ]abour employed in agricul-ture

X1 1 = operator labor-rr employed in agriculture

Y6 = rtpricetr of unpaid family labour

I = random error

Unpaid family l-abour employed in agricul-tr.re is used as the

measure of unpaid labour demanded.

Real- farm prices, productivity, trend, the Ìagged term, and the

error term are treated the same as in the demand equations for hired

labour and operator labour.

. 
Tt is hypothesized that the relationshÍp between the demand. for

unpaid family l-abour and the quantity of hired labour employed is

negative because of the substitution effect. A deerease in hired labour

emplo¡rment wi}l increase the demand for l:npaid family labor:r and. vice

versa.

Similarly, a decrease in the quantity operator labour employed

will- increase the demand for urrpaid family l-abour and vice versa. The

hypothesized. refationship between the demand- for unpaid family labour

and the quantity of hired labour employed is, therefore, also negative.

Suppl-y. The supply relationship for rmpaid family labour is

specÍfied as:

where:

"5t = ¡ (x4, x,, 
"j, "g, 

x1o, x11, Y6, s)

\Y-" = r-rnpaid family l-abor-rr supplied to agricultr:re)

(r.s¡



X4 = udjrsted nonfarm wage rate

Y
)

Y*7

Y"9

= size of the ].abor-lr force

= trend

= unÞai-d family l-abour lagged one year

I¡ - Lired labour employed in agrículture^10 - rr'

X1 1 = operator labour employed in agricul-ture

YU = rrÞricett of unpaid family labour

s = râIdorn error

Unpaid family labour employed in agriculture is used as the

measure of impaid family l-abor;r supplied.

The adjusted nonfarm urage rate, size of the labour force, trend,

lagged term, and error term are treated the same as in the supply

equations for hired and operator ]abour.

A decreaee in hired labour employment shoul-d increase the supply

of unpaid family labour and vise versa, as some workers return to the

family farm. Therefore, a negative relationship is hypothesized.

A negative relationship is also expected between the supply of

unpaid family l-abour and the quantity of operator fabour employed

although the probability of farm operators offerÍng their services as

unpaid family l-abor:r i-s very smal-l-.

The economic model- for the unpaid farnily laboi;r market is

concluded with a market clearing identity which, for a gi.ven time period,

equates the demand for and supply of unpaid family l-abour:

"5o 
= "5t 3'g)
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CIIAPTER TV

THE E}4PTRICAL FR.AMEIdORK

The purpose of this chapter is threefold. Fírst, the statisti-

cal model-s, 'bheir identifying polrer, and the a priori constraints placed

on the coefficients are presented. Foll-owing this is a discussion of

the procedure used in estimating the structuraf demand and srpply rela-

tionships. The final part of this chapter deals with the data problems

encortrrtered and the way ín which they were handled.

TI]E STATISTICAL MODELS

A prerequisite for the

relationships is that the model

a model- to be identified, each

have a unique statistical form

tion of fr:¡.ctions, contains the

considered.

A model wil-l- fall into

1. Underidentified

2. Identified

estimation of parameters of structural-

in question must be identifed. For

structural- firnction in that model- must

such that no other firnction, or combina-

same variables as the fwrction being

one of three categories:1

1lut.,l . Brennan, Prefaee to Econometrics, South-Ir'lestern Publishing
Company, Cincinr¡ati, Ohffi

6l

(a) .rust Identified

(u) Overidentified
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If any one equation of a mod.el is rmderidentified., the model is

considered rrnderidentified. conversely Íf any one equation is over-

identified, the model is considered overidentified. Underidentified

model-s are unable to statistically estimate the strr:ctural- parameters.

rf the model is overidentified the parameters may be statistical]y

estimated by various econometric techniques. Two-stage least squares

is one such method.

The struc-bural equations of a model- must meet neeessary (order)

conditions and necessary and sufficient (rank) conditions to be identi-

fied. The order condition may be expressed syrnbolieally as:

N - Nr+> G - 1

where:

N = total- number of variables in the model-

N* = number of variables in the equation being considered

G = total- m¡rber of endogenous variables

The rank condition for identification states that there must

exist at l-east one non-zero matrj-x, of parameters of al-l the variables

excl-uded from the equation being consid.ered., ïrith order (C - f ).2

Each structural- rel-ationship specified in this chapter is exam-

ined with respect to these two conditions. It shoufd be noted that the

market clearing identity of quantíty demanded equals quantity supplied

was included in each labour component market. Thís equation is a

)-This condition is called the rank condition because the ranlc
of a matrix is the order of the l-argest non-zero determinant derived
from the matrix.
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statement of equilibrium for which no problems of identification or

estimation arise.J

The Market for Hired Labour in
,f\ on'i nrr'l *rrna

-

The variables are defined the same as in Chapter IfI. Statisti-
cal estimates of the structural- demand and supply relationships for
hired labour were obtaj-ned using the following model-.4

Demand.

_-DY1-=u1 *b.1 X1 *b2XZ*bj*j*O4*Z*O5"t., *OU"r,

+ b, Y, + v (4.r)

The a priori constraints on the parameter estimates are b., ) O,

be(0,0(b4<1,ola 0, b6<0, b7<0.

Supply.

__sY1- = t2 * bB x4 + bt x5 * btox3 * or, *T * bt2xtl * bt3

XtZ*b.t4Y2** Ø.2)

Company, New York, 1960, il. lfO-nZ.
L'It should be noted that each model was es"bimated. in both statie

and d.¡mamic form. l,Ihen specified. as a d¡mamic model-; b1 = UlV, b, =
{-bZL etc. where y is the coefficient of adjustment expressing the pro-

portion of disequil-ibrium removed in one time period. The coefficients
vrith asterisks refer to the coefficients of the static form of the equa-
ti-on. The coefficient of the lagged variable is equal to (t - y).
Model identification is not altered by the addition or deletion of the
lagged term.

7
'J. Johnston, Econometric Method.s, 2nd Ed., McGraw-Hill Book
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The g priori constraints on the parameter estimates are bg{ 0,
og= o, 0( btt ( 1, b12<o, b1)< 0, b14> 0.

There are no ! priori constraints placed on the coefficients of

the trend. variable (b, ana OtO).

This statistical model for the hired farm labour market is over-

identified. Both the demand and supply equations exceed the necessary

(order) and necessary and" sufficient (rank) cond.itions previously dis-

cussed. The model- will be just identified as long as the coefficient of

at least one identifiying variabl-e in each equation (b., or b, for d.emand.;

bo or b^ for supply) is statistically significant from zero.XU9'/

The Market For Operator Labour in
Agriculture

The variables are defined the same as in Chapter III. Statistical-

estimates of the structural demand and supply relationships for operator

l-abour were obtained using the following model.

Demand.

v: = ^3 * bt, Xt * bt6 Xz * or\ X, * br8 Xg + b.,9 Xro

* bzo Xtz * bzl Y4 * * U.l)

The a priori constraints on the parameter estimates are:br5) O,

bt6< 0, 0( bt8{ 1, b1g< 0, bzo( 0, oeta o.

suPPfY.

_-sYJ" = u4 * bzz*4 * orrX5 * bz4 *3 * orjX6 * bz6 XB * bz7 XrO

* beg Xtz * bz9 Y4 * tr (4.4)



o2j,'o, bz5) 0, 0<bz6< lt bz'< o, b2B< o, bz9> o.

There are no g priori constraints placed on the coefficients of
the trend variabl-e (b.,, anA be4).

The statistical model- for the farm operator labour market is aLso

overidentified. There are two variables (xr and xr) that appear in the

demand fimction but not in the supply function. Three variables (x4,

xr, and- x6) annear only in the supply function. As long as at reast

one of these variables in each function has coefficients statistically
significant (nr5 o" b16 for demand; bZ2, b21, o" b.j for supply) tne

model- will be identified.

The Market For Unpaid Famil_y Laboul
in Agricu]ture

The variabl-es are defined the same as in Chapter TII. Statistical_

estimates of the structural demand. and supply relationships for r-rnpaid

family labour were obtained using the following mod.el¡

Demand.

Y-D = a--5 - *5 + olo 
", * b3, 

", * 
olrxi * b34 x9 * o35xto * b36

"',, * 
oj. Y6 + r (4.f )

The g priori constraints on the parameter estimates are bro ) o,

o3,'o' 0 ( b14 < t, ot1' o, o36< o, blT < o.

The a priori constraints on the parameter estimates are brr-<

lt

u,
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Supply.

Y-S = a.-5 - *6 + o17 *4 * b3}x5 * o39xJ * b4o 
"9 

* o4', xro * b4z

Xrr*o4¡"6*" (4.6)

The g priori constraints on the parameter estimates are br.r 1 ot

bf8=0, o(b4o< 1, b4t <0, b42<o' b4r>o.

There are no 3 priori constraj-nts placed on the coefficients of
the trend variabte (b, ana On).

The statistical mod.el- for the unpaid family labour market is over-

identifÍed as are the hired and. operator l-abour market models. The model

for unpaid family labour wil] be identified. as long as one of the iden-

tifying demand coefficients (uro o" b3.,) rtta one of the id.entifying

supply coefficients (O3T o" bog) are statistically signifieant from zero.

fHE EST]]VIATION PROCEDURE

As outfined in the section entitl-ed rproeedurer in chapter r,
this study attentpted to obtain statistical estimates of the d.emand and.

suppJ-y relations for each component of the farm l_abour force by applying

the same three models to five differ.ent farm labour markets: (t) tne

canadian natj-onal- market; (e) tne prairie ::egion market; (l) trre Alberta

market; (4) tne saskatchewan market; and (5) trre Manitoba market.

At alL geographi-c l-evels, the market for each labour component

was considered independently using time series data. At the national_

level data from 1947 to 1973 were used.. For the regional and provincial-

model-s, due to the difficulty of obtaining some data series, d.ata from
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1954 to 1973 were used.. The basic mod.el-s postulated were two-equation

demand and supply models with the market clearing identify of quantity

demanded equal to quantity supplied assumed. It was assumed that the

price and quantity of each of the components are jointly determined,

subject to a set of exogenous varíables. This required the use of

systems of equations estimating procedures.

The T\¿o-Stage Least Squares econometrie technique developed by

Theil and. Basmann was used..5 This technique consists of the application

of ordÍnary least squares j-n two stages. In the first stage ordinary

l-east squares is applied to the reduced form equations in order to

obtain estimated values for each independent endogenous variable in the

structural- mode1. The second stage uses these values to estimate the

structural equations, again using ordinary l-east squares.

For example, the structural- equations of the hired farm labour

market (J.1 and. J.2) were d.efined as:

".,,o 
= 1' (xt , x2, x3, xT, x11 , xjz, yz, v)

".,'= 
¡ (x+, x5, x. , xT, xt1, x11 Yr, w)

where Y^ (hired farm wage rate) is an independent endogenous variabl-e.¿'

The reduced. form equation used to obtain estimated values (Îr) of Y, is

defined as:

E

'See H. Theil-, 'rEstimation and. Simultaneous Correlations in
Complete Equation Systemr'r Central Planning Bureau, The Hague, a mimeo-
graph, Jvrc 2J, 1953; and R.L. Basmann, "A General-ized Cl-assical Method
of Linear Estimation of Coefficients in a Structural- Equationrrr
Econometriea, Vol. f,f(V, January, 1957, pp.77-84.
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¡ (xt, xz, "j, *4, x5, *7, 
",1, 

x1r, u) (4.t)

replace the endogenous variables Y, in the right-hand side

of equations J.1 and J.2. The transformed original equations are then

used to obtain estimates of the strrrctural parameters.

Several dimensions of the postu.J-ated. model were exa^lnined.. A

step-wise regression approach towards the model- specified in this chapter

was carried out so that the explanatory potrer of certain variabfes
6

coul-d be ascertained." As mentioned above the model was specified in

both static and dynamic form, in order to evaluate the need for a dyna-

mie mod.el-. Using the dyrramic model- also made it possible to separate the

short-rr.rn and long-run el-asticities. The final- part of this section

d,iscusses this technique in detail-. Al-so statistical estimates of the

mod,el parameters were made w-ith the data in both l-inear and logarithmic

form to further test the model.

The Cafculation of Short-ru4 e4È-Long-r114,

In Chapter fII the section ??Lagged Response to Economic Stimul-i't

presented arguments for the use of a dynamic model on the basis of an

e>rpected. lagged response to economie stimuli. It was stated. that the

Nerlove d.istributed. lag mod.el- would be used in the estimation of the

response lag because this particufar formul-ation of lagged models also

al-lows one to estimate short-nrn and long-run el-asticities.

"̂Experiments were carried out on
These mod,els are described in Chapter V.
are overid,entified as determined by the
cussed in this chapter.

-bhree preliminary models.
All three preliminary models

order and rank conditions dis-
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ïn this study a calendar year was considered to be one time

period and can be called the short-run. The short-rr:n is defj-ned. as a

length of time too short to allow a farm operator to vary all of his in-
putsr or to al-low a farm l-abourer to completely adjust, in response to a

change in economic conditions. Conversely, in the long-nrn all Ínputs

are permitted to vary and complete adjustments to the changed conditions

occur, other factors remaining constant.

Nerlove7 pointed. out that, without a means by which short-run

and long-nrn elasticities can be separated, the estimated el-asticities

are a combination of both short and long-run responses, telling us nothing

about either one specifically. Consequently he developed. a proced.ure to

separate the short-run and Ìong-nm. elasticities obtained. from a d.is-

tributed lag model.

The model is based on the assumpti-on that if the independ.ent

variables affecting the quantity supplied (or demand,ed) remain mchanged,

the quantity supplied (or d.emand,ed.) moves toward. the long-run equili-

brium position in such a way as to reduce the gap between equilibrium

and the quantity supplied. (or demanded) by a constant proportion in each

time period u.ntil no such gap remains. The constant proportion of dis-

equilibrium removeO (V) j-n each time period is call-ed. the coeffieient of

adjustment.

Operatíonally, when quantity demanded or supplied is the depend-

ent variabÌe, the dynamic model- is formed by adding the dependen-b vari-

able, lagged one time period, to the original demand or supply equation

7Wur" Nerlove, rrDistributed Lags and Estimation of Long-ruur Supply
and Demand Elasticities: Theoreticaf Consi-derationrt' Journal- of Farrn
Economics, Vo1 . ')0, May 1958, pp. 101-311.
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as another independent variable. The coefficients obtained from this

type of estimating equation can be used to cal-culate the short-rr.ut

elasticities. The coefficient of adjustment (y) obtained. by subtracting

the coefficient of the lagged terrn from one, can be used to d.etermine the

length of ti-me necessary to reach long-run equilibriu¡n assuming no other

changes take p1ace.

If the data is specified in logarithmic form the coefficients of

the estimating equation are direct estimates of the short-nrn el-as-

ticities. The coefficient of adjustment becomes an elasticity of ad-

justment (stilf referued to as y) and the long-rrrn elasticities are

determined when the coefficients of the estimating equation are divided

bv Y.

In a distributed 1ag model the coefficient of adjustment, y,

is constrai-ned as follows: 0( Y< 1. The coefficient of the lagged

dependent varíabl-e, bi, equals 1 - y. In order to accept the d.istri-

buted lag hypothesis, b. must be significantly greater than zero and

significantly less than one. If bi = 0, then I = 1 and all adjustment

to a new equilibrlum occì;rs within the current period. ff bi = 1 , then

y = 0 and there is no adjustment during the time period.

For example, if the coeffieient of the lagged dependent vari-

able, in a demand equation b., is estimated- to be .4O witir the data in

logarithmic form then the elasticity of adjustment, y, is estimated as

1 - .40 = .60. This value for the elasticity of adjustment implies

that 60 percent of the adjustment in quantity demanded. to an economic

stimul-us occurs in the first time period. Under the assumption that a

constant proportion of disequilibrium is removed each time period,
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84 pei"cent of the adjustment would occur by the end of the second time

period and.91.6 percent would occur by the end of the third. time period.,

if the other variabl-es affecting demand did not change. In this ex-

ample the coefficients of the estimatíng equation would be estimates of

the short-run el-asticities. T'he long-rr-rn elasticities wou1d be estimated

by dividing the coefficíents by .60.

DATA PROBLflVIS

The data required for this study came from Statistics Canada

publications although in some instances a particular time series was

transformed for economic or statistical reasons. In this section the

data used and the adjustments made to them are discussed. The actual-

data series used in this study are too numerous to list within the

chapter but are presented in Appendix B for the interested reader.

Farm Þnplol¡ment

Farrn employment was estimated in terrns of the average nuinber of

persons employed annually on farvns. The data were not transformed into

year-equivafents because it was believed that statistical results per-

taining to the number of persons employed in agriculture would be more

interpretabl-e and therefore more valuable for policy implications than

resul-ts pertaining to an ambiguous year-equivalent index. Furthermore,

there ïras no satisfactory adjustment mechanism available to convert the

labour characteristics of agel s€X¡ and seasonality into a meaningful

year-equivalent value .
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Farm 1¡iages

An annual i-ncome concept was not used for hired or unpaid. family

l-abour because much of this labour j-s employed only on a short term basis.

F\rthermore, a time series that would. be compatibl-e to the wage statistics
provided for industry was necessary. Án ind.ex for farm ïrages based on

reported hourly, daily and monthly farm wage rates is avail_able from

Statistics canad-a at the national level-. This index was used. in the

national models and a simi]ar index was d.evel-oped by the author for
the Prairie region and provinces.

It should be noted at this point that in al-I cases where a data

series was estimated in index form, the base year for the ind.ex was

1961. rn some instances, index nrunbers for the early years had to be

converted from a 1935-19 base year to the 1)61 rase year. fyris was done

by dividing the index mmbers of the years to be converted by the ind.ex

nunber for 1961 (in ttie 19j5-19 base) and muttiplying the result by 1oo.

F\.rrthermore, all data series that r¡rere a measure of d.ollar values

were deflated to refl-ect constant 1p61 dottars. The Consumer price Index

was used to defl-ate most data serj-es arthough the Farm rnput price

rndex was used to deftate farm prices and the farm operatorrs equity.

The deflation process invol-ves divid.ing the data seri_es by the appro-

priate price index.

For each Prairie province hourly, d.aity, and monthly wage rates

were available on an annual- basis for the months of January, May, and.

August. The wage rates for these months r^rere averaged. to provide an-

nual- rates on a hourly, daily, and monthly basis which were then con-

verted to an j-ndex form. After weighting the amual hourly, d.aily, and
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monthly wage rate indexes to refl ect the proportion of the farrn l-abour

force that was paid. on each basis (hourly basis .2j, dalLy basis .18,

monthly basis .59) , the separate indexes urere suruned. to forrn a single

farm wage index for each province. The provincial farrn wage indexes

were then defl-ated by the Consumer Price fndex corresponding to the

major cities of the province in questi-on. An average of the Prairie

province indexes was calcul-ated for the Prairj-e region models.

Farm wage rate data were avail-able both with board and without

board.. Only the without board. d.ata were used in this stud.y to avoid

the probÌems of quality differences ttlat are inherent in the with board

farm wage rate estimates as is done by Statistics Canada for the hired
Bfarm l-abour component of the Farm Input Price Index.-

In the case of operator l-abour an annual net income estimate 'hias

used as the measure of wages by calculating the annual net income per

farm and deflating this figure by the Consumer Price Index. Although

this net income per farmis actually a measure of the returns to manage--

ment and the famil-y farm labour force it was fel-t to reflect the price

of operator labour more accurately than the farm wage rate indexes.

There is no market in which the price of operator labour can be observed.

The return to the operatorrs labour is determined jointly with the

return to the inputs used in production. The net income per farm

measure is a better proxy for the operatorts return than is the farm

wage rate because it reflects the resÍdual return to fabour along with

the return to the other inputs.

B-For a detailed
Price Indexes 1961-1971,
Canada, 1971, p. 10.

explanation see, Statistics Canadar &g-Iry!.
Cat. No. 6Z->14 occasional, Ottawa, Information



Real- Farm PrÍces

As indicated in Chapter fTf, the <lemand. for labour was partially

d.ependent on the price of the final product and. the price of other in-
puts. It was decided to aggregate these two factors into one index pri-
marily on statistical grorrnds. The price of the final- products and. the

price of inputs are, in general, highly correlated over time. ff these

factors were kept separate in the d.emand equations and they were highly

correlated, then multicol-]inearity problems may have occurred-. con-

sequentlyr Statistics Canadars Farm Product Price Ind.ex was defl-ated. by

the Farm fnput Price InCex to avoid. rm:lticoll-inearity problems ancl to

provide a measure of the real change in farm product prices.

The Farm Product Price Index was avaifabl-e at the provincial-

l-evel- but the Farm Input Price Ind.ex was only d.isaggregated for I¡Iestern

and Easterrl Canada. Using a l,rlestern Canad.a input ind.ex was not deemed

to be a major inconsistency in the provincj-al models because j-n some

cases farm inputs are purchased from outside the province and because

the variation in the price of major inputs, such as farm machinery, is

not significant among the i¡Iestern provinces.

AEricultural Productivitv

Stabistics Canada calculates an arìnual index of productivity

per person employed in agriculture by dividing the real domestic product

of the agricultural- sector by the number of persons employed. in agricul-

ture. This index rnlas betieved to be the best available measure of agri-

cultural- productivity although some of the variation in the ind.ex is due

to differences in weather cond.itions between crop seasons.

Bo
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Such an index was not avaifabl-e at the Prairie region or provin-

cial- l-evel. However, for each province,statistics canada did supply an

ar¡rual index of physical production which was used as an indicator of

productivity in each provincial model-. An average of the three provin-

cial output indexes hras used in the Prairie region mod.el-s. It was d.ecided

not to convert the output ind-exes to a per man basis in ord,er to make it

comparable with the national productivity index because the employment

estimates at the provincial- l-evel- were not as accurate as those at the

national l-evel-.

Nonfarm lJage Rate

The nonfarm r^rage rate was used ín the supply equations to indicate

the returns to al-ternate forms of employlent avail-abl-e to agricultural

labourers. ft was difficutt to deterrnine what would be an acceptable

wage rate for alternate empJ-oyment because of the large range of skills,

educationr âBê, and experience that exists in the agricultural labour

force. For example, some farm operators may have the skills and education

to qualify for management positions while rinpaid family labour of school

age may only qualify for minimum wage surmer emplo¡rment. It was believed

that the majority of the agri-cultural labour force would seek rel-atively

urskil-led emplo¡rment in industry. Therefore, the wage rate paid to wage

earners as opposed to the somewhat higher salaries paid to management

positions was deemed to be the more appropriate measure of returns to

alternate employment. The wage rates paid to wage earners in the manufac-

turing industry was used because this data was availabl-e at the required

level- of disaggregation (provincial l-evel) and. it is fairly representative

of the nonskil-led and semiskil-led wages availabl-e in industry.
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In Chapter III it was stated that the nonfarm wage rate was

adjusted for changes in the rate of unemplo¡rment in order to accou¡t

for the avail-ability of nonfarm employment.g Thi-s adjustment was cal--

culated usi-ng the formula:

M%x(r-ur)=ANFIJ,

where NF\aI, was the nonfann hrage rate in year T, U, was the rate of

unemployment in the economy in year T, and ANF[ü, was the adjusted non-

farm wage rate. in year T.

9Qual-ification of the nonfarm wage ad.justment based on the
emplo¡rment rate was presented in Chapter TIT, pp. 51-54.



CHAPTER V

STATISTICAI RESULTS

This chapter consists of three main sections. The first section

outl-ines the procedure used to evaluate the various mod.el-s that were

fornnrlated.. In the next seetion the prelÍminary experiments are surnmarized.

The fj.nal section of this chapter sunrnarizes the resul-ts of the theoretical

model specified in Chapter flf. A detailed accoulting of the statistical

results obtained from this model can be formd in Appendix C.

PROCEDURE FOR MODEL EVALUATTON

The ability of each regression model to identify the agricultural

labour markets was judged on a combj-nation of factors.

The overall significance of the regressíon equatioïr üras determined.

by Fisherrs F test of the coefficient of determination. The coefficient.

of d.etermination 1n2¡ inaicates what pereent of the variation in the

dependent variable was explained. by the independent variables. If R2 is

found to be statistically significant, this implies that there is a

functional relationship between the independent variables and the

dependent variable. StatistÍcal significance at the one, five, or ten

percent level was termed acceptable. Of course, the R2 value (explanatory

power) for a regression equation should be as high as possible. General-ly,

2an R.- value greater than .90 was consid.ered a good result.

Regression coefficients were examined for consistency with economic

theory by checking the sign of the coefficient (positive or negative).

Bl
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Each coefficient was tested for statistical significance as determined

by Studentts t test. A ten percent or higher 1evel of significance was

consid.ered acceptable. On all variabl-es, except a'trend. variable, a

one tailed t test was used. Since no a priori sign was hypothesized for

the trend variabl-e a two tailed t test was used instead,.

In the dynamic models, two statistical- texts were required to

determine the significance of the lagged dependent variable. Ttre reason

for this procedure was stated in Chapter fV. A one tailed t test was

used to determine if the coefficient of the lagged dependent variabl-e

was significantly different lrom zero. A 95 percent confidence interval-

arou¡d. the va]ue of'the coefficient was used. to determine if the coeffícient

was significantly less than one.

The simple correlation coefficient matriees were checked for the

degree of correlation arnong explanatory variables. strongly, linearly

correlated regressors were taken as an indication of the presence of

m-ilticol-linearity. The effects of multicollinearity ïrere uncertain but

evidence from economtric studies does imply that it gives rise to higher

stand.ard errors for estimated. val-ues.1 If this occurs the calculated

t val-ues wil-I be under-estimated which may cause statistically significarit
l

variables to appear non significant. Moreover, if expJ-anatory variables

are highly correlated the estimates of the coefficients may be indeterminate

because the variables change together.2 Under such cond.itions the sign

Press Ltd., 1973, pp.226-40.
1-A.. Koutsoyiannis, Theory

2lur¿.

of Econometrics, London: The I{acMilla¡
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ancl val-ues of the coefficients may be a.ffected. In this stud"y, if the

regression coefficients had the theoretically correct sign and were

statistically significant, it was assumed that nmlticollinearity was not

a serious problem.

Finally, each regression equation was tested for the presence

of autocorrelation or serial correl-ation in the cal-cul-ated residuals.

If the calculated residuals (error terms) are temporally dependent, that

is, correlated with their oürn preceeding vafues, both the value and.

sta.ndard error of the estimated coefficients will be incorrr"ct.l Ttre

:

extent of the eruor depends on the type and degree of autocorrelation.

Tn this study the Durbin-Watson test was used to test for

autocomelation because of its applicability to small samples. ûne

weakness of this test is that it is less likely to detect the presence

of autocorrel-ation if a lagged dependent variable appears in the set of

explanatory variables. TYris bias is serious in models with only a lagged.

dependent varíable as an explanatory variable. However, Malinvaud has

shornrn that this bias is reduced as the m:.mberof explanatory variables
his increased..' Consequently, the Durbin-Llatson test as applied in this

study was assumed to be relatively free from bias. The critical regions

4r. *trrrvaud,
1966, pp. 460:5;

fr¡i-¿., pp. 2o2-2o5.

Stastical Methods in Econometrics. North-Holland,
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iand. inconclusive regions were d.etermined from Durbin-I¡,Iatson dI statistic

tables at the one percent fevel- of significance.5

SUMMARY OF PRELIIUI]üARY EXPER]MET{TS

The preliminary experiments consisted. of tests performed on

three mod-els closely related. to the theoretical model hypothesized. in

Chapter III. Due to -bhe considerable number of variations tested. it is

not practieal to discuss alL the results in this chapter. Al-ternatively,

a brief sr'trnmary is presented.

In rnodel f the demand for hired, operator, and unpaid. family

labour was expressed as a firnction of real farm prices and the price

of the fabour ctomponent being demand.ed. The supply of each component

üIas expressed as a function of the nonfarm wage rate, a measure of the

l-abour force, and the price of that particular component. rn ad.dition,

the supply of operator labour j-ncl-uded ournerrs equity as an explanatory

5-Tables presenting the critical regions and. inconclusive
regions for the Durbin-l¡Iatson test can onì-y be used. for regression
equations with five or less explanatory variables. rr this stud"y
some of the regression equations had six or more explanatory variables.
For these equations, it was necessary to set up some acceptable criteria
in order to test for autocorrelation. Since the theoretical- value
of the Durbin-I,rlatson statistic (O') is two if there is no autocoruelation
and the values of dr lie between zero and. four; it raras deeid.ed that, if
an empirical value of d' fe1l within the range 1.!o and 2.1o, it would
be accepted that there was no autocorrelation. The inconcl-usive range,
which increases with the nr:mber of explanalory variables, was conservatively
set at .75 to 1.!O in accordance with the ranges presented in Durbin-
I¡Iatson tables and with respeet to the number of obserwations used. in
this study.
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variabl-e. For model II a trend variable i^ras added to each suppl-y and

demand equation. The trend variabl-e remained in each equation of model ITI

and a measure of labour produetivity was added to all demand equations.

Other experiments performed. on the three models includ.ed the'

estimation of both dynamic (aistrinuted lag) and statie models and

the testing of three alternative measures of the l.abour force: total

eivil-ian ]abour force, male civilian labour force and agricultural labour

force. Experimentation was caruied. out for three l-evel-s of agricultural

labour markets: The Canadian nationaf market, the Prairie region market,

and the Prairie region provincial markets. The data used at each leve1 of

analysis are presented in Appendix B.

Initially the equations were run in both l-inear and logarithmic

forms. Specification in logarithmic form generally'resulted in higher

coefficients of determination, t values, and d statistic values. To

keep the statistical resufts homogeneous it was decided to rr-rn al} models

with the data transformed to logarithms thereby,making the estimated

coefficients d.irect estimates of the efasticities. Ttre estimated co-

efficient of the lagged term in the dynamic equatÍons is used. to estimate

the elasticity of adjustment rather than the coefficient of adiustment.

In ad.dition, initial computer results of the national model showed

the size of the mafe civilian labour force variable (wt.C.l.f'.) to be a

weak explanatory variable in the supply equation. T'lee use of this variable

resu]ted in lower R2 val-ues with the coefficient more often statistically

nonsignificant relative to supply equations using the size of the

agriculturat (l.l.F.) or total- civilian labour force (f .C.1,.p.) variables.

Based. on the early lack of success with the M.C.L.F. variable, experimentation
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with this variabl-e was discontinued.. Testing with the A.L.F. and T.C.L.F.

variables continued throughout all model forrrn:.lations.

Hired Labour Market

The preliminary experiments.performed on the hired l-abour market

were not encouraging. I_r most mod.el-s the overall regression equations

were statistically significant with acceptable R2 values, which increased.

when the trend and productivity variabfes were added. However, the

coefficients of the explanatory variables were often not statistically

significant. Generally, the coefficients did, however, have the expected

theoretical sign. One notable exception to this was the productivity

variable in the demand equations which appeared with an r.r.nexpected

positive coefficient in most models.

Based on the evaluation procedure outlined in the first section

of this chapter, the T.C.L.F. variabl-e was preferable to the A.L.F.

variable in the supply equations except for the regional mod.els where the

A.L.F. variable worked better.

As expected. the lagged dependent variabfe increased the R2

val-ue in the dynamic models, however, statistical significance of the

coefficient presented a problem. I¡r most of the national and regional

models the coefficient was not significantly different from zero resulting

in an elasticity of adjustment (V) eQual to one. fhis would indicate

that no 1ag in the adjustment to economic stinruli exists in the hired

l-abour market. Ttte same coefficient was not siþifieantly d.ifferent from

one in most of the provincial models which meant Y was equal to zero and

that no adjustment took place in that time period.
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In the demand equations, where etatistical tests ehowed Y to

be significantly greater than zero and. significantly less than one,

there hras a moderate spread in the values obtained for 1. The elasticity

of adjustment at thg nationa1 fevel (mode1 I) was .684 when the T.C.L.F.

variable was used in the model and .695 wnen the A.L.F. variable was

used. For Al-berta (mod.el t), tfre y value was .541 when either the T.C.L.F.

or A.L.F. variable was used i-n the model .

In only two su.pply equations did y meet the statistical nequire-

ments. At the national level (mod.e1 f) tfre y value was ,695 compared to

a'y value ot .672 for l{anitoba (model T). The spread in the values

obtained for y were less in the supply equations than in the demand.

equations but in both cases the nati-onal models had. a greater response

to the economic stirn;li than the provinciaf mod.el-s. Mode1 I, at the

national level-, indicated that with respect to economic stimuli the rate

of ad.justment was nearly eqrral for the demand for hired l-abour and. the

supply of hired l-abour.

Due to the high j-ncid.ence of statistically nonsignificaht coeffi-

cients and to a lesser extent theoretically incorrect signs on those

coefficients, nulticol-l-inearity was consj-dered a problem in these pre-

liminary experiments. The simple correlation coefficient matrices, a

sample of which is presented in Appendix D for the interested reader,

indicated strong l-inear correlation aJnong the explanatory variabfes

This correfation h/as coÍìmonly in the order of .B or higher.

Seriaf correlation of the calcul-ated residuafs was deemed to be less

of a problem. The models at the nationaf and regionaf fevefs were relatively

free of autocorrel-ation as were the dynamic provinciaf models. Tests for

autocoryelation at the provincial- level i^rere general-ly inconclusíve when the

mod.el-s were of the static form.
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Ttre national- models were ranked slightly ahead of the regional

provincial model-s in terms of

overal] statistical results.

ca11y significant and had. acceptable R2 values. Autocorrelation was not

a problem, most coefficients had the expected sign, and statistically

significant eoefficients urere more common at the national- level. F\rther-

more, it was only at the national level that both demand and supply

equation were abl-e to identify the adjustment mechanism.

Operator Labour Market

Tests performed on the operator l-abour market proved encoura.ging.

All regression equations were statistically significant and R2 values

were quite high. The independent variabl-es were capable of explaining

!O percent of the variati-on in the demand for and. supply of farm operators,

on average.

In most cases, the statistically significant coefficients of the

explanatory variabl-e had the expected signs. ïIhen the expected signs

did not appear on the coefficients, the coefficients were generally not

statistically significant. However, as with the hired labour market

model-s, there were some cases where the coefficients had the correct

theoretical sign but were not statistically significant. This l-atter

situation was most common with the net farm income or price of operator

labour variable in the supply equations. The trend variable, which

generally had a negative coefficient when it was statistically significant,

and the productivity variable both improved the R2 values when they were

included in the equations. The productivity variable worked better in

its

All

explanatory power on the basis of

regression equations r^rere statisti-

9o
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the operator ]abour market models than in the hired fabour market mod.els.

At the provincial l-evel, the coefficient had the expected negative sign

whenever it was statistically significant.

Tests with the two labour force variables indicated that the

A.L.F. variable worked margj.nally better than the T:C.L.F. variable. Ttris

resul-t was the reverse of that for the hired labour market possibly

indicating that the supply of farm operators depends on a smaller, more

specialized l-abou. force than the supply of hired farm labour.

Using a lagged dependent variable worked particularly well at the

regional level- where all three preliminary model formations were able to

identify the adjustment mechanism. Ttre results were less suceessful at

the national and provincial Levels where the coefficient of the lagged

term was generally not significantly different from one. This implied

that "¡ was equal to zero and that no adjustment took place in that time

period. Specifically, the elasticity of ad,justment (y) was found to be

significantly greater than zero and significantly less than one in the

demand equations of the national- (models f and II), regional (models I

and IIf), Alberta (modeÌ II) , and Manitoba (models I and II) models but

only in the suppl-y equations at the regional (mod,els I, If and. III) level.

Results of the d"emand. equations (model t) i-naicate the 1 values

for the national-, regi-onal- and Manitoba equations were .810, .547 and

.jO2, respectively. Ttrese resul-ts are comparable to those of the hired

labour market as in both cases the magnitud.e of the response was greater

at the nationa] l-evel .

A similar comparison could not be made for the supply equations

as y values could only be calcul-ated. for the regional models. However,
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at the regional fevel it was possible to compare demand elasticitj-es of

adjustment to supply elasticities of adjustment. Unlike the hired }abour

market, the Y val-ues for the dernand equations were not similar to the Y

values for the suppl-y equations. In all cases where a compari-son üIas

possible, the y values were greater for the suppÌy equations. For example,

in n¡:del- T when the "¡ value for the d.emand equation was .547, the y val-ue

for the supply equation was .721. Similarly in mod.el III the y values

r^rere .495 an¿ .64J tor the d.emand and supply equations, respectiveÌy.

As with the hired labour market, the problem of multicol-linearity

was bel-ieved to be partiall-y responsibl-e for the theoretically incorrect

signs and the l-ack of statistical signifi-cance of some coefficients.

The reader is again refered to .Appendix D which presents a sample of the

simple correl-ation coefficient matrices and indicates the degree of Ìinear

eorrel-atÍon arnong the explanatory variables.

The presence of autocorrelation was only detected, by the Durbin-

Ïiatson test, in the static demand equations. In these equations positive

autocorrel-ation was often present, particularly in model-s f and II. The

Durbin-I¡iatson test was unable to detect autocorrelation in the dynamic

demand equations or the supply equations. Although a few of the test

resul-ts were inconcl-usive, most indicated that autocorrelation 'hras not a

problem.

Contparing the nabional, regional and provincial model-s, there was

little evidence to suggest one level- of analysis was better than the other.

At all three l-evels the regressions were statistically significant and

2
the R- values were quite high. Each level had some equations with

coefficients that did not have the expected sign or were not statistically



significant but these problems were of the same magnitude. The one

distinguishing feattre was the fact that the regional models were best

abl-e to identify the adjustment mechanism with the lagged dependent

variable technique.

Unpaid Family Labour Market

The statistical resufts

unpaid family fabour market were

hired l-abour market but were not

operator labour market. fhe R2

equations at the national l-evel

2the R- values ranged from .BO to .9O. All equations were statistically

significant at the one percent level-.

In most equations, the coefficients of the reaf farm price and

productivity variables had the expected signs but neither variable was

consistently statistically significant. The trend variable generally had a

negative coefficient in the demand equations arrd a positive coeffj-cient in

the supply equations at alf level-s although i'b was only statistically

significant at the national level. The farm wage rate variabl-e worked wel-l

in the demand equations but the coeffícient had a theoretieally wrong sign

and was statistically nonsignificant in the supply equations. Results of

a similarly unfavourable nature were obtained for the nonfarm wage rate

variabl-e in the supply equations. These preliminary results indicated that

the supply of unpaid family labor:r was not a function of either the prevail-

ing f arm i^rage or nonf arm wage rate.

Of the two l-abor-u force variables (1.C.f,.p. and A.L.F.) tested,

the A.L.F. variab1e appeared to have the most satisfactory results as it

of the preliminary experiments on the

an improvement over the results for the

as encouraging as the results for the

values ïrere greater than . Ç! for the

whil-e at the regional and. provincial l-evel

93
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did for the operator fabour market. The coefficient of the A.L.F. variabl-e

consistently had an expected positive coefficient whereas the T.C.L.F.

did not. However, statistical- significance was still a problem. The choice

of one variable over the other had littl-e affect on the R2 values.

The J-agged dependent variable was r;nable to identify the adjust-

ment mechanism. In most dynamic equations the coefficient uras not

significa:rtly different from one which implies that y was equal to zero arrd

that no adjustment occurred in that period.

Only in the supply equation (mod.et III) at the national l-evel

was the coefficient of the lagged term statistically significant from both

zero arrd one. In this case the val-ue of the el-asticity of adjustment was

.47J wnich impties 47 .J percent of the adjustment in supply to an economi-c

stimuli takes places in the first time period. By the end of the third

time perioa (three years in this study) about 85 percent of the adjustment

in the supply of unpaid family labour due to the original stimuli would

have occurred., assuming no other stimul-i affected the market.

Multicollinearity was befieved. to be a problem in these models,

especially with respect to the fagged term. The large standard errors

spread out the confidence intervals (used to test the coefficients

statisticat significance from one) to ttre polnt where afmost all values

fell within the }imits of the confidence intervaf. Statisticat signifi-

cance of the other variabl-es were similarly affected. Appendix D presents

a sample of the simple comelation coefficient matrices obtalned from

model-s of the unpaid l-abour market.

Serial correl-ation of the cal-cul-ated residual-s i^ras a problem in

the static models at the national- and regional l-evel-s. Here positive
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autocorrefation was present. However, the dynamic modefs were generally

free from autocorrelation problems. The Durbin-l'Iatson test, when applied

to the provincial modefs, generally had inconcl-usive resul-ts in the static

models but indicated few autocorrelation problems in the dynamic models.

Statisticaf resul-ts obtained at the national level- hrere marginally

superior to those at the regional or provincial level. This conclusion

is based on the fact that, at the nationaf l-evel, the R2 values were

5 to 10 percent higher, more of the coefficients were statistically

significant, and only at this leve] was the adjustment mechanism identified.

HESULTS FROM MODEL IV

This analysis is based on the resul-ts obtained from the theoretical

model- set forth in Chapter III (model fV). Model fV rvas found. to be

superior to the preliminary models I through III in its abil-ity to explain

the variation in the demand for and supply of the three agricultr;ral labour

components. While the explanatory por^rer of mod.eÌ rV, as expressed. by the

2R- val-ues, hras only marginally acceptable for the hired l-abour component,

it was quite satisfactory for the operator and unpaid family labour com-

ponents. The regression equations for model fV were statisticalì-y sig-

nificant at the 10 percent level- or higher except for some hired l-abotr

equations (most noticeabl-e r^rere the static demand functions).

Although model fV was tested in both static and dynamic form,

the fol-lowing anaì-ysis concentrates on the dynamic equations. The

statisticaÌ tests performed on the lagged variabl-es provided only weak

support for the distributed lag hypothesis, as is indicated by the resul-ts
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in Appendix C, but the dynamic form of the model- has other advantages which

make it superior to the static form.

Firstly, the dynamic model has a solíd theoretica] basis. The

imderlying assumption that complete adjustment to economic stimuli does

not take place in one time period is quite consistent with rational be-

haviour. Suppliers of l-abour can be expected to lag in their response

because of such factors as a lack of job training, barriers to mobility

or l-imited al-ternati-ves at a given time. Farm operators can be expected

to J-ag in their demand for labour due to such factors as prior commitments

and the compJ-ementarity of l-abour with other factors of production. Bottr

supply and demand response are affected by a common l-ack of knowledge with

respect to the occurrence and permarrence of specific economic events.

Lagged response seems especialJ-y appropriate in the agricultural l-abour

markets where a large m¡nber of farm operators and a non-unionized labour

force coexist in a refatively rmregulated market.

Secondly, using Nerl-ove's distributed lag model made it possibJ-e

to separate short-run and l-ong-rln elasticities and to determine the

el-astici-ty of adjustment. El-asticities are quite important in policy

analysis because they estimate the magnitude of change in demand or supply

resulting from some change in one of the factors that affect market str"ucture.

However, in static equations short-run and long-run el-asticities can only

be observed as a combined influence rather than two distinct adjustment

periods.

The dynamic models had merit on statistical grorrnds as weLl as

theoreticaÌ ground.s. The R2 val-ues, which indicate the explanatory.power

of the model-, were higher in the dlmamic equati-ons than in the static
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eouations. In general, the difference Ïias most noticeable in the demand.

equations and for the hired. labour components. The R2 statistic alone

does not provide strong support for acceptance of the distributed lag

hypothesis because the incl-usion of the lagged depend,ent variable as an

explanantory variable wil-l always increase the R2 val-ue if the economic

variables are following a long-rr.n trend.

Serial correl-ation of the calculated residual was also reduced

in the dynamic equations. The Durbin-Watson test for autocorrelation

indicated that the dynamic equations Ì^rere more free from autocorrelation

problems tharr the static equations. Moreover, the dynamic equations with

inconcl-usive Durbin-hlatson tests had d-statistic values closer to the

upper limit of the inconclusive range than the d-statistic values for

the static equations. The only time positive autocorrel-ation hras detected.,

the equation was in the static form. As with the R2 values, the Durbin-

I¡Iatson test must be treated with caution in the dynamic equations. The

lagged term may pick up the effects of omitted variabl-es and thus remove

the seri-al- correlation from the error term. Although the improvement in

Durbin-i¡latson test resul-ts may be partiatly due to this characteristic, the

Iagged term did not appear to be masking serious autocorrelation problems

because even in the statlc equations the test was i.inabl-e to detect auto-

correl-ation.

Finally, the dynamic model r^ias compared to the static mod,el with

respect to the affect of the lagged dependent variable on the other

regression coefficients. The lagged term did not affect the signs or the

statistical significance of the coefficients to any appreciable degree.
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Slight improvements were noticeabfe in some cases such as the coefficient

of the nonfarm wage variable which appeared with the expected sign with

more consistency in the dynarnic supply equations. 0n the basis of its

affect on the regression coefficients, the lagged term coul-d be consldered

superfluous and. left out of the model. However, because this variable

provides oiher advantages it is l-eft in the demand and supply equations

and the model remains dynamic in nature.

Each variabl-e is díscussed in terms of the sign and statistical-

significance of the regression coefficient along with the short-run

elasticities obtained. Long-nm el-asticities are incl-uded in the discussion

of the elasticity of adjustment. The statistical resul-ts are presented

in Tables 1.1 through 5.1O. Different l-evel-s of aggregation are discussed

separately beginning at the national level followed by the regionaÌ and

provincial level-s.

National- Mode]

The price of labour variable had a statistically significant

negative coeffi-cient in the operator and unpaid family l-abour demand

equations. This implies an increase in the pri-ce of these components

wil-l- result in a decrease in the quantity demanded. In the hired l-aboir

demand equation, the coefficient had a theoretically incoruect positive

coefficient that was not statistically significant. The coefficient was

al-so not statistically significa:rt in the supply equatlons. However, it

had the expected positive sign i-n the hired and rmpaid family labour

supply equations indicating an increase in the farm wage rate would increase

the quantity of labour supplied to agriculture.
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Shor,t-run responses were al-f inelastic with the supply of hj.red

labour more responsive to farm wages than the quantity demanded. The

opposite was true for

unpaid family laborr

of l-abour relative to

prices increased. This result was obtained for the family labour components

but not for the hired labour component. Real- farm prices had very little

influence on the demand for hired or rmpaid family labour with short-run

elasticities of -.087 and .064, respectively and neither coefficient being

statistically significant. In the operator labour demand function, the

coefficient of the real- farm price variabÌe had a short-nm elasticity of

1.271 which was statistically significant. A one percent increase in the

real- farm price woufd be expected to increase the quarrtity of operator

labour demanded by 1.2J1 percent in the first year, other things remaining

constant.

The productivity variabfe had the e>çected negative coefficient

in the hired and urrpaid family labour demand equations. The implication

is that increased productivity will result in increased output which

depresses product prices because supplies outpace demand. \¡iith a lower

price for the final product, the derived demand for l-abour will decrease

through this market effect. The positive and statisticalJ-y significant

coefficient in the operator labour demand equation may indicate that this

market effect, created by increased productivity, affects the demand for

operator fabour in a different way. If j-ncreased productivity has a

negative effect on the price of the final product, the returns to operator

The demand for

the family labour components. Both operator and

demand was quite sensitive to changes in the price

the supply of these components.

farm Ìabour \^Ias expected to increase as real farm

101
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1abour and. therefore the price of operator labour will decrease. As the

price of this labour component decl-ines the demand for operator labour

would increase, assuming this decl-íne in price more than offsets the

decfine in the price of the finaf product.

The short-run response to change in productivity was inelastic

for al-l three farm labour components with the demand for operator labour

about twice as responsive as the demand for hired or unpaid family labour.

The trend variable was introduced into each demand a.:nd supply

equation to take account of changes in the component labour market tJrat

r,,rere highÌy correlated with time and not explained by the economic vari-

abl-es. Trend did- not appear to be an important factor as the coefficient

was not statistj-calty significant and its magnì-tude was quite small.

Moreover, the sign on the coefficient was not consistently positive or

negati-ve. Mul-ticof f inearlty problems are bel-ieved to have caused the

coefficient to become rmstabl-e and statisticalÌy non-significant because

trend was highly correlated with the economic variabl-es. If this is the

case, secul-ar infl-uences not accounted for by the economic variables may

be masked by the inability of the model to separate these influences so

that they can be measured. Preliminary experiments showed the trend

variab]e to have some merit on the gror.mds that it increased the overalf

explanatory poi^rer of the model particularly for the hired ald urrpaid family

fabour markets. In ad.dition, the trend variable picked up some infl-uences

that might otherwise have been attributed to the lagged term thereby

under-estimating the elasticity of adjustment.

Substitution variables were introduced into each equation to

af1ow testing for interdependencies among the three components of the
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agricultìffaf labour force. It was hypothesized that the substitution

variables woufd have a negative coefficient in both the demand and

supply equations. A negative coefficient was obtained for al-l substitution

vari-abfes in al-l- the national supply equations and onI-y one coefficient

(quantity of r-rnpaid family labour in the operator l-abour equation) was

not statistically significant. This result implies that there is a

certain amourrt of mobility among the three components. In the short-

rrn, there woul-d be very little change in the supply of operator Ìabour

due to changes in the quantity of hired or urrpaid family labour as

evidenced by short-nm elasticities of -.1J2 and -.120, respectively.

For example, few of the people leaving employment as hired labour or

unpaid family l-abour woul,d be expected to become farm operators. ConverseJ-y,

the quantity of operator labour has a much greater effect on the supply

of the other two components. A one percent increase in the quantity of

operator l-abour will decrease the quantity of hired and r-rnpaid famity

l-abour supplied by more than one percent, ceteris paribus. One inter-

pretation of this result coul-d be that farm operators tend to come exclu-

sively from the ranks of experienced farm labour and the addition of a

farm operator concommitantly reduces the supply of h-ired or unpaid family

labour, ceteris paribus.

0n the demand side, the substitution varlabl-es were less successful.

0n1y in the unpaid fanil-y labour demand equation did both substitution

variabfes have the theoretically correct sign on the coefficient and

then only the coefficient for the quantity of operator fabour was

statistically significant at the ten percent l-eve]. or higher. The quantity

of unpaid family labour variable had the expected sign and was
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statistically significant in the hired l-abour demand equation. In

general, the short-run demand response to the substitution variables was

l-ess than the supply response. Some of the unfavourabfe results for the

substitution variables Ín the demand equations may be due to the method

of introducing the substitute components. Theoretically, it would have

been preferrabl-e to test for a substitution effect using the price of the

substitute commodity rather than the quantity. However, accurate esti-

mates of the price of operator and unpaid famj-ly l-abour were not avail-able.

The nonfarm hrage rate variable, adjusted for the l-evel of unemploy-

ment, had the expected negative coefficient in all national supply

equations although it was only statistically significant at the ten per-

cent l-evel- in the operator l-abour supply equation. The negative coefficient

implies that an increase in the r^rages outside the agricultural industry

rel-ative to farm r^rages and incomes woufd decrease the supply of all three

farm labour components. It is interesting to note that the supply of

operator fabour was more responsive to the nonfarm wage rate than the

supply of either hired or r.mpaid family laborir. Operator labour was

expected to be J-ess responsive due to ties to the farming operation.

Perhaps farm operators, on average, have more edueation and experience

than the other components, thereby qualifying for more of the available

nonfarm emplo¡rment opportr.rnities .

Hired labour and uripaid family fabor:r were both more responsive

to the farm wage rate than to the nonfarm wage rate; especial-ly hired

labour which had a short-run efasticity for farm wages of .JJf compared

to -.045 for nonfarm r^rages. A similar comparison could not be mad.e for

the operator l-abour component because the net farm income variabfe had a

theoretically incorrect coefficient.
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The fabour force varÍable (agricultural- l-abour force) worked

wefl in aff three supply equations with the coefficient having the

expected positive sign and being statistically significant at the ten per-

cent level or higher. The size of the }abour force was a strong variable

in determining the quantity of hlred and unpaid famil-y l-abour supplied.

The short-run el-asticity was greater than one for both components which

mear.s for a given percent increaser/decrease in the size of the labour

force, a greater percent increase/d.ecrease wil-l occur in the quantity of

labour suppl-ied, ceteris paribus. The short-run supply response for the

operator }abour component was inef astj-c.

Finally, the ownerrs equity variable in the operator labour

supply equation was statistically significa:rt but did not have the

expected positive coefficient. It was hypothesized that farm operators

may remain in agriculture despite higher returns to labour elsewhere in

order to obtain the return on their capital assets. In this sense, the

higher the farm equity, the less likely an operator wil-l- l-eave the farm

thereby making the relationship between equity and supply of operator

labour positive.

The negative coefficient may indicate an opposite relationship.

The continuing decline in the number of farm operators is bel-ieved partly

due to reduced entry into the industry. Greatl-y lncreased cost of entry

or initial investment in a farm enterprise is generally given as one

reason for the reduced nuriber of entrants. If this is the case' the

ov,lner's equity variable may be measuring the steadily increasing invest-

ment required to begin farming. Under these assumptions, the negative

coefficient on the equity variable coufd be given the following
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interpretation. As the capital- investment required to farm incr€âsesr

fewer persons will attempt to enter the industry either to replace some-

one leaving the industry or to begin a ner,r operation.

Theoretically, the elasticity of adjustment should have a vafue

between zero and one. The adjustment coefficient had a val-ue of one

in the hired labour demand equation implying that all adjustment takes

place in one time period. Therefore, the long-run el-asticities are the

same as the short-mn el-asticities. The sarne result was obtained for

the hired and unpaid family supply equations. fn the operator and unpaid

famil-y labour demand equations, the adjustment coefficient was zero.

This implies no adjustment to economic stimul-i in the first time period.

The results indicate that rapid adjustments are made in the demand for

hired l-abolr as economic conditions charrge but the demand for operator

and unpaid far:rily fabour (the components that do not receive a d^irect

Ïrage palrment) adjusts more slowly.

0n the supply side, the hired a;rd unpaid family labour components

both adjust rapidly to changing conditions. Both components likely face

simil-ar afternatives to agricultural employment and neither have a strong

'financial- commitment to the farm enterprise. The supply of operator

labour equation has an elasticity of adjustment greater than one which

indicates an over adjustment to economic stimul-i. In this case the

distributed lag hypothesis may be in emor. For example, the time period

in which adjustments are measured may need to be shortened to a quarterly

rather than a yearly basis in order to observe adjustments in the supply

of the operator's own fabour.
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Regionaf Model

The statistical resul-ts improved somewhat in the regional models

in terms of theoreticaÌly consistent signs. The price of labour variabl-e

had a coefficient with the expected negative sign in all demand equations

arrd was statistically significant at the I percent l-evel- or higher in the

operator and unpaid family labour equations. A theoretically consistent

positive coefficient, statistically signlficant at the ! percent l-evel

or higher, ïras obtaj-ned for the l-abour force variable in each suppJ-y

equation. The real farm price variable had the expected positive sign

in al-f demand equations but was only statistically significant in the

operator labour equation. Ournerls equity appeared with the hypothesized

positive coefficient in the operator l-abour supply equation and. was

statistically significant at the ten percent l-evel. The trend. variable was

statistically significant at the ten percent level- or higher and had a

positive coefficient in all supply equations.

Tl¿o interpretations of this positive infl-uence on the supply of

farm l-abour caf-l be advanced. First, gradual jmprovements in the working

and fiving conditions available to people employed in agriculture combined

with the increasing disad,vantages of urban living (overcrowd.ing, crime,

pollution) ruy be changing the attitud.e of some people toward.s farm

employment. Secondly, the trend variable may be picking up a consistent

error in the measurement of the specified economic variabl-es. l'Ihatever

the cause of this infl-uence, its magnitude is relatively small as aff

coefficients for the trend variabl-e were fess than .110.

The nonfarm i^rage rate variable did not work as well in the

reglonal suppl-y equations as the coefficient had a theoretically incon-

sistent sign in the hired and unpaid farnily l-abour equations. However,
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See Þble 5.2 fæ foot¡ptes.
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in the operator labour equation the coefficient had the expected positive

sign and was statistically significant at the ! percent level-.

The short-n:n elasticities were often higher in the regional

equations compared to the equi-valent national equati-ons. Although

the resul-ts were not conclusj-ve, it would appear that demand and supply

r^rere more responsive in the short-run in the praj-rie region than for the

nation as a whole. This hypothesis r^ras strengthened by the values for

the elasticity of adjustment. Whereas in the national demand equations

for operator and unpaid family labour the efasticity of adjustment was

zero, i-t was .11! and one, respectively, at the regional level. In all

other equations at the regional leve}, the elasticity of adjustment was

one implying complete adjustrnent in one time period.

The elasticity of adjustment of ,519 ín the operator labour

demand equation implies that aboul J2 percent of the total adjustment

to a change in economic conditions occurs in the first time period. By

the end of the second. time peri od 77 percent of the disequilibrium wi}l be

removed a:ra 89 percent will be removed by the end of the third period,

assuming no other shocks affect the system.

Brovincial Models

The statistical resufts, in terms of statistical significance

at the ten percent levef, ü/ere much less favourable in the Al-berta models

compared to the regional and national models, sJ-ightly less favourable

in the Ma¡ritoba modefs, and more or ]ess the same in the Saskatchewan

models. This is due, in part, to the indireet way in which data had to

be estimated at the provincial- level-. The estimation procedure cau.ses
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the data to be less precise in the measurement of the specified economic

variables.

The price of fa'oour variabl-e continued the same pattern in each

provincial model- 'bhat appeared in the regional- model. That is, the

coefficient had the expected sign in the demand equations but a

theoretically inconsistent sì-gn in the supply equations. The coefficient

was often not statistically significant at the ten percent level. One

explanation of the lack of importance of the price of' labour in determining

the labour supply may be that employment in agricul-ture, for many people,

is a fast resort situation with farm work accepted only when nothing

el-se is available. In such a case, the wage rate is of little importance.

Farm operators may remain in agricuÌtl¡re because of their heauy financial

commitment or because they enjoy the life style. They may pay l-ittle

attention to the returns to their ]abour in relation to some monetary

opportunity cost.

A second interpretation, at l-east for the supply of hired and

unpaid family labour, coufd be that the returns for farm work are very

cl-ose to the returns for nonfarm work when all factors are considered

(free board on the farm, low returns for unskilled nonfarm work). ff

monetary returns are equitable and tend to remain so, it may be the non-

precuniary differences that are of most importance. The long hours and

isol-ation from pubJ-ic services associated with some farm jobs, for example,

may be of more significance than wage rates.

This premise was given further support by the nonfarm wage rate

variable which was generally not statlstically significa-nt in the supply

equations. The variabfe did, however, have the expected negative

coefficient in the hired and operator labour equations.
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Slþrt-nû¡
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Estimates of Structural Demand and Supply Relationships for Agricultural
Labour from Dynamic ModeI lV--Saskatchewan
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Table 5.8

Estimates of Elasticities of Ad-justment, and. Short-Run and Long-Bun Elasticities
Derived. from Dynamic Model lV--Saskatcher¿an
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Estimates of Structural
Labour
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TabIe 5.10

Estimates of Elasticities of Acljustment, and Sbort-Run and. Long-Run Elasticities
Derived from Dynamic Mod.el lV--Manitoba
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The real farm price variable did not work as well in the pro-

vincial urrpaid family labour demand equati-ons with the coefficient not

statistically significarit at the ten percent leve] and. not having the

expected positive sign in the Alberta or Saskatchewan equations. llhere

the coefficient had the expected sisnr the short-run response was

inelastic with the elasticity higher in Saskatchewan than in Al-berta or

Manitoba.

The trend variabl-e was only statistically signif j-cant in the

operator labour supply equations where the coefficient generally had a

negative sign.

e Saskatchewari demand equations were the only ones where the

productivity variable did not appear with the expected negative coefficient

for any of the three components. The Manitoba opera-bor labour and. rrnpaid

family labour demand equations and the Al-berta hired labour and unpaid.

fanily labour demand equations had the expected. negative coefficient

for the productivity variable.

Other noticeabl-e differences between the provincial modets and

the nationa] and regional models. inctud.e the labour force variable in

the supply equations. The total civi]ian ]abour force, as compared to

the agricultural- l-abour force, hras a more important variabl-e in determining

the supply of hired l-abour in Al-berta and Ma¡ritoba. This couLd be due to

improved commr-nication and transportation between rural- and urban areas

aI-lowing urban dwel-lers to apply for farm employment.

The ownerrs equity variable had a negative coefficient in all-

three provinciaÌ suppl-y equations for operator labour just as it did in

the equival-ent national equation. Moreover the coefficient was
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statistically significant at the ten percent leve] or hlgher in both

the Alberta and Saskatchewan supply equations. fn all- cases the short-

run response uIas inelastic with Saskatchewan supply (-.264) more responsive

than Alberta (-.177) or Manitoba (-.017).

Although problems of statistical significance hrere present with

the substitution variables, the signs on the coefficients were very

similar to those of the national- and regional mod.el-s thereby devel-oping

an interesting pattern. I¡Iith few exceptions, the pattern j-s consistent.

ft appears as if hired labour 1s a substitute for unpaid family labour

and vice versa. This relationship holds true in both the suppry and.

demand equations. However, hired l-abour and rmpaid family l-abour are not

substitutes for operator l-abour. There could be a complementary rel-ation-

ship between operator labour and the other components in some instances.

For exampre, as the mmber of farm operators increase the demand for

hired l-abour would increase. Similarly, as the number of farm operators

increase the supply of rmpaid. family l-abour would. increase because the

unpaid family labour force would increase due to the family retationship

of the two components.

The substitution variabl-es in the hired and operator labour

equations had inelastic coefficients in the short-mn whil.e in the unpaid.

family l-abour equations the demand and supply responses were often greater

than one. This lmplies that the d.emand for and. supply of i-rnpaid family

labour is strongly influenced by changes in the other l-abour components.

The efasticity of adjustment cal-culations r^rere more suceessful

in the provincial- model-s as evidenced. by the number of values that fel1

between zero and one. 0f particular interest were the operator labour
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demand equations where the el-asticities of adjustment were .565, .66O

and .666 tor AJ-berta, saskatchewan and. Mani-toba, respectiveÌy. This

implies that the farm operators respond simi-larly in all three provinces

with respect to the use of their ourn l-abour on the farm. ft would take

about three years for !0 percent of the adjustment to an economic stimuli

to occur, ceteris paribus.

fn the Manitoba hired labour model-, the el-asticity of adjustment

was .579 in the demand equation and. .6O8 :_n the supply equatÍon. This

would indicate that both the demand for and supply of hired l-abour in

Manitoba adjust to changing economic conditions at about the same rate.

The other eLasticities of adjustment, that were theoretically

consistent, were generally equal to one indicating a very rapid. ad.justment

to economic change.

MULTICOLLINEARTTY PROBLEIVIS6

The term I'mul-ticollinearitytr refers to the presence of linear or

near l-inear refationships alnong explanatory variables. rt exists to

some degree in most economic fi.mctions. Mul-ticollinearity is knoune to

cause instabil-ity of the parameter estimates and to increase the standard

errors of these estimates. Both these s¡rmptoms r^iere present in the

models tested for this study. As a result, variabl-es that had highry

l-inear rel-ationships with other explanatory variabl-es often appeared

6¿.. Korrt"oyianrris, Theory of Econometrics, The MacMillan Press
Ltd., Lond.on, 1971, pp. 225-249.
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with theoretically inconsistent signs and non-statistically significant

coefficients.

A good example is the trend variabl-e. Reference to Appendix D

il-l-ustrates the l-inear relationship of this variabl-e (X=) to the other)

explanatory variables. The simple correlation coefficients of the trend

variable were sel-dom less than .7 and often greater than .p. HÍred

labour was about the only time series not highly related to time as

accounted for by the trend variabfe. Model experimentation indicated

that the coefficient of the trend variable did not appear with a con-

sistent positive or negative sign and was often not statistically sig-

nificant.

Closer examination of Appendix D indj-cates that multicoltinearity

i^ras a major problem with some of the variab-Les under study. It is believed

that mul-ticollinearity was the cause, at least in par'r,, of the theoretically

inconsistent signs and fack of statistical signÍficance dispersed through-

out the results presented in Chapter V. The presence of multicollinearity

can be explained by the fact that economic varj-abfes, such as nonfarm

wage rates and farm wage rates, tend to move in the same direction ove::

time because they are influenced by the same factors. l,rlhen two or more

explanatory vari-ables move in al-most the same way, it.is difficult to

separate each factorts influence on the dependent variable and multi-

coll-inearity problems arise.

It is difficult to find a sofution to this problem. Larger

samples of data or the use of cross-section sampl-es might reduce the

problem but such data is not presently availabl-e. Exclusion of the

variabl-es most affected by multicol-linearity provides another partial
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sol-ution although the model- may then become mis-specified. Other correc:

tive solutions of a more sophisticated nature such as the introduction

of additional equations in the model- are outsid.e the scope of this study.

0n a more positive side, the coefficient estimates of the most

important variables such as real farm pri-ces, farm wage rates and nonfarm

wage rates are fainly stabfe and rel-iabl-e. These coefficients can be

used to arrive at some general policy implications. Moreover, there is

little reason to doubt the continuance of the same mul-ticollinearity

patterns in the near future which imp]ies the model can be used. for a

certain amount of forecasting work.

UNDERIDEI\TI ]F ICATION PROBIEMST

Underidentification of a model- is cl-osel-y retated to the problem

of mufticoflinearity in the sense that the presence of either condition

creates estimation problems. The model devetoped for this study was

coruectly identified as shown in Chapter w. However, problems arise

when one or more of the explanatory variabfes are found not to be

statistically significant. This implies the coefficient is no different

from zero and the originalJ-y iclentified model may become underidentified.

In an underidentified model, estÍmates of structural parameters may relate

to the model- in questi-on, some other model , or a mixture of mod.els. An

underidentified model- does not have a unique statistica] form.

rt shourd be noted at this point that mul-ticorrinearity and

underidentifiiation create estimation problems but do not invalidate

7r¡i¿., Þp. 3j6-J58.
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the economic theory presented in Chapter ITI. A mod-el is theoretically

sot;¡d so long as the specification of the variabl-es and mathematical-

form of the model is accurate despite any difficulties in obtaining

numerj-cal- val-ues for the parameters from sample data. The statistical_

resul-ts of the hypothesized model- were interpreted as far as possible

without taking steps to investigate possibl-e underidentificatlon problems.

COMPA-R]SON I,{]TH AN E,ATI]ER STUDY

The author knows of no other study in which the three components

of agricultural- l-abour have been stud.ies independ.ently in the Canadian

eontext. However, it j-s possible to make some eomparisons with a study

done by Yeh and Li in i966.8

Yeh and Li investigated the demand for and supply of hired and

family (operator and rmpaì-d family) farm labour in Canad.a and the five

Canadian regions for the years 1946 to 1962. The d.emand for farm labour

was expressed as a fr:nction of the farm wage rate, real farm pricesr.

quantity of farm machinery, and the index of prod.uctivity or a time-

trend variabl-e. variabl-es used in the supply firnction were the farm

wage rater the adjusted nonfarm wage rate and trend.. A lagged dependent

variabl-e was introduced into both the demand and supply functions. The

statistical- results of the variabl-es common to both studies for Canad.a

and the Prairie region are presented., along with the comparable resul-ts

of Modet IV from this stud,y, in Table 5.11.

a
"M.H. yeh and

Demand of Farm Labour
Economics, XrV, No. 2,

L.K. Li, rrA Regional Analysis of the Supply arrd
1n Canadarrr Canadian Journal_ of Aericultural
1)66, pp. 15-31 .
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Real Farn Prfcee

Produc rfvi ty

lrend (Der¡and)

Trend (Supply)

Farm Wage Ratec(De¡¡and)

Feru Wage Rarec(supply)

Nonfarn Wage Rate

AdJ usLment Coef flclont
(Demand)

AdJ ustmerrt Coef ff clenÈ
(supply)

Comparison of Short-Run Elasticities and.
Adjustment Mechanism from Both Studiesa

Table 5.11

(1)
(2)

(1)
(2)

(1)
(2)

(r)
(2)

(1)
(2)

(1)
(2)

(1)
(2)

(r)
(2)

(r)
(2'

Hlred Labour

.575
-.087

.3L2
-.234

- .064

-. r53
-.033

.843

.195

.646

.357

-.255
- .045

.768
I

.8ó0
I

.765

.113

.104
-.032

.048

-.070
. ro4d

.308
-.036

1.416
-. 329d

-.901
.048

.819
I

.690
I

Rcn's (1) and (2) refer to Yeh and Lf.rs atudy a¡rd this study,
respectfvely.

The two figures presented for thls sÈudy eith respect to fanlry
labour represenÈ operator and unpafd farorly laboul, respectfvely.

Net farn Lncone ¡ras used fnstead of farn wage rate for operator
labour in rhls study.

coefflclent staÈistlcally significant aE the ten per cent levelor hlgher.

The elastfclÈy of adJustEen! is Èheoretfcally Lnconsfsteot nfththe dfstrfbuted lag Èheory.
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.104 .009
L.27td .064 1.144d .083

.687d -.374d 1.oo6d -.170

.r09d -.004
-.012 .017 .033 -.024

-.089 .034
.019 .-.039 .019d .145c

-.oggd -.002
-.613d -.739d -.590d -3.407d

.004 ,.011
-.031 .21r -.001 -3.381

-.130 -.165
-.401d -.rt9 -.r15d r.344

.338d ,ogzd
o 0 .519d 1

,'zlld .036d
el 11

Canada Prairle RegLon

Farnlly Labourb
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Looking at the hired. farm l-abour market first, the n2 val-ues for

Canada were .640 (d.emand) and .758 (supply) in thj-s study compared. to

.575 Gemand) and .465 (supply) in Yeh and Lif s study. For the Prairie
ô

region the R- values were .211 (demand) and .724 (supply) in this study

compared. to .648 (Oemand,) and .565 (suppì-y) in Yeh and Lirs stud.y. By

disaggregating to the provincial level in the present study, tfre n2

values were increased to a high of .904 (Saskatchewan d.emand) and .905
\

(Saskatchewan suppty). The significance of the coefficients in this

study were detail-ed in the previous chapter. In the Yeh and Li study

no coefficj-ents were significant at the ten percent l-evel. Both studies

ran into theoretically inconsistent signs on the farm wage rate coefficient

in the demand equations and the nonfarm wage rate in the supply equations.

In the present study, the productivity variable had the expected negative

coefficient in the hired labour demand equations at the national- and

regional l-evel whi1e the coeffÍcient was positive in the Yeh and Li study.

The other con'mon variabfes generally had the sarne sign in both studies.

Generally, the short-run demand and supply elasticities for hired

labour with respect to the studied variables were ínel-astic in both

studles although the magnitudes were quite different. The elasticities

in the Yeh and Li study urere consistently higher. In both studies, the

adjustment coefficients were quite high indicating rapid adjustments to

economic stimuli.

2
Turning to the family farm l-abour component, the R- values

increased to over .90 in all- cases and the statistical significarice of

the regression coefficients improved in both stud.ies. Yeh and Li used.
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the farm wage rate in the family fabour model whereas this stud.y used.

net farm income for operator l-abour. Both variabl-es appeared with a

theoretically inconsistent negative sign in some of the supply equations

in the respective studies. The remaining comrnon variabl-es generally

appeared with the expected sign on the coefficients in both studies.

Again the short-mn demand and suppty el-asticities were inelastic

in the Yeh and Li study. However, in the present study the real- farm price

variable in the operator demand equation and the farm wage rate variabl-e

artd nonfarm lIage rate variables in the r.rnpaid family l-abour equatlons

al-l had short-run el-asticities greater than one. There were rarge

differences in the magnitude of other coefficients as wel-l-. For example,

the farm wage rate variable in the demand. equation had a short-run

el-asticity of -.089 (canada) and -.oj4 (Prairie region) in yeh and Li's

study compared to -.613 (Canaaa, operator labour), -.739 (Ca.nada, unpaid,

famil-y labour), -.59o (Prairie region, operator labour), and- -j.4o1 (prairie

region, rmpaid family J-abour) in the present study. rn both stud.ies,

there was evidence of smal-l-er adjustment coefficients in the demand

equations for the family labour components than was the case for the

hÍred labour demand equations. This evidence supports the hypothesis that

adjustments in the use of hired fabour occur faster than adjustments j-n

the use of family l-abour components.

Differences in the two studies coul-d be the result of several

factors: (1) ffre stud,ies encompass d.ifferent time peri-ods. The present

study includes additional- observations from 1963 to 1973; (e) Common

variabl-es were not al-l- measured in the same marner. For example, the

productivity index used ín the Yeh and Li study had a 1915-19 base



whereas in this study the base was 1)61; (3) nacir study had variables

not found in the other study. The present study incl-uded substitution

variabl-es, a labour force variabl-e, and. a-n oi^lner' s equity variable .

Yeh and Li experimented with the quantity of farm machinery as a sub-

stitute for l-abour. (ltreir statistical resufts for this variabl-e were

unfavourable.); (4) ven and Li estimated the equations in linear form

whil-e in this study all equations were estimated in logarithmic form;

(5) vetr and Li combined family farm l-abour into one component. The

present study separated family l-abour into farm operator labour and ¿npaid

family l-abour.
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CHAPTER VI

SUIVIVIARY AND ]MPLICATIONS

The object of the present study was to increase information about

the market structure for agricul-tural l-abour at the provincial, regional

and national- l-evel with a view toward pointing out policy implications

for sol-ving some agricultural l-abour problems. The study provid.es

statistical- estimates of the demand for and supply of hired, rrnpaid

family, and operator labour white testing the abil-ity of a specific

theoretical framework to describe the agricuttr,rral- labour markets. fn

this chapter, the study results are summari-zed. followed by a simpl-e test

of the predictive poi^Ier of the econometric mod-el. The chapter is con-

cluded with two sections dealing with poJ-icy imptications and. suggestions

for further research, respectively.

SU]WARY OF TTIE STUDY

As the first attempt to quantitatively anaryze the three com-

ponents of the canadian agricultural l-abour foree individual-ly, the

present study was moderateJ-y successful-. Probl-ems with theoretically

inconsistent and statisticall-y insignificant coefficients were encount-

ered by the overall resul-ts compare favourably with an earlier Canad.ian

study as demonstrated in chapter v. The explanatory powers of the

model-s were quite high thereby suggesting the mod.el-s may be useful for

short-term forecasting work. Such powers are examined in the next section

of this chapter. In addition, provincial short-run and long-run

128
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el-asticlties were obtained, labour conçonent interd.epend.encies were

identified and response lags were measured. Some general- comments on

the economic implications of these findings for the Prairie Provinces

foì-low, based on the provincial model- resul-ts (see Tables 5.5 to 5.10 in
the previous chapter).

1. It is possible from the estimated coefficients, statistical
tests and derived elasticities to draw some implications about the wage

and employment characteristics of the Prairie Provinces. The farm wage

rate and net farm income appear to have a negatì-ve influence on the

demand for farm l-abour with the exception of the hired Ìabour component.

Thus an j-ncrease in the price of farm labour would be expected to decrease

the quantity demanded. Nonfarm r^/ages appear to have a positive affect on

the supply of farm l-abour but only with respect to hired. and operator

l-abour. An increase in the nonfarm ïrage rate, other things remaì-ning

equal-, would work to reduce the quantity of labour supplied to agricul-ture

by these two components. Neither real farm prices or labour productivity,

as measured in this study, hlere formd to significantty affect the demand.

for farm labour in the Prairie Provinces. The trend variabl-e was only

statistically significant in the operator supply equations where the

estimated coefficient was negative. This negative sign would be con-

sistent with a number of time-correlated trend.s affecting the suppJ-y of

operator l-abour such as; increasing preference for nonfarm work, increasing

rural- education and increasing off-farm job opportunities. The size

of the l-abour force was one of the more important variables in the supply

equations with an increase in the labour force j-ncreasing the quantity

of l-abour supplied, ceteris paribus. Finally, the owner's equity variabl_e
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had a theoreticall-y inconsistent negative coefficient in all provincial

operator supply equations (as well as the national- operator supply

equation) and was general-ly statistieatly significant. One interpretation

of this negative sign could be that equity per farm serves as a proxy

indicator of the rrentry cost?t to agricul-ture in the sense that a certain

level- of investment is required before ari individual may begin operating

a farm. Thus as the equity per farm increases, the number of ind.ividuals

selecting emplo¡rment as farm operators wil_l decrease.

2. In al-most all cases, the short-run and long-nrn d.emand and

supply responses are i-nel-astic which implies that a given adjustment in

one of the explanatory variabl-es would result in a less than proportional-

adjustment in the quantity of l-abour demanded or supplied. A shift in

one of the demand or supply curves woul-d have a greater impact on the new

equilibrium l-evel of the price of l-abour than on the quantity of ]abour

because the curves are inelastic.

Comparing the influence of the nonfarm wage rate on the supply of

hired l-abour with operator labour, the estimated short-nn elastÍcities

indicate that operator labour is generally less responsive to changes

in nonfarm wages than is hlred l.abour. A similar situation exists with

respect to the farm wage rate and net farm j-ncome in the demand equations

for hired labour and operator l-abour. The demand for hired. labour is

more responsive to changes in the farm wage rate relative to the d.emand.

for operator labour in rel-ation to changes in net farm income.

3. Provi-ncial differences in the estimated coefficients provide¿

strong evidence that disaggregation to the provincial- l-evel i^ras a useful

exercise. The l-abour force coefficient, for example, was .OOJ in the
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saskatchewan hired labour supply equation, .ozJ in Manitoba and 2.690 in

Alberta. Moreover, experimentation showed that whil-e the total civil-ian

l-abour force variable worked wel-l- in the Alberta and Manitoba models,

better statistical- resu]ts ürere obtained in the Saskatchewan model-s if

the agricul-tural labour force variable was used. Provincial d.ifferences

in demand and supply responses were coÍrmon to each estimated coefficient.

4. Testing for the interdependencies among the three components

of the agricultural- labour force met with partial success. Hired labour

and unpaid family l-abour appeared to be substitute components. An in-

crease in the quantity of rmpaid family labour wou1d. resul-t in a d.ecrease

in the demand for hired labour and vice versa. on the supply side, the

two components displayed mobility characteristics. Arl increase in the

quantity of u:rpaid family labour would result in a decrease in the supply

of hired l-abour and vice versa.

There appeared io be a positive relationship between the operator

and unpald family labour components indicating a complimentary form of

interdependency. An increase in the quantity of one component was

associated with an increase in the demand for and supply of the other

component. This relationship could be due to the family ties between the

two components. For example if a nurrber of farm operators with famifies

moved out of agriculture, the suppl-y of unpaid family labour would.

decrease.

A relationship between hired l-abour and operator l-abour could, not

be identified from the results of this study.

5. Although not conclusive, the cal-cul_ated elasticities

ment suggest that, at least for hired and operator labour, there

of adjust-

a lagl_s
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in response to changes in the economic conditions. rn general, the

demand for components of the l-abour force would adjust more rapidly to

economic stimul-i than woul-d the supply. There was evidence that the

demand and supply of operator labour woul-d take longer to ad.just compared

with the hired. and r.mpaid family l-abour components possibly because farm

operators tend to make more l-ong-term commitments. The adjustment

coefficients of .565, .660 arñ, .666 obtained for the operator demand.

equations for AJ-berta, saskatchewan and Manitoba, respectively, suggests

that the lag in response is simil-ar among the three Prairie Provinces.

Tlm PREDICTr\IE POI,íER OF TIfl I{ODEL

In 1974, an i-nteresting reversal of trends occurred. The m:rnber

of persons employed in agricul-ture increased for each farm labour com-

ponent whereas the trends for the last several years have been for the

number employed in each class to drop. This section was incruded in

the text as a simple test of model IV to predict these trend reversals.

Actually, the procedure used does not provide a true test of the predictive

pohler of the model for two reasons. First, actual 1974 d,afa was obtained

for the explanatory variabl-es whereas.a true prediction would. require

the forecaster to make estimates of these vafues. Second, al-l explanatory

variables specified in the model were employed regardl-ess of whether or

not they were fourrd statistically significant or theoreticatly consistent.

The exercise does, however, provide some indication of the relative

importance of the variables in the equations.

Data for al-l the variabl-es used in model- fV were coll-ected for

the cal-endar year 1pl4 with al-l- monetary series defl-ated. Lo 1961 constant
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doflars. Using the reduced form equations and the structural demand. and

supply equations obtained from the natj-ona} dynamic model-, estimates of

price, demand and suppty levels in 1)14 were cal-culated for each farm

l-abour component. These estimates were then compared to the actual

figures for 1974. Pred.iction was performed at the national l-evel- only.

Tabl-e 6.1 presents the actual figures for 197j axñ jg|4.

Table 6.2 presents the actual and estimated price, demand and

supply l-evel-s for 1)f4. Despite the trend reversal-s in 1jf4 (emptoyment

of al-l- components increased) the dynamic mod.els conectly predicted. the

change in the emplo¡rment trend. T\uo exceptions r^rere the operator l-abour

supply estimate and the unpaid family fabour demand estimate. In these

cases, the esti-mated value indicated a decrease in emplo¡rment which did

not actually occur.

The magnitude of the difference between the estimated. and actual-

employtnent levels varied from a low of 1.2 thousand persons (1.2 percent)

in the hired l-abour demand equation to a high or 17.0 thousand persons

(1J.6 percent) in the d.ynamic operator ]abour supply equation. I,riith the

exception of the latter figure, aLl- emplo¡rment predictions for 1)J4 were

within nine percent of the actual emplo¡nnent level.

By examining the direction of change in the explanatory variables

(taUte 6.t) ana the sign and magnitude of the regressi-on coefficients

(taUte 5.t, Chapter V), it is possible to d.etermine which variabl-es

were most influential- to the predicted level of employment. In the hired.

l-abour and r-rrpaid family l-abour supply equations, the size of the agri-

cul-tural labour force and the farm wage rate were important to the pre-

dicted positive increment contrary to past trend.s. Both of these variables



Table 6.1

Comparison of Data for National Farm Labour
Mod,e1 IV - '197J arñ. 1974

Ilíred farrn labour employed (no.)

Operator labour employed (no. )

Unpaid fannily labour employed (no. )

Hired farm wage rate index (1961=100)

Net farm income per farrn ($)

Real farm price index (1961=100)

Productivíty index (1961=100)

Adjusted nonfarm r^rage rate index (1961=100)

Total civÍlían labour force (no.)

Agrícultural labour force (no. )

Farn ovmerrs equíty per farm ($)

Item

114

96 ,400

269,800

100,300

216.I

8,235

10a.o

207.4

L28.9

9,279

476

64,200

L973

98,800

27r,400

102 ,900

248.r

8, 369

1. 14

r-90.4

128.4

9,662

484

68,286

r974
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had theoreticall-y consistent positive coefficients. The increase in farm

ol^rnerrs equity per farm combined with the large, theoretically inconsistent

negative coefficíent for the oi^¡ner's equity variable hrere, in part,

responsible for the operator supply equation not predicting the increase

in operator labour.

The productivity variable with its theoreticalÌy consistent nega-

tive coefficient and the observed decline in prod.uctivity in 1)14 relative

to 1973 were important to the increase in hired l-abour pred.icted by the

hired l-abour demand equation. The substitution variabl-es Ì^rere generally

important to the predicted l-evefs of employment in both demand and supply

equations. For example, uapaid. family labour was a significant variabl_e

in the hired l-abour demand and supply equations. The reverse was al-so

true. Both unpaid family l-abour in the hired labour ectruations and hired

labour in the u:rpaid family l-abour equations had the expected negative

coefficients.

Predicting the price of labour, using the reduced farm price

equations was similarly accurate. Despite the historically sharp increase

in the price of hired and unpaid labour and the absence of any significant

change in the price of operator l-abour in 1)14 (two uncommon phenomenon),

the range in the eruor of the prediction had a l-ow of T.J percent and a

high of 1J.) percent (see Table 6.2). The average error of the prediction

compared to the actual- data was about !.p percent.

In general, thepredictions hrere fairly accurate. The majority

were withj-n ten percent of the actual- figure with rormding enrors obtained.

when coverting from logarithms accounting for some of this variation.



Table 6.2

Actual- and Predicted Level-s of Price,
for Each Farm Labour Component -

Hired labour
dynanic

operator labour
dynamic

unpaíd
family labour
dynamic

Price
demand
supply

price
demand
supply

price
demand
supply

(index)
(nunrber)
(number)

(dol1ars)
(number)
(number)

(index)
(number)
(nurnber)

aThe estímated values
índicate an increase

AcËual

Demand and Supply
Canada, 1974

248.3
9B, 800
9 8, 800

8, 369
27r,4OO
27I,400

248.3
102 ,900
102 ,900

116

Estimated

223.9
100,000
104,000

7 ,7624
281,800
234,4OO4

2oB.ga
95 ,5004

L12,200

indicate a declÍne while the actual values
over the 1973 values.

ZDlfference

- 9.8
+ L,2
+ 5.6

- 7.3
+ 3.7
-13.6

-15 .9
- 7.2
+ 8.8
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POLICY IMPLICATIONS

In the flrst chapter of this study several- policy-rel-ated questions

were raised. l This section refers back to those comments and. attempts

to shed some light on the issues, based on the statistical results of

the present study. It is necessary to preface the following remarks with

the note that the statistical results obtained in this study were not

always consistent thus permitting only guarded suggestions with respect

to policy implications. To the extent that the results coul-d be improved

through further research, this section provides an indicati-on of the

potential useful-ness of agricul-tural l-abour market anal-ysis.

Various provinces are looking at the idea of removing the exempti-on

of agri-cul-tural- l-abour from the minimum wage laws. It is felt that such

a move would bring agricul-tural wages more in line with the wages paid to

simil-ar skil-l-s in tJre nonfarm sector thereby attracting more hired labour

into agriculture. Assumj-ng the equitibrium level- of farm wages is below

the current minimum wage rate, the proposed change is expected to result

in a decrease in the quantity of hired labour demanded and an increase in

the quantity supplied.

The regression resul-ts for Manitoba (tantes 5.9 and. !.10 in

Chapter V) can be used. to evaluate this proposal-. The results indicate

that such a policy would have very litt1e, if any, impact on the quantity

of hired labour supplied. The farm wage variable had a coefficient of

lsee Chapter I, pp. 7-8.
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.o1J and was not statis-bically significant in the hired labour supply

equation. I{owever, the variabl-e had a statistically significant co=

efficient of -.506 in the hired labour demand equation. These results
imply that removal of the minimum i^rage exemption for agriculture would.

reduce the empl-oyment opportunities for labour currently seeking employ-

ment in agricul"ture at the present wage rate but wouLd not have the desired

effect of attracting more hired labour into agrícul-ture. Moreover, the

demand effect woul-d increase in the long-run rel_ative to any supply

effect, ceteris parlbus, as shourn in Table 5.1O.

rn view of the detrimentar effect such a poI-icy woul-d have on

the hired farm labour market, it may be more beneficial to concentrate

on other ways of increasing the avai]ability of farm l-aborrr. Improve-

ments in working conditions, agricultural training cou:rses, and job

securÍty are possi-b]e alternative areas of investigation.

Another issue confronting policy-makers is the l-ow i-ncome of
hired farm l-abour rel-ative to hired labour in other i-ndustrles. The

findings of this study indicate the supply and demand. curves for hired
farm labour are generally inel-astic which implies a shift in either
curve wil-l- have a strong infl-uence on the price of labour rel-ative to
the infl-uence on the quantity of l-abour. A program or set of programs

that caused the supply curve for hired farm l-abour to shift to the left
would significantl-y increase the farm wage rate white marginally decreasing,

the quantity of hired l-abour emptoyed.. Any curtail_ment of the foreign

agricultural worker programs or of the government sponsored mobility
prograÌns, for example, could effect such a change because the size of

the agricu]tural- l-abour force wou]d be red.uced. If the d.emand cr.rve for
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hired ]abour shifted to the right, farm wages woul-d. also increase

significantly with hired ]abour employnent j-ncreasing less than pro-

portionately.

Given the cument situation of lnadequate hired farm l-abour

incomes and an undersupply of hired farm labour, it would seem desirabl-e

to implement policies that woul-d shift the l-abour d.emand curve to the

right because such policies woul-d serve to increase farm wages without

reducing the supply of hired l-abour. Poticies that worked. to increase

the real- prices received by farmers for their products might achieve this

effect. fn the present study the real- farm price variabl-e was not

statistically significant at the ten percent l-evel, but the coefficients

did appear with the expected positive signs in the regional and provincial-

hired 1abour demand equations. Based on the regression resul-ts at the

provincial- l-evel- (tables !.!, 5.7 and 5.9 in chapter v), poticies designed

to increase real- farm prices woul-d have the greatest effect on the demand

for hired ]abour in saskatchewan fol-l-owed by Alberta and Manitoba,

respectively.

Policy-makers have also erpressed concern over the decline of the

unpaid family l-abour force. It is fel-t that as this source of labour

di-minishes, the demand for hired farm l-abor.rr (which is al-ready a scarce

input) wil-l- increase. Concern over this phenomenon is justified because

hired labour receives a direct payment from farm operators whil-e unpaid

famiÌy l-abour receives only indirect payrnent. The end result could. be a

combined problem of reduced productive capacity due to the lack of farm

labour and increased l-abour input costs to the farm operator.
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The study findings indicate that there is a substitution rel-ation-

ship between the hired and unpald famí}y labour components. The number

of ulpaid family hlorkers had its strongest influence on hired labour

d.emand in the provlnce of Saskatchewan, a somewhat l-esser infl-uence in

Manitoba and the smal-l-est infl-uence in Alberta. These resul-ts ind.icate

that the migrat,ion of lrrpa:'-d family l-abour out of agriculture may be

expected to create the most problems, in terms of increased demand. for

hired labour, in Saskatchewan.

Policy-makers attempting to reduce this problem have taken steps

to encourage the farm population to remain on the farm by improving the

social services (hospitals, schools) in farm commrrnities.

Conversely, some agricuttural-ists believe there are too many farm

operators in the industry and that a fewer number of larger farms would

create a more efficient system. If this bel-ief were to be translated

into policy, the farm operator supply curve would. need to shift to the

left which would increase the returns to a smaller number of operators.

In order to do this, progratns to improve the availability and profitability

of nonfarm emplo¡rment for farm operators would be required.. The fed.eral

smal-] Farm Development Program is already working in this area by

assisting farmers on non-vj-able farms to leave the industry while providing

extension services for those farmers attempting to expand their farm size.

However, a certain lack of co-ordination aJnong agricultural pro-

graJns may work to defeat this objective. Alongside the Small- Farm program

which should shift the farm operator supply curve to the left are policies

such as Manitoba's "Stay Option'r and tax incentives for part-time farming

which are expected to have the opposite effect by encouraging individuals

to remain in or enter the agricul-tural- ind.ustry.
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Moreover the programs designed to shift farm operators out of

agricultlre are inconsistent with the objective of keeping unpaid. family

l-abour on the farm. This is evident from the results of this study which

indicate that there is a complementary relationship between farm operators

and urrpaid family labour. rt would appear that a new agricul_tural-

development strategy is required to aim all on-going agricul-t¡rat policies

and programs toward a common set of objectives.

Pol-icy-makers coul-d also benefit through this study by recognizing

the lagged adjustment in the ]abour market to economic change. This

lagged effect was most noticeable in the operator l-abour markets of the

Prairie provinces. Onì-y about 60 percent of an ad justment to the d.emand.

for operator l-abour, brought about by some shock to the market, would

occur in the first year. ft woul-d. take three or four years for the full_

adjustment to take place. Therefore, factors that change the ¿eman¿ for
operator labour such as changes in net farm income and rea] farm prices

will only have their ful-l- effect after a lag of several years and then

only if no other shocks affect the market.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FI]RTIMR RESEARCH

One of the major probJ-ems in this stucly was the l-ack of statistical_

significa:rce and theoretical- inconsistency of the economic varj-ables.

Although the resu]ts of this study appear to be an improíement over

earlier studies, the statistical results are still weak. Some of these

problems may be overcome by searching orrt better method.s of measuring

the explanatory variabl-es. Two new data sources are nohr availabl-e that

could provide time-series and cross-section information on agricu1tural-
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l-abour. The fj-rst source is the data col-fected. by the Canad.ian Farm

Labour Pool system which records the type of fabour d.emanded by farm

operators and the supply of l-abour avaifabl-e for hired. TÌre second source

is the match of 1966 census of Agricul-ture farms to 197j census of

Agriculture farms. (Eventuatly 1)f6 census farm wi]l also be matched. )

The census match data would help in the study of the operator l-abour

market. This new data source may provide more accurate j-nformation about

the farm labour markets and further research in the farm labour area

shoul-d begin by investigating these possibilities.

The agricul-ti-ral- labour foree is made up of an extremely diverse

col-l-ection of workers. This is particularly true of the hired and ¿npaid

famil-y l-abour components. I,rlorkers may be full-time, seasona1, or peak-

period (seeding and harvest) emptoyees. They may be highly trained.,

semi-skilled, or rmskil-l-ed. rn acldition, the farm on which they work

could be producing crops, llvestock, dairy prod.ucts, or special crops.

Farm labour of a certain type may have littfe in conmon with labour of

another type and the factors affecting the demand for and supply of each

type may vary considerably. For example, the market for unskil-fed l-abour

to tend the sugar beet crops bears little rel-ationship to the market for
J-abour, traj-ned in animal- husbandry, to manage a large dairy enterprise.

There is a need to id.entify these altogether different labour markets

within the agricultural industry. I'Ihen more detailed d.ata becomes avai]-

able, researchers should attempt to recognize the heterogeneity of farm

l-abour.
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Finally, the work of the present study coul-d be extend.ed to the

other regions and provinces of Canada. More studies of a simi]ar nature

would provide fi;rther tests of the theoretical- framework and empÍricat

procedures developed for this study. In addition, such studies coul-d.

be used to make inter-regional- comparisons of Canada's agricultural l-abo¿r

markets.
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APPENDIX A:

REVIEI{ OF LTTERATURE

In Chapter f, two previous studies were sumrnarized because they

were simil-ar in.nature to the present study and served as an introduetion

to the theories and. procedures whieh followed. However, the range of

literature on the topi-c of farm labour consists of many informative

articles that do not deal with the econometric stmcture of the labour

market. This review attempts to provide additional baekground on farm

labour by presenting a sample of such studies, with the emphasis on

current, Canadiari material. Most of these studies may be cl-assified in

oneofthree categories: (1) general overwiew, (2) migration, or (3) pro-

ductivity. Ttre present review follows this structure.

The first group generally describe the present situation, current

trends, artd possible future conditions. O:ee sueh study was published by
4

F\rrniss' in 1)6). It d.ealt with the overall importance of the farm

sector to the economic life of the nation. He estimated total invest-

ment in Canadian agriculture at $22.5 billion (tç61) or about $4t,OOO

per worker (exclud"ing rented l-and and buildings). Since 1957, primary

agriculture has contributed a stable 5-6 percent to the nation?s Gross

Domestic Product. The export trad.e in farrn products contributed over

$t ¡ittion annual-l-y to the bal-ance of payments.

I,rlith respect to labour, F\rrniss suggested. the most important

single change has been the continuing substitution of purchased capital

I
' I.F. F\;rniss, rrThe Importance

EconomyrrÌ Canadian Farm Economics, Vo1.
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of Agricufture to the Canadian
4, No. 4, 1969, pp. 1-8.
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inputs for farm labour. From 1Ç48 to 1968, the farm labour force

decreased by 50 percent, representing 7 percent of Canadats total labour

force in 1)68. He points out the structure of the agrieu]tural work

force has al-so changed with unpaid family workers declining and hired.

labour increasing, in percentage terms. The actual hired farm work

force seemed. stabl-e at loo,ooo workers, representing 1B percent of the

total farm labour force. Productivity (net output per man) increased.

6.5 percent per year since 1)61. A farm worker, capable of producing

food and fibre for 11 people i-n prewar years, was found to support

42 people.

Tn 1970, Purnell and Heighton2 produced a similar study in which

they discussed the nature of the farm problem in terms of tow and unstable

incomes, unequal distribution of income, resource immobility, and over

capacity of production. One of their recommendations as a goal for

Canadian agriculture i^ras to obtain a living standard for farm workers

comparable to the l-evels of nonfarm workers.

fn the sarne year And-arawewa' produ"ed a study specifically

rel-ated to the Canadian agricultural labour force. Basically a eompil-

ation of Ìabour data through 1!68, it atso projected futur:e trend.s. rn

a sunrnary of the data, he pointed out the probl-em of hÍred farm workers

unable to forrn ¿ homogeneous group due to personal quaJ-ification differences

2*G.R. Pr-rrnell and V.H. Heighton, 'tThe Agricul-tural Situation
in Canada,'r Canadian Far.m Economics, Vol-. 5, No. 5, 1970, pp. 1-15.

7-4.8. Andarawewa, The Structure of the Canadian Agricultural
Labor Force, Research Division, Economics Branch, Canada Department of
Agriculture, 1970.
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and a widely dispersed labour force. Thus farm labour, ivithout a pressure

group, found itself excluded from several- labour laws such as minirmrm

wage legisl-ation. This exemption from labour stand-ards makes parity

with nonfarm labour r:nlikely.
hAnother viewpoint was discussed by Hol-t.' Hé believed. technical

and managerial requirements of mod.ern farrning caused. a separation of

ohrner-management and labour. Thiê rel-ationship is beeoming more form-

alized or industrialized due to several socio-economic forces. He

mentloned. inci'eased mobility of the n-lral labour force, industrial growbh

of rural- areas, increased rural awareness of opportunities, changi-ng

sets of life goals, and the changing 1egal structure as the maj-n factors.

-Al earlier study, by Lerohl and. MacEachern,5 
"pp"u"ud in 1967.

The study analyzed trends in the relative factor shares of national

Íncome in Canada and the United States, comparing them to factor shares

in agriculture. They made the point that, in both countrie's, while the

l-abour share of national- income has risen, the farm labour share of

gross agricultural output has declined (aata to 1)6J). Ttrey explained.

this trend in terms of advancing technology creating substantial factor

substitutibn. Ttre problem was exaggerated. because of disequilibrium

in the farm ]abour market due, in part, to insuffieient off-farm employ-

ment al-ternatj-ves. Ttre study concluded by predicting a continuous

)¡-J.S. Holt, I'Impact of the frrdustrialization of thq Hired Farm
Iirlork Force Upon the Agricuftural- Economyr?r American Journal of
Agricul-tural Eqonomics, VÇl. !2, No. 5, 197W

5tul.l-. Lerohl- and G.A. MacEachern, rrFactor Shares in Agriculture:
The Canada-U.S. Experience." Canadian Journal of Agricul-tural Economics,
Vol. 1!, No. 1, 1967, pp. 1-2O.
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decline of the labour share, the extent to be determined by changing^

input markets, techaology, nonfaï,m opportunities, rural- educational

opportrinities, and immigration policies.

l,abour migration studies are quite numerous with many reaching

the same concl-usions. T'he ones presented. here ill-ustrate the range of

topics often for.rnd in migration articfes.
É,

hlhyteo and Buckmire7 discussed the important, non-monetary

factors of off-farrn migration. Whyte declared. that l-ow education levels,

l-ack of information, and. strong parental influence hinder the movement

of rrfal youth away from agriculture. Buclsnire included lack of alter-
nate job training, lack of job opportunities, and the security of staying

on the farm as additional factors.

Tn a l-ater stud.y, gal-ch8 recognized that variabl-es relating to
farm structure, technology and crop composition were also rel_ated. to

out-migration. He predicted. a new farm work force, based on 1arge, ourner-

operated and diversified farms, which was small-er but more ful-l-y committed

to farming.

a
Õ-D.R. ü/hyte, t?Social Detervninants of trrter-Comnnmity Mobility:

A¡ Inventory of Findings,rr Canad-ian Review of Sociol-osy and. -Anthropoloev.Vol. 4, N6. 1, 1967,,pp. r- '

.7

'G.8. Bu9kmir9, Occupational- Mobility of Fanh people in the
Bonn:nrille District--A Low rncome area. unive@nton,

B-8.I,\i. Balch, "Migration - rnducing and rncome - Equilibra¡ing
Factors krvol-ved in Reconstructing the Alabama Farm I¿bor Force 19jO-67.
A lvluttivariate Anal-ysis,r' lrrpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, University of
Alabama, 1968.
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T\^ro studies done by Galloway examined the migratl-on of hired.

agricultural }abour in the United States. Ttre first9 presented the fact
that despite sj-zeabl-e out-migration of l-abour from the agricultural

sector, the re]ative returns to labour in agriculture had. not increased.

He felt the total labour market was in dynamic equilibrium with the

earnings differential, between farm and nonfarm sectors, a combination

of economic costs (objective and. subjective) and artificial barriers

related. to l-abour mobiflty. To al-l-eviate this problem Galloway recorrnend.ed

pursuing measures to decrease the equilibrium wage differential between

the sectors. However, no such measures were put forward.

His second. artiel-e10 looked. for an explanation of the nature of

interregional fl-ows of hired agricultural labour. Hired. workers were

found responsive to regional earnings differentials as well as distance,

âger age-group earnings, and, in some cases, the demand. for agricultural
labour, when moving between geographic regions. However, the data implied

an existence of substantial noneconomic barriers to the regional mobility

of hired agricultural- l-abour such as forrnal- seniority systems an¿ re-

strictive hiring þractices of trade unions. Gal-loway again conclud.ed

by saying these artificial and. economic barriers are, in part, respon-

sibl-e for the l-ow income levels a.mong hired farm labour.

9r.n. Galloway, "Mobility of Hired Agriculturar Labor lgl;1-1960r,,
American Journal- of Agricul-tura1 Economics, Vol. !0, No. Z, 1968-,
pp.199-212.

1Oi,.r. Galloway, rtGeographic Ffows
1957-60,rr American Journal of Agricultural
1968, pp. 199-21L

of llired Agricultural Labor
Economics, Vo1. 10, No. 2,
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In 1963, Gilcristl 1 investigated. the income alternatives affecting

the decisioní of current and potential farm operators on farming as an

occupation. He approached the problem from the cost side by determining

farm operator transfer income (tne mininn:m income required. to keep the

operator on the farm). He found. transfer incomes j-ncrease, although less

than proportionall-yo with the increase in larm size (value of total out-

put), but was cautious about the reliability of his data.
1)

Pl-arur-b'' consid.ered. migration, income and price problems all part

of the major rradjustínent problemrr of Canad.ian agriculture. He felt one

nn-rst improve both the farmerr s marragerial- skill and. the environment within

which the farme" tr"t make decisions for ad.justment tóward, improved net

farm income to be possible. Poor off-farm skitls and inadequate

opportunity for training are just a couple of the barriers to adjustment,

mentioned by Plaunt,' that n¡rst be eliminated. by new agricultural poì-icy

if the Canadian farmer is to improve his lot.
,4

Hathaway and Perkins'/ critically examined. the general model,of

farm-nonfaïÍi1 labour mobil-ity and carne up with the following conclusions

based. on American data from 1 )JJ tinrougln ry6j: ( 1 ) many persons in

agriculture could not expect to achieve higher earnings in the nonfarm

11,,v. Gllcrist, rrA Pi-1ot Study of ki.come Alternatives Affecting
the Movement'of Farm Operatives Out of Agriculturer'r Çe4acXian Jouïr'ral of
Agricultural Economics, Vol. 11, No. 1, 1963, pp. 9-21.

12'*D. P1aunt, ilEconomic Guidelines for Mobilizing Labor and
Management in Canadian Agricul-ture,It Canadian Journal of Agricultura1
Economics, Vo1. 17, No. J, 1969, pp. zn-jj.

42
')D.8. Hatirawa¡¡ and B.B. Perkins, ilFarm Labor Mobility,, Mlgqation,

and Income Distribution," Ar-nerican Journal- of Agricultural Economj-es,
Vol. 10, No. 2,,1968, pp. J42-352.
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l-abour market; (2) mobility out of agriculture i^ras a highly sel-ective

process with age, race, nonfarrn job experience, farm earningsr. and farm

location afl- factors affecting movement incentive and suecess i 3) nonfarm

urtemploytnent and the l-ack of knowledge of nonfarm job opportgni-ties were

not severe barriers of migration to nonfarm work. However, firll employ-

ment was a necessary condition for the off-farïn movement to.,improve
)

incomes of farm workers; (4) the existence of a local-_nonfarm fabour

market was crucÍal to off-farm mobility; (5) tnere d.id not seem to be a

seri-ous malallocation of labour between farm and nonfarm employment in

the United States as is conrnonly assumed; (6) farm labour mobility and

migration were less favourablg to the solution of farm inc,ome problems

than previously suggested.

1)+Lianos, " in a study published in 1.970, also found the rmemploy-

ment rate as insignificant factor of migration although he notes this

coul-d be a result of a faì-rly consistent employment rate over the peri-od

analyzed. He suggested that further research should attempt to elaborate

and quantify the psychic costs of migration as a barrier to mobility.

A regression analysis, done in the United Kingdom by Cowling and
1R

Metcalf ,'/ for.rrrd out-migrationfrom agriculture significantly related to

industrial employrnent. In areas with a high demand for labour, migration

was very sensitive to variations in the loca1 l-evel- of unemployrnent. Iït

tLt' 'T.P. Lianos, "Labor Mobility and Market Imperfectionsr'l
Canad.ian Jor"n.t of Ag*icrftu""f E"o , Vol. 18, No. J, 1970,ffi

4E')K. Cowling and, D. Metcalf, Labor Transfer irom Agriculture
A Regional -Anal-ysis. Manchester School of Economics and Social Studies,
Manchester, 1968.
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l-ow fabour demand areas, migration was less affected by local level-s of

wtempÌoyment. Changes in the national- level- of unemployrnent may have

been of greater importance in these areas

In a paper investigating the effects of minirm_m i^rage on

agricuÌtural employrnent Lianosl6 fol-d that, in the southern u.s. at

1east, the introduction of mininn:m l¡rages decreased. the employrnent of

hired and total- l-abour. Lianos 'hras uncertain as to the net welfare

effect because, although the hired labour

a better r^lage, those who left agri-culture

bability of this situation is increased if

were the marginal workers (teenagers, o1d.

able to obtain a nonfarm job.

An attempt to estimate the annual

agriculture required to raise the farrn wage rate parallel with the rise

in nonfarm wages, hras carried out by Gisser.17 He felt once the d.esj-red.

shift and actual- shift had been d.eterrnined, government policy need only

be concerned with making up the dif,ference.

Recently Tìr1l-och and Maclvlil-lan have done some important develop-

mental work with migration models. ?rA Micro-Analytic Model of lvligrati-on

Behaviour"lo d.evel-oped. a framework in which to examine factors responsible

stil-I in agriculture recej_ved

might be worse off. Ttre pro-

those who moved off the farm

people, non-whites), least

¿t
'tT.P. Lj-anos, trlmpact of lvlinir,nm Llages Upon the Iævel- and

Composition of Agricultural Ðnplo¡rment,rr American Journal of AEricultural-
Economics, Vol . 54, No. J, l9TZ., pp. 4ZZ-

1'.7'M. Gisser, "Needed Adjustments in the supply of Farrn Labor.r'
Journal of Farm Economics, Vo1. 49, wo. 4, 1)64, pp. BO6-8t5.

aO
''J.4. MacMillan and. J.R. Tulloch, "A Micio-Analytic Model_ of

Ivligration Behavior,?' Regional Sej_ence Perspectfve, yol. J, 19Tj,
pp. 105-126.

shift of farm labour out of
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for migration and migration patterns. The model- i^ras a nmltiple regression

equation with the dependent variabl-es: migratíon, multiple migration,

short-distance migration, long-distance migration. These variabl-es were

represented by a comprehensive set of 0-1 independent variabtes includ.ing

residencer âBê, sex, marital status, time in rm.¡nicipality, ethnic origin,

education, type of employment, unemploynent, i_ncome, and. manpower

service usage. Both the theoretical concepts and empirical model of

migration behavior, used by the authors, would be rel_evant for a

national or regional migration study in agriculture. 
.,

Their second and most recent analysisl9 r"", a synthesis of

migration fimctions and a Markov chain type, farm number projection

model-. They found this system more accurate than basic projection mo¿els

with the added advantage that information regarding the impact of price

changes and changes in factors of migration on farm operators is provided..

Productivity studies are generally of a quantitative nature often

using farm records for data. Many articles use labour productivity

indices to measure economic perforrnance in terms of output per man.

Tn 1966,4t""20 examined the functional relationship between

changing resource use, technology and labour productivity. This paper

hlas a conceptual exercise in labour productivity measurement techniques

191.,X. MacMil-l-an, J.R. T\rlloch, and F.L. T\rng, Migration Anal-ysis
?nd Farm Number Proiection Models: A Slrnthesis, University of wtanito¡a,

Analysis, t' Can?dian Journal
t966, pp. 2%39.

2oL. olr"", trlabour Productivity in Agriculture,
of Agricultural Economics.

A Conceptual
Vol. .14, No. 1,
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arrd i^Ias without empirical eval-uatíon. He described productivity models

for single-crop production at individual-, regional and aggregate levels.

A later stud.y by the "ur" r.rtho"21 compared. ca'ad-a and u.s.

]abour productivity in agriculture. He fourrd that canad.ian labour

productivity lagged 7-10 years behind u.s. rates bv 25 percent net and

35 percent gross. This implied a 2J percent-i5 percent increase in

canadian productivity over the next decade. rf d,omestic and. erçort

markets are not expanded, this increase in supply of farm products would

resul-t in lower farm incomes. Foreseeing a rise in agricultr:ral labour

producti-vity and a probable decl-ine in farm íncomes, Auer called for

more research into a solution to the farm adjustment probrem.

Kulshre 
"tha22 

looked at the question of age and efficiency in

agricu]ture with very interesting results. using ontario data for 196j,

he foi:nd there is little if any basis for the comrnon belief that older

farmers tend to operate inefficient farm units. The implication, here,

is that if these data represent the present situation, policies designed

to move older farm operators out of agriculture could, prove d.etrimental-

to the overall productivity of the sector and shoul-d be re-examined.

21-- L. Auer, 'rT,abour Productivity in Agriculture,
Comparison, " Canadian Journal of Agricultural- Economics,
ß71 ,pp.4j--

ôô--S.N. Kulshrestha, ttAge and. Efficiency in Public Agricultural
Policy: The Case of Ontario,?' Canadian Journaf of AgrÍeul-tural Economics,
Vol. 1f , No. 2, 1969, pp. 85-91.

A Canadian-U.S.
Vo]. 18, No. J,
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27 t)rAnother paper by Kulshrestha*'and one by Fitzpatrick'- examined.

farm income. Both concl-uded returns to the farm sector were wel-l below

those to the nonfarm sector. Although these articles were based on

rather old data there is l-ittle reason to assume conditions have changed

significaritly.

It is very often a useful exercise to revi-ew l_iterature of

somewhat broader nature tha:r the topic at hand. In the present case,

studies on rural- society, especially those of a detailed, regional nature,

can provid.e valuable data and concepts for the sol-ution of labour

problems. MacMilfan and several- different co-authors for example, have

set up an extensive data base and development plan for Manitobafs

fnterl-ake which d.eal- with the regionsr l-abour difficult1"".25 Studies

in such areas as rural poverty and rural development also aid in

Labourers 1941-1961 r', Canadian Journal
No. 1, 1967, pp. ZB-41,

2)r- J.M. Fitzpatrick arid C.V. Parkei, 'rDistribution of Income in
Carradian Agriculture,tr Canadian Jour4a] of Agrj-cultural Economics, Vol . 13,
No. 2, 1965, pp. 47-64.

tÊ.'/See for example, J.A. MacMillan, An Information Base for Forrmrla-
tion of Effective Regional Em'o1o:wnent Policy, Research Bull-etin No. 71-1,
Department of furicuftural Economies and Farm l4anagement, Faculty of
Agriculture, University of Manitoba, ÏIirrnipeg, 1971; J.A. MacMil-l-an and
R.D. Bollma¡r, Income Expenditure Relationship and Level of Living in the
Interl-ake Area of Manitoba, Research Bulletin No. 72-2, Department of
Agricultural Economics and Farm Management, Faculty of Agriculture,
University of Manitoba, i,'är,nipeg, 1972; and J.A. Maclvlillan, L.A. Bernat,
J.J. Flagler, Benefits and Costs of Manpower Services in the Interl-ake
Rural- Development Area, Research Bulletin No. 72-1, Department of
Agricultural Economics and Farm Management, Faculty of Agriculture,
University of Manitoba, I,,ännipeg, 1972.

2fs.u. Kulshrestha, r?Measuring the Relative Income of Farm
of Agricultural Economics, Vo}. 15,
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manpoinier problems although not focusing soley

2^-"See for example, D.M. Connor, trRural- Anti-Poverty Policy for
the_Futureril Canadian Journal of Agricultural Economi-cs¡ Vol . 16, No. Jr
1p68, pp. 18-11; M.I¡i. Menzies, I'Philosophiea:- oimeàGiõñs of Rural Poverty
in Canada," Çanadian Journaf of Agricultural Economícs, Vo1. 16, No. J,
1)68, pp. 1841; J.P. Madden, r?social- Change ana pu¡fic Poticy in Rural
Ameri-ca: Data and Research Needs of the 197Ot s,rr American Journal p.f
Agricultr;ral Economics, Vo1 . 52, No. 2, 1g7or Þp. ffii
and J.A. MacMillan, Regional Systenls for Devel-opment Plar¡ring in
Mar¡itoba, Research Bul-l-etin No. f0-1 , Department of Agricultural
Economics and Farm Marragement, Faculty of Agricufture, University of
Marritoba, lrlinnipeg, 1970.
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TABLE 8.1

DaÈa Series Used In EsËl-mation of National Models

Year

Yt

Hired
Farm
Labour

(2)

L947
1948
L949
1950
1951
l-952
1953
l-954
r955
L956
L9s7
1958
19 59
1960
1961
1962
19 63
l-964
L965
1966
L967
19 6B
1-969
L97 0
L97I
I97 2

L973

Y
Ĵ

Farm
Operator
Labour

(3)

(000)
119. s
133. 0
L42.5
110. B

99.3
108. 0
112. 8
120.0
105. B

101. 4
95.6
96.9

l-09.2
110.7
110.6
107. B

101. 0
98.9

105. 3

97 .6
99.L

98.7
95. s
98.9

101. 6
98. 8
96.4

Ys

Unpaíd
Farní1y
Labour

(4)

(ooo)
664.3
668.5
663. 0
628.3
598.0
549.0
550. I
568. B

500.2
511. 7

497.8
468.6
4s0. I
442.r
431. 8
409.3
400.7
397 .O
362.6
335.7
337.6
319.3
314.8
296.3
29I.0
27 2.7
269.8

Y2'Y6
Farm
I,lage
Index

(s)

165

(000)
337.8
294.5
273,3
279.3
243.0
2L3.2
194.8
184. 3

169. I
160. 3
151. I
146.9
132. 5
126.3
T3T.2
L35.7
139. I
r_34. 1
126.0
110.3
L22"2
t27 .6
L24.7
116. 0
LL7.5
109. 5
100. 3

"4
Average
Net Farm
ïncome

(6)

(1961=100) (000)
60.3 2595
65.6 3093
66.0 2758
65.1 2440
73.6 3670
78.7 3797
79.3 3L67
78.0 L9t7
77.7 2607
83.1 2BL2
88.6 2rL7
90.7 2782
95.1 2486
98.1 273L

100.0 2134
101.9 3687
10s.3 3682
109.5 3106
118.5 4019
131.8 5206
142.6 3782
1s3.0 4464
161.8 3957
169.8 4028
L78.2 4253
190.6 4838
216.t 8235

*t
Real
Farm
Price
Index

(7)

1. 39
L.42
1.37
1. 35
t. 41
L.23
1.14
1.09
1.07
1.04
1. 01
1.03
1.00

.98
1.00

99
95
93
96
99
95
9l
89
8B
85

.95
l. 08

Continued
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Year Index of
Productivity

(8)

(1y61--100)
L947 s3.6 69.0
1948 56.6 68.1
L949 s4.0 70.4
1950 62.8 7L.6
1951 77.7 73.4
1952 100.3 77 .9
19s3 95,2 82.0
1954 7t.5 81.9
1955 94.6 84.7
1956 106.0 88.6
L957 92.9 BB.2
1958 107.7 86.2
19s9 107.3 90.5
1960 115. 1 90.7
1961 100.0 92.9
1962 L25,9 95.9
1963 L43.7 98.0
L964 133.9 101.2
L965 146.3 104.5
L966 L82.6 106.5
1967 144. 5 108. I
1968 L57 .2 110.8
L969 L69.7 114.0
1970 175. 1 116. 6
r97L 203.9 L22.7
1972 194.8 127.3
L973 207.4 L28.9

*4

AdJ usted
Nonfarm
l,lage
Index

(e)

TABLE 8"1 Continued

*5

Total-
Civillan
Labour
Force

(10)

xs

MaIe
Civllian
Labour
Force

(11)

(ooo)
4942
49BB
5055
5163
5223
5324
5397
5493
5610
57 82
6008
6L37
6242
64LL
652L
66]-5
67 48
6933
7L4L
7 420
7 694
79L9
BL62
837 4
8631
BB91
9279

xs

Agricultural
Labour Force

(12)

166

(o0o)
3869
3923
3969
4050
407 6
4r44
4206
4263
434L
4439
457 3
464L
4687
47 54
4782
481_9

4879
496r
5193
5326
5329
5443
5s60
s684
5800
5938
6127

x.
b

Average
Farm
Owner t s
EquiÈy

( 13)

(0110)
TT25
1100
1083
L023
943
895
862
BB4
825
78r
75L
725
703
689
69L
667
655
64L
601
551
s65
5s6
s45
524
523
49L
476

Sources: See footnotes on the following page

(000)
r6038
15171
1s631
L7 442
19391
20r-51
2L587
20813
24440
23443
24004
27L85
28577
29244
30461
3L770
33501
365L7
42350
47836
51021
56352
57806
67 439
60400
65086
64200



Sources: Columns (2) to (4)
Survey, Catalogue No. 71-001 monthly,
L97 3.

caralogue No. 62-002 rnonrhly, ortawa, rnformation canãdaJg47-1973i.

Column (6) Calculated by dividing net farm income,
obtained from statistics canada, Quarterly Bulletln of Agrfcul_tural
9_tatistics, catalogue No. 21-003 quarterly, ottawa, tnfor*ation e,anada,
L947-r973, by the number of farm operators and deflatlng with the
Consumer Príce Index, obtaíned from Statístj-cs Canada, príces and price
rndexes, catalogue No. 62-002 monthly, ottawa, rnforrnation canada,
L947-1973.

Column (7) Calculated by dividing the Farm product
Price rndex, obtalned from statÍstics canada, Quarterly Bulletín of
Agricultural- SÈatistics, Catalogue No. 21-003 quaiterfy, Ottawa, fnforma-
tJ-on canada, 1947-1973, by the Farm rnpuÈ prÍce rndex, obtalned from
statistlcs canada, Prices and príce rndexes, catalogue No. 62-002
monthly, Ottawa, f" Z:.

Column (5) Statístics Canada, Prices and prÍce Indexes

167

StatÍstics Canada, feÞggl_qgrcg
Ottawa, Information Canada, L947-

Colurnn (8) Statistics Canada, Aggregate productivity
Measures, Catalogue No. L4-2OI, Ottawa, Information Ca@

Column (9) Calculated by deflating Average l{eekly
I{ages in Manufacturing, obtained from statistics canada, Emproyment,
Earnlngs, and Hours, catalogue No. 72-002 monthly, ottawa, lnformatíon
canada, 1947-7973, by the consumer Price Index, obtained from statistics
canada, Prices and Price rndexes, catalogue No. 62-002 monthly, ottawa,
Information Canada, I947-L973. The series v/as converted into index
form wiEh 1961 the base year and multiplied by Èhe annual raÈe of em-
ployment, obtained from statistics canada, Labour Force survey,
Cata1ogueNo.7I-0o2month1y,ottawa,tnfo@Lg73.

Columns
Labour Force Statístics,
tion Canada, I974.

Column (13) Calculated by dividíng the Value of Farm
Capíta1' obtained from Statistics Canada, QuarÈerlv Bulletin of AgrÍ-
cultural Statistics, Catalogue No. 21-003 quarterly, OCiáwa, tntormation
Canada, I947-L973, by the number of farm operators and deflatíng r^rith
the Farm rnput Príce rndex, obtained from staÈistics canada, príces
and Price rndexes, catalogue No. 62-002 monthly, ottawa, rnfoñãti-on
Canada, 1947-1973.

(10) to (12) StatisÈics Canada, Historícal
Catalogue No. 7L-2Ol- annual, ott.*r-]EFõñ'a-



TABLE 8.2

Data Series Used in EstÍmation of PraÍrie Region Models

Year

(1)

"t
Hired
Fârrn
Labour

(2)

L954
1955
l-956
l-957
19 5B
L959
1960
T96L
t962
1963
L964
L965
L966
L967
1968
L969
L970
L97I
r972
L97 3

t3
Farm
Operator
Labour

(3)

(000)
34
31
33
29
2B
30

t5
Unpaid
Fanily
Labour

(4)

(ooo)
240
235
232
2L9
2r3
204
203
2r0
2]-3
2L3
232
2L3
195
191
180
191
l-77
L75
L77
L70

33
33
36
31
32
36
28
29
28
29
29
30
35
31

168

Y2'Y6
Farm -

trnlage

Index

(s)

(000)
64
65
59
60
s9
53
49
56
50
56
32
22
T7
23
2T
23
20
26
I4
15

Y¿
Averáge
Net
Farm
Income

(6)

(1961:100) (000)
89. B L7B9
88.0 2897
93.2 3649
95.3 2000
9s.6 2994
95.9 27sL
99.5 3185

100.0 L682
100.1 4225
101.7 4364
105.8 3072
110.0 4190
118.4 5156
t25.3 3594
L27.2 4570
L28.9 3350
t28.3 254L
L32,t 4003
138.2 3750
t47.6 8000

xt
Real
Farm
Price
Index

(7)

L.02
1.00

.98

.93

.96

.94

.93
1. 00

.99

.94

.92

.9r

.93

.91

.83

.78

.79

.76

.83
1. 10

Continued
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Year Index of
Produc LÍvfty

(B)

(1961=100)
1954 101.1
1955 143.1
19-s6 164. 5

1957 120.0
1958 134.1
1959 136.3
1960 150. B

1961 100.0
7962 169.3
t963 190.5
L964 L70.2
1965 189.7
1966 2L5.6
L967 173.3
1968 192.9
L969 202.0
l-970 165. B

I97L 218. B

L972 199.6
1973 2L6.5

TABLE 8.2 Continued

X,
4

Adj us ted
Nonfarm
trùage

Index
(e)

x_
5

Total
Cfvillan
Labour
Force

(10)

r.52
1.56
1. 63
L.67
1. 68
r.7 6
L.77
7.79
1. B2
1. 84
1.88
1. B9
L.96
2.05
2.2r
2.33
2.42
2.47
2.56
2.63

*6

Male
Civilian
Labour
Force

(11)

(ooo )
949
969
998

1019
1055
1084
1115
TLs4
117 5
1181
LLg9
r228
124B
126B
1318
1351
1380
r401
L436
L484

169

X-)
Agricultural
Labour Force

(12)

(ooo )
77L
782
788
803
811
826
841
853
B5B
862
869
879
881
8BB
912
927
939
9s2
968
985

Sources: See footnotes on the fo11owíng page.

xs

Average
Farm
Owner I s
Equlty

(13)

(000 )
340
333
324
307
299
286
282
295
296
298
298
272
24L
245
23r
245
229
234
228
2IB

(000 )
24.8
26.4
26.3
27 .5
29.9
31.3
32.4
32.L
30. 9
32.9
33. 6
39. I
46.3
52.4
57 .3
5r.4
55.0
53. 5
5L.4
55. I



Source: Column (2) Calculated by subtracting
paid non-agricultural workers employed from the number
employed, both series obtained from Statístlcs Canada,
Force Statistics, Catalogue No. 7I-20L annual, Ottawa,
Canada, L974.

Column (3) The percent of workers employed in agri-
culture who urere farm operators was calculated for the years 1956, 1961,
1966, and 1971 using the number of f,arm operators, obtained from
statistics canada, censùs of Agricultùre, catalogue Nos. 96-708, 96-709,
and 96-7!0, ottawa, rnformation canada, L973, and the number of workers
employed in agriculture, obtained from Statistics Canada, Labour Force
survey, catalogue No. 71-001 monthly, ottawa, rnformaËion canada, L954-
L974. The percent estimates (1956-1961 average = 7L.1 percent; 1966-
1971 average = 78.5 percent were used to calculate the annual number
of farm operators.

Column (4) Calculated by subtracËing Ëhe number of
pald agrlcultural workers employed and the number of farm operators
from the total number of ernployed agrícultural workers.

Column (5) For each Praírie provínce hourly, daily,
and monthly hired farm wage rates for the months of January, May, and
August, obtained from Statistics Canada, Quarterly Bulletin of Agri-
cultural Statistics, Catalogue No. 21-003 quarterly, Ottavra, Information
@ereusedtoobtaín'.*,"i'g"annua1hour1y,dai1y,
and monthly wage rates which hrere transformed into an índex. A single,
weighted average farm wage rate üras calculated for each Prairie provínce
from the hourly, daily, and rnonËhly \^rage rate l-ndexes usíng the weights
(hourly .23, daÍly .18, rnonthly .59) used in the Farm Input Price Index.
The províncial indexes were deflated by the Consumer Prj-ce Index of the
major cíty(s) in each Praírie provínce (l{innipeg, Regína-Saskatoon,
Calgary-Edmonton), obtaÍned from Statistics Canadan Prices and Price
Indexes, Catalogue No. 62-002 monthly, OtËawa, Information Canada, 1954-
L973. The deflated províncial indexes h¡ere averaged to obtaín a Prairie
regÍon farm wage rate índex.

Column (6) Net farm íncome for each Praírie provínce,
obtained from Statistics Canada, Quarterly B_ulletin of Agrícultural
StatísËics, Catalogue No. 21-003 quarterly, Ottawa, Information Canada,
7954-L973, htere summed and then dfvíded by the number of farm operators
in the Praíríe region. The regional seríes hras deflated by the Con-
sumer Price Index, obËained from Stat.istícs Canada, Prices and Price
Indexes, Catalogue No. 62-002 monthly, Otta\nra, Information Canada, L954-
L973.

Colunn (7) A Farm Product Price Index for the Prairie
region was calculated as the average of the Farm ProducË Price Index
for each Prairie province, obtained from StaËistics Canada, Quarterly
Bulletin of AgriculËural Statistics, Catalogue No. 21-003 quarterly,
Ottawa, InformaËion Canada, L954-L973. This average lndex rryas divided
by the Farm Input Price Index for trùestern Canada, obtaíned from Statis-
tics Canada, Príces and Price Indexes, Catalogue No. 62-002 monthly,
Ottawa, Information Canada, L954-L973.

1',lo

the number of
of paíd workers
Historl-cal Labour
Informatlon
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Column (B) An average Prairle region Agricultural
Output fndex was calculated from the Agricultural Oûtput Index of each
Prairie provínce, obtal-ned from Statistics Canada, Quarterlv Bulletin
of AgÉicultural statistics, catalogue No. 21-003 q,rait"rly, ottar",
InformaElon Canada, L954-L973.

Column (9) Average hourly earnings of hourly rated
vrage earners ín manufacturi-ng, obtai-ned for each Prairle province from
Statistics canada, Employment, Earnings, and Hours, catalãgue No. 72-
002 rnonthly, Ottawa, rnformatíon canada, r954-Lt73, were deflated by
the Consumer Price Index of the major city(s) in each Prairíe provlnce
(I{innipeg, RegÍna-saskatoon, Calgary-Edmonton), obtained from StatistÍcs
canada, Pfíces and Price Tndexes, catalogue No. 62-002 monthly, ottawa,
rnformatlon Canada, L954-L973, and multiplied by the rate of employment
in the Prairie region, obtaíned from statistícs canada, Labour Force
survey, catalogue No. 71-001 monthly, 0ttawa, rnformatlon e,anaaaJg5A-
1973. An average of the adjusted nonfarm r^7age rate index of each
Prairie province was calculated.

Colurnn (10) ro (12)
Survey, Catalogue No. 71-001 monthly,
1973.

Column (13) The value of farm capital for each prairie
province, obtained from statistics canada, Quarterly Bulletin .of Agri-
cultural Statistics, Catalogue No. 21-003 quarterf; Otta!¡tu Info1rnation
Canada, L954-L973, r¡ras summed and divíded by the number of farm operators.
This series \¡Ias deflated by the Farm Input Price Index for trIestern
canada, obtained from SÈatistícs canada, prices and price rndexes,
Catalogue No. 62-002 monthly, Ottawa, f"f iS.

Statistics Canada, Labour Force
Ottawa, Information Canada, L954-



TABLE 8.3

Data Series Used ín Estimation of Models for Alberta

Year

Yt

Hired
Farrr
Labour

(2>(1)

L954
19 55
l-956
L957
1958
1959
1960
L96L
L962
1963
]-964
1965
]-966
L967
1968
L969
L970
I97T
L972
L973

Y3

Farm
Operator
Labour

(3)

(000)
17,5
Ls.4
14. B

14.0
14. 1
15. B

15. 9
15. 9
16. I
15. 5
ls. 6
L7.L
16. 3
16. 1
15. 6

L4.6
L4.7
14 .6
l-4.2
13. 9

Y5

Unpaid
Fanily
Labour

(4)

(000)
79.6
7L.0
73.7
72.2
68. 9
67 .2
66.3
6s.6
63. 0
62.5
62.3
57 .7
s4. 0
55.0
52.7
52.6
50.1
49.8
47 .2
47 .2

Yz'Y6
Farm
l{age
Index

(s)

172

(ooo )
20.4
2L.6
20.0
2T.L
2L.T
t9.6
18. 3
19. B

17 .2
18.8
10. 6

7.9
6.7
8.7
8.3
8.5
7.7
9.5
5.1
5.7

Y4

Average
Net Farm
ïncome

(6)

(1961=100) (ooo)
90.3 2408
89.0 2687
93.2 3300
95 .L 2L7 4
93. B 3303
94.7 2919

100.5 2702
100.0 2760
101.7 3840
103.6 403r
106.9 337r
111.1 4188
119.3 5202
L24.2 37L5
L25.9 4663
L27.7 3517
r29.L 3141
133.8 3445
136.9 4r2r
146.3 8533

xt
Real
Farm
Price
Index

(7)

I.L2
L.02

.99

.96

.99

.97

.93
1.00
1.01

.95

.92

.93

.96

.94

.87

.84

.84

.82

.89
1.15

Continued
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Year Index of
Productivity

(B)

(1961=100)
L954 81.9
1955 99.0
L956 109.5
L957 88.0
1958 99.7
1959 L04.2
1960 100.2
L96L 100.0
L962 111.1
7963 L28.2
1964 L23.2
196s L32.7
L966 152.6
1967 128.0
1968 r47.7
1969 L44.2
l-970 133.5
L97L I4T.4
L972 146.4
L973 154.7

TABLE 8.3 Continued

x4

Adjusted
Nonfarm
I^Iage
Index

(e)

*5

Total
Cívi1ían
Labour
Force

(ro¡

1. 55
1. 60
L.66
I.7L
L.7T
1. 7B
1. B2
1. B7
1. B9
1. 91
t.97
2.01
2.07
2.74
2.27
2.43
2.54
2.59
2.68
2.79

X-)
Male
Civllian
Labour
Force

(11)

(0oo)
395
409
423
436
450
464
477
49r
50s
519
534
s48
562
578
604
628
650
664
688
718

173

X.)
AgrlculturaL
Labour Force

(12)

Sources: See footnotes on Èhe following page

x-
b

Averâge
Farm
Ow'ner I s
Equlty

(l_3)

(000)
LI2
111
110
108
107
106
105
104
L02
100

99
97
45
93
91
90
B8
86
84
B2

(o0o )
29.s
29.9
29.6
30. I
33.2
34.L
35.7
37,L
36.7
38. 7
43 .8
47.s
50.4
56.8
60.7
60.7
6L.9
6L.L
6r.4
64.8
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Sources: Columns (2) to (3) The number of hÍred farm labour
ernployed and the number of farm operators for Alberta and for Canada
were obtaíned from Statístics Canada, Censús of Agriculture, 0ttawa,
Tnformatj-on Canada, 1951, 1956, 1961, 1966 and L97L. The percent
of hired farn labour employed and percent of farm operators in Canada,
r¡ho were in Alberta, hrere calculated. The percent rates were used to
estimate the annual number of hlred farm labour employed and the number
of farm operators in Alberta from the Canada totals.

Column (4) The percent of the Prairie regíon agri-
cultural labour force that were unpaid famíly labour $/as calculaÈed on
an annual basis from Ëhe data series collected for Ëhe Prairie reglon
nodel. These percent figures vrere used to estimate unpaid family
labour from the Al-berta agricultural labour force.

Column (5) For source and method of estímation see
the footnote of Table 8.2 referring to column (5).

Column (6) Net farm income for Alberta, obtained from
Statistics Canada, Quarterly Bulletin of Agricultural StaËíStics'
Catalogue No. 21-003 quarËerly, Ottawa, Information Canada, I954-L973'
was deflated by the Consumer Price Index for Calgary-EdmonËon, obËained
from Statistics Canada, Prices and Price Indgxês, Catalogue No. 62-002
monthly, Ottawa, Informatíon Canada, I954-L973, and dl-vided by the
n_umber of farms in Àlberta.

Column (7) The Farm Product Price Index for Alberta,
obtained from Statistics Canada, Quarterly Bulletin of Agricultural
StaÈístics, Catalogue No. 2l--003 guarterly, Ottawa, Information Canada,
I954-L973, T¡ras divided by the Farm Input Príce Index for Western Canada,
obtalned from Statlstics Canada, Prices and Price Indexes, Catalogue
No. 62-002 monthly, Ottawa, lttfor .

Column (8) The Agricultural Output Index of Alberta
was obtained from StaËistics Canada, QuarËerly Bull-etin of Agricultural
Statistics, Catalogue No. 21-003 quarterly, Ottawa, Information Canada,
L954-L97 3.

Column (9) For source and meEhod of estimation see the
footnote of Table 8.2 referring to column (9).

Column (10) For the years L954-I965, the serl-es was
an exËrapolation of the total civíl1an labour force of Alberta for
1951 and 1961, obtained from Statístics Canada, Population Censu_s'
Ottawa, Informatíon Canada, 1951 and 1961. For the years 1966-1973
annual estimates were used, obtained from Statistics Canada, HistorÍcal
Labour Force Statistics, Catalogue No. 7L-TOL annual, Ottawa, Informa-
tion Canada, I974.

Column (11) Due to the lack of significance of this
variable at the national and regíonal level, it was not tested at the
províncial leve1.

Column (12) The series \^ras an extrapolation of the
agricultural labour force of Alberta in 1951, 1961 and 1971, obtained
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frorn Statístics Canada, Popul-ation Census, OËtawa, Informatíon Canada,
1951, L96L, and 1971.

Column (13) The value of farm capital f,or Alberta,
obtained from SËatistics Canada, QUarterly BulleËin of Agrícúltural
Statistícs, Catalogue No. 21-003 quarterly, Ottawa, Information Canada,
1954-1973, I^ras devided by the number of farms 1n Alberta and then de-
flated by the Farm Input Price Index for Western Canada, obtained from
Statistics Canada, Príces and Príce Indexes, Catalogue No. 62-002
monthly, Ottawa, Informatíon Canada, L954-1973.



TABLE 8.4

Data Series Used Ín EstimaÈion of Models for SaskaÈchewan

Year

t1
HÍred
Farm
Labour

(2)(1)

L954
L955
19s6
L957
1958
1959
1960
1961
L962
L963
L964
L965
1966
l.967
1968
]-969
L970
L97 T
L972
I973

"z
Farm
Operator
Labour

(3)

(000)
t6.7
14.7
14.1
12. B

L2.3
13.4
13. I
12.5
13. 3
L3.4
l-4.2
16.2
16. 0
15.1
13. B

L2.3
11. 6
10. 7

10. 4
10. 1

Y-
5

Unpaid
Fanfly
Labour

(4)

(000 )
105. 2

93.0
96.2
94.L
89. 5
86. 6
85. B

84.2
80.2
78.9
78.2
7r.8
66. B

67 .9
64. I
64.8
61_.6
61.1
56.7

. 55.6

176

Y2, Y6

Farm
tr{age
Index

(s)

(000)
24.4
25.7
23. s
24.4
23.8
2L.6
19.8
20.9
18. 4
20.3
LL.4
8.6
7.5
9.8
9.4
9.6
8.8

11.1
6.0
6.8

"4
Average
Net Farm
Income

(6)

(1961=100) (000)
89,6 1395
BB.0 3397
90.6 4217
94.O L862
94.3 2490
95.9 239s
99.1 3518

100,0 1054
99.7 4962

100.5 5949
103.9 3708
109.0 5258
rL7.7 6278
127.0 3798
128.1 4854
128.2 4248
L25.2 2452
130.6 5130
137. B 4L97
L47.5 9401

xt
Real
Farm
Price
Index

(7)

o7

.95

.94

.BB

.91

.90

.90
1.00

.97

.93

.92

.89

.90

.88

.79

.7L

.74

.7L

.77
1.06

Continued
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Year Index of
ProducÈívity

(B)

(1961=100)
L954 115.1
1955 210.4
L956 232.7
1957 L52.3
1958 L27.0
1959 165.0
1960 206.9
1961 100.0
1962 220.6
1963 29r.6
1964 201.0
1965 242.7
L966 310.1
L967 199.7
1968 22s.4
L969 279.7
t970 198.1
L97L 288.2
1972 245.6
L973 272.4

TABLE 8.4 Continued

*4

Adjusted
Nonfarm
Wage
Index

(e)

*s

Total
Cívi1Ían
Labour
Force

(10)

1.55
1.60
1.66
1. 71
L.7 4
1.81
1. B4
1. B9
1. B9
L.92
L.96
L.99
2.07
2.I7
2.43
2.52
2.57
2.67
2.7 4
2.79

xs

Male
Civilían
Labour
Force

(11)

(000 )
310
3L2
315
3L7
320
322
325
327
328
328
329
329
330
332
342
350
350
348
352
3s8

177

vz\-
5

Agricultural
Labour Force

(12)

sources: For sources and methods of esËímatíon, see the footnotes of
Table 8.3

x6

Average
Farm
Owner I s
Equlty

(1 3)

(000 )
134
L32
129
129
L2L
LL7
LL4
110
109
108
107
106
105
104
103
L02
101
100

99
98

(000 )
23.3
25.4
25.5
25.5
27.0
27 .7
29.L
30. 5
30. 6
34.2
38. B
43.6
47 .5
53.9
56.0
52.8
53.2
52.2
5L.4
542



TABLE 8.5

Data Series Used in EstÍmatíon of Models for ManiÈoba

Year

Yt

Hired
Farm
Labour

(2)(1)

L954
1955
L956
t957
1958
1959
1960
1961
t962
l-963
L964
1965
L966
t967
1968
1969
r970
T97T
L972
r973

"3
Farm
0perator
Labour

(3)

(000)
7.9
7.4
7.r
6.6
6.6
7.2
7.2
7.L
7.3
7.3
7.4
8.3
8.1
7.9
7.6
7.2
7,L
7.0
6.8
6.7

Y5

UnpaJ-d
Family
Labour

(4)

(000)
48.9
43.0
44 .5
43. B

4r.2
40.1
39. 3
38. 9
36. B

36.5
36.1
33.4
30. 9
3r.4
30. 0
29.6
28.L
27.9
26.5
26.4

178

Yz'\6
Farm
Inlage
Tndex

(s)

(000)
L2.7
13. 3
12.2
12.9
12.6
l-L.7
10.6
11. 4
10. 0
10.7
6.0
4.5
3.8
4.9
4.6
4.7
4.2
5,2
2.8
3.0

"4
Average
Net Farm
Income

(6)

(1961--100) (ooo )
89.5 194s
86.9 1948
9s.8 2846
96.9 1608
98.7 2869
97.I 2303
98. B 2477

100.0 1201
98.9 3779

101.1 2576
106.6 3738
109.9 39s1
118.1 3426
L24.6 3514
L27.7 3634
130.9 2534
130.7 209s
131.9 3800
139. B 4076
r49.L 8097

xt
Real
Farm
Príce
Index

(7)

1. 04
1.03
1. 00

.96

.98

.96

.94
1.00

.99

.93

.90

.91

.92

.90

.84

.78

.78

.75

.82
1.09

Continued



x2

Year Index of
Productívíty

(B)

(1961:100)
19s4 106.3 L.45
1955 119. B L.47
1956 151.4 L.53
L9s7 L19.7 r.54
1958 145. s 1. 54
1959 139.6 1.63
1960 L45.2 1.63
1961 100.0 r.64
1962 176.1 L.67
L963 151.6 1.70
L964 186.4 l.lt
L96s 192.4 1.69
1966 184.0 1.73
L967 192.2 1.83
1968 205.s L.94
L969 182.0 2.04
L970 165.9 2.L5
r97L 226.9 2.L7
1972 206.7 2.25
L973 222.3 2.34

TABLE 8.5 Continued

"4
Adjusted
Nonfarm
llage
Index

(e)

xs

Total
Civil-ian
Labour
Force

(10)

,t5

Male
Civí1ian
Labour
Force

(11)

(000)
313
317
322
326
331
335
340
344
347
349
352
3s4
357
3s8
372
373
380
390
396
408

179

*5

AgrlculÈural
Labour Force

(12)

Sources: For sources and meEhods of estlmatíon' see the footnotes
referring to Table B.3.

x6

Average
Farm
Ornmer I s
EqulÈy

(13)

(ooo )
70
68
67
66
64
63
61
60
59
57
56
55
54
52
51
50
4B
47
46
44

(0oo )
22.2
22.9
22.8
22,5
24.L
24.0
25.4
26.7
25.8
27 .2
30. 6
33.0
36.7
4L.6
44.3
43.6
44.4
43. 0
42.6
45.1



APPENDIX C: RESULTS FROM THE

T}1EORETICAL MODEL

' In this appendix the statistical- resul-ts from the theoretical-

model described in Chapter III are presented. To continue the numerical-

sequence of the step-wise regression approach applied to the preliminary

models, the model discussed herein is label-led modeL IV. Tabl-es C.1-

C.1! detail- the results of model fV, specified in both static and

d¡mamic form, for each labour component and. each l-evel of analysis.l A

model- is presented with either the total civilian labour force or the

agricultural fabour force depending upon which variable I^Ias in the

"better" model. The sel-ection of the "better'r model-s was based. on the

factors outlined in the first part of Chapter V.

The Market for Hired Labour in Agricultr..ire

Demand. As was expected from the preliminary e>çeriments, the

statistica] results for hired farm l-aborrr hrere unfavourable, Looking at

the demand fi-inctions first, the coefficient of determinati-on (n2) ranged.

from a low of .194 in the static demand fi:lction for the Prairie region

to a high of .904 in the dynamic demand function for Saskatchewan. The

l-atter figure implies that 90.4 percent of the variability in the demand

4

- 'Each equa.tion has been numbered for each i-dentification in the
text. In the two digit code, the m.imber refers to the tabl-e mxnber.
The letter refers to a specific equation. Demand - static ' supply -
static, demand - dynamic and supply - dynamic equations are always
l-ettered A, B, C, and D, respectívely.

1BO



x. xz x3. x4 *r" x7 xtt -_rtz 
Y2

L¿J{unPãta

Estimates of Structural Dema4d, and- Supply RelatÍonships for Hired Labour--Canad-a , 1947-73,
Regression Coefficientsa ancl Stand.ard Errors, Static and. Dynamic Mod-eLs, ModeI IV

Demand 5.213

Statlc
1-A

Supply -2.238
ScatLc

l-B

Real Far¡
Cónstant Prlces

.090

(. roz)

l:ä"'"" i:::ï lllå:u"''""' iÏ:::.' I:i:Ï ;:Ë R2'

De¡¡and 1.758 -.087

Dynanic

l_c (.31r)

Supply -2.321

Ðynanlc

1-D

Table C.1

- .348't

(.16e)

- .052

(.082)

. - A o.r"-"sterÍsk superscrlpÈ lndicatee-the regreaalon coefflclent ls ststically algnlflcanÈ at the flve per cent level,' a tno-

a8Èerlsk guperscrlpt lndlcaÈee slgnlflcance at the or," p"i cent level, and * lndlcates statlstlcål slgnfflcance at the ten per cent level'

b - d, fs the Durbln-l,latsoû BtatlsÈlc for eerial correlatlon ¿Dong the calculated-reslduale. The Presence of poafÈlve eerlal correlatloo

is lndlcated by a tno-aeÈerfsk euperscrl.pt. one-asterlsk lndicates an lnconcluslve test. No auPeracript lndlcacee no eerlal

-.043 .015

(.062) (.5e2)

-.064-.214

(. 211)

correlatlon anong the reslduals

c - xs repreaenÈs the Èotar civlllan labour force rather thân che agrlcurtural labour force shen the coefflclent 1û the table tias
- ;d"-;ñói'.irpc ¡ o.

i*
3.284

(.825)

(.08r) i ,'.)

-.033 -.045

(.06s) (.s94)

- .659

(.8e3)

*
-1.468

( .633)

.131

( . e64)

*
-1.309

(.6es)

- .073 - .261

.636** r.55'
(.20o) (.ssl)

- .851i* .323

.196

(.307)

' ,lY

(.20e)

*
3.068

(.878)

(,257)

-.146

(. 213)

. **
-.829

(.247)

dt

***.752 1.61

(.381)

.195
**

.640

(.547)

,357 *t
.758

(.33e)

1.58

L.62

CO



x. xz *3 ro tt' *, xrlI
Unpald

Denand

StaÈfc

2-A

Supply

Static
2-B

Denand

Dynanfc

2-C

Supply

Dynanlc

2-D

Estimates of Structural Demand and SuppÌy ReJ_ationships
for Hired Labour--Prairie Region 1gj4-73, Regression

Coefficients' and Standard Errors, Static and
Dynamic Models, Mode1 IV

Real Farn Non Faru Labour llfred Labor¡r Operator Famlly Farn ,a
Conetant Prlcee ProductlvlËy lrend llage Force Lagggd Labour Labour Wage R'

.322

-2.224

.205

(.258)

Table C.2

.435 .113

(. 312)

-L.525

-.o27

(.148)

See Table C.l for footnoteE.

,t

.o27

(.056)

.108'ì -.128

(.048) (.e11)

.040

(.062)

.to4+ .o4B

(.0s2) (r.27o>

-.032

(. r51)

6.423* 
*

(1. 877)

.164

(.2e2'

*6.011 .052;

(2.603) (.205)ì

.503

(. 602)

*t
-4.677

(1.499 )

.422

(.6 36)

t
-4. 384

(1.9s2)

-.034 .051

(.1æ) (.724'

**
-.687 -.069

**.725 2.00
(r.4e) (1.3s6)

-.032 -.036
.21s 1.94

(. r34) (.761)

trt
-.665 -.329

*.724 2.08
(.170) (Le24)

.194 1.75*

co
N)



Estimates of
Alberta

f,t rz x3

Real Fara
ConBte¡¡t Prfcee Productlvlty Trend

Denand

Stâtlc
3-A

Supply

S Èatlc
3-B

Demand

Dynaulc

3-C

Structural Demand- and. Suppl-y Relationships for
1954-73, Regression Coefficients- ancl Standard.

Static and. Dynamic Mod.els, Model IV

2.67L -.017

(.2ls)

7.744

Table C.3

Supply -5.225
Dynanic

3-D

.018

(.22e)

L.267 .085

(.204)

xA tr"

Non Fann Labour
lfage Force

.oL2

(.os¿)

*
-1.089

(.4e6)

.069

(.05s)

-. 090

( .075)

See Table C.l for footnotee.

-. 137

(.226\

x7

1. 113

(r.885)

Hlred Labou¡ Operator Famlly Farn

Hired Labour--
Errors,

Lag[ed

19,078*'o

(8.3ó9)

*
.537

(-259,

2.690*'o .946

(1.270) (1.4.44)

xtt

Labour Labour l{age

xt2
Unpafd

4
-t.777'

(.503)

.o22

(. 811)

*
-2.746

(1.4s4)

.26I

(.676)

.329

(.685)

'-
Yz

-.158+ -.68ó
.301

(.oes) (.714)

,8
R.

**
-1.314 -25,25L

(.65e) (L2,766)

-.103 -,332

(.087) (.s71)

-.034 -.558

(.117) (2.038)

,b
dt'

.98

*¡ *
.684 - L.77

t.460 1.49

+t.6L9' 1.56

@
\}J



xt xz f¡

Resl Far.-o

ConBÈant Prlcee Productlvlty lrend

Denand 10.611

Statlc
4-A

Supply 14.345

Statfc
4-B

Demend 1.083

Dynanlc

4-C

Supply .615

Dynauic

4-D

Estimates of Structural Dernand and. Supply Relationships
for Hired Labou¡--Saskatcherran 1954-73, Regression

Coefficientsa and Standard Errors, Static and
Dynamic Mod.els, Moclel IV

-.048

(.173)

Table C.4

- .036

(.081)

x¿ *r"

Non Fa¡n Labour
Waþe Force

See lable C.1 for footnoÈes.

.142

(.136)

-.089

( .062)

!t-,2L6 .627

(.087) (.843)

.033

( .044)

.033 -.627

(.04¿) .(.e22)

.00 7

( .061)

x7 xtt

lllreil Labour Operator
Lag¡pd Labour

*
-L.277

(. 715)

**
.727

( ' 134)

n**
-.003' . 603

(2.80s) (.157)

\tz
Unpaid
Famlly
Labour

-1.301

( .9 73)

-1.060+

(.708)

**
.384

( .60r)

.2L3

(. s44)

Y2

Farm
I'lage

**-.497 -3.098
*

,82t1

(.0e4) (.e12)

**;.558 -3.916
.861*

-e
R¿

(. r40) (1.4se)

!t*-.258 -.614
.904*Ê 2.06

(.080) (.4e2)

*-.222 -.08r
.905** 1.98
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for hired l-abour in Saskatchewan can be explained by the independent

variabl-es included in the demand firnction. tne R2 values were

significant at the one percent l-evel- for the Canadian and Saskatchewa¡r

modeÌs while significant at the five and ten percent levels for the

Manitoba dynamic and static models, respectively.. fn the regional and

Alberta models the demand equations hiere not statistically significant.

The real- farm price variable had the expected positive coefficient

in most of the demand functions, hrith one national, one Alberta, and one

Saskatchewan equation (1 - Cr 3 - A and 4 - A) the exceptions. In no

instartce was the real- farm price coefficient statistically significant

at the ten percent l-evel or above

Productivity had the expected negative coefficient a¡.d was

statiscally significant in one static d-emand fr¡nction (t - l) at the

five percent l-evel-. The coeffj.cient was not statisticaÌ1y significant

in other model-s but had the correct sign in (tive) equations (t - C,

2 - A, 2 - C, 1- C, and 4 - A).

The trend variabLe was not statístically significant in the demand

equations. ït had a negative coeffieient in the national- and Manitoba

fimctions, a positíve coefficient in the regional and Alberta functions

and was both negative (4 - A) and- positive (4 - C) in ttre Saskatchewan

fi-mctions,

lüith the exception of one national (1 - A), one Albertu (3 - C),

and one Saskatchewan (4 - A) equation the operator l-abour variable had

a theoretically inconsistent positive sígn. In the three instances where

the expected sign did occur, the coefficient was not statistically

significarrt. The coefficient was both positive and statistieally
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significant ín saskatchewarr at the one percent ]evel (4 - c) and. in

Manitoba at the one percent (5 - A) and five percent (5 - c) levets.

In all- other equations, the attempt to use operator labour as a

substitute for hired l-abour resulted j-n theoretically incorrect signs

and statistically nonsignificant coefficients.

Unpaid family labour empJ_oyment, acting as a substitution

variable, had the expected negative coefficient in al-l cases. rt was

statistically significant only in the provincial mod.els; specificaÌly

at the ten percent l-evel- (l - t) in Alberta, one percent level (4 - A,

4 - c) in sasi<atchewan and. at the one percent (¡ - rs) and. five percent

(f - C) l-evel-s in Manitoba.

The farm wage rate had the expected negative coefficient in all-

but one national (t - c) and one regional (2 - A) equation. However,

statistical significance was again a problem with the coefficient

statistically significant only in Saskatchewan (4 - ,0.) at the one percent

level and Manitoba (5 - L, 5 - C) at the five percent l_evel_.

The coefficient for the lagged dependent variable was significarrtly

different from zero arrd significantly less than one only in the Manitoba

demand functions. I¡Ihen the T.C.L.F. variable was used in the Manitoba

model (> - C) tne elasticity of adjustment (y) vafue obtained was .j79,

compared to a value of .!!0 when the A.L.F. variable was used..

Supply. 0n the supply side of the hired labour market the

statistícal resul-ts Ïrere improved.. The R2 val-ues ranged. from a row of

.599 ín Manitoba (f - S) to a high of .9O5 in Saskatchewan (4 - O).

All regression equations were statistically significant at the ten

percent level or higher.
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The nonfarm wage rate variable had the etçected negative sign

and statisticaf significance at the ten percent l-evel- ín Alberta (3 - D).

0f the remaining nine supply equations for hired labor¡r, five equations

(t - ¡, 2 - B, 4 - ¡, 5 - B, and 5 - O) fraO the e>cpected sign on the

nonfarm wage rate coefficient but the coefficient was not statistically

significant at the ten percent l-evel or higher.

The l-abour force variable had the expected positive sign in all

but the Saskatchewan equation (4 - B). Labour force r^ras a statistically

significant variable at the five percent fevel- or higher in- the

Canadian, regi-onal and Alberta supply equations for hired labour. The

coefficient was not statisticall-y significant in Saskatchewan or Manitoba.

For the national- and regional models the agricultural labour force (A.i,.f'. )

varíable worked better than the total- civilian labour force variabl-e

(f .C.l.f'. ) in terms of the overal-l- model eval-uation. The T.C.L.F.

variable had the more favourabl-e effect in the provincial model-s with

the exception of the static Saskatchewan model.

The coefficient of the operator labour variabl-e had the expected

negative sign and was significant at the ten percent ]evel- or higher in

tire Canadian, regional, Alberta (l - e only) and Saskatchewan (4 - g

only) supply equation. These results were quite surprising consid.ering

the l-ack of success of this substitution variabl-e in the hired l-abour

demand equations. In Manitoba, the coefficient did not have the

expected sign nor was it statistically sígnificant.
- The unpaid famil-y l-abour variable was consistent with a priori

expectations. The coefficient was negative in al-1 cases. Statistical

significance at the five percent l-evel- or higher was obtained in all-
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but three cases. Specifically, in the Manitoba (5 - e, 5 - D) equations

and one Alberta (¡ - O) supply equation the coefficient was not

statistically significant.

The trend vari-abl-e had the same sign in the supply functions as

it did in the demand frmctions with the exception of the Alberta model.

Here the signs r^rere reversed with a negative trend coefficient in the

supply fi;rictions. Statistical- significance was l-imited to the regional-'

Alberta (l - S only) and Saskatchewan (4 - e only) model-s at the five

percent level or higher.

The resul-ts for the farm wage rate presented serious problems.

The expected posÍtive coefficient appeared only in the Canadian and

Manitoba supply functions and was not statistically signifieant. A

theoretically incorrect negative coefficient was present in the other

mod.el-s and was statistically significant at the five (J - B) and. one

(4 - e) percent l-evefs in two cases.

The lagged variable did not have a statisticaÌ1y significant

coefficient in the national, regional, or Alberta modefs. Because this

coefficient was not statistically significant from zero, the 1 values

equal one which implies all ad.justments in supply to an economic stimul-i

occur in the first time period. In the Manitoba supply equation (¡ - O)

a y value of .6O8 was obtained which indicates a similar adjustment rate

to the y value of .579 for the Manitoba demand equation (5 - C) a.nd. to

the y vafue of .627 for the Manitoba supply equations of the preliminary

modê]s (yio¿ef f). The elasticity of adjustment values in the Saskatchewan

supply equations were smal-l-er than those for Ma¡itoba with .397 and

.114 i¿;¡e vafues for the supply equations using the T.C.L.F. (4 - l) an¿

A.L.F. variabl-es respectively.



residual in both the demand and supply equations of hired labour came

up with inconcLusive results although some equations (2 - g, 2 - C,

2 -- D,4 - C, 4 - D, 5 - D) had. no autoeorrelation problems. In no

equation was positive or negative autocorrel-ation actually detected and

in most cases the Durbi.n-I¡Iatson statistic r^ras near the upper limit of

the inconcl-usive raJìge.

The Market for Operator Labour in Agriculture

2
Demand. The R- val-ues for the operator l-abour demand equations

were all- greater than .950 except 1n the static equatJ-on (Z - e¡ at the

regional- l-evel where the R2 value was .927 . All- of the regression

equations were statistically significant at the one percent level-.

The real farm price variabl-e had the expected positive coefficient

in all demand equations except for Manitoba (10 - A and 10 - C).

Statistical significance at the five percent fevel- or higher appeared

for the coefficient in the national, regional and Saskatchewan models.

It was not statistically significant in the Alberta and Manítoba models.

The productivity variabfe did not r^rork as e>cpected. The

coefficient had a theoretically incorrect positive sign and was

significant at the ten percent l-evel- or higher in the national, regional

and Saskatcheruan models. 0n1y in the Manitoba model-s did the

productivity coefficient appear w:ith the expected negative sign where it

was statistically significant at the one percent (10 - A) and five

percent (lo - C) l-evel-s.
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In general the tests for serial correl-ation of the eal_cul_ated
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Estimates of Structural Demand and- Supply Relationships
Prairie Region 1954-73, Regression Coefficients* and.

Static and. þ-namic Models, Model IV
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i Estimates of Structural Demand and. Supply Relationships for Operator Labour--
Alberta 1954-73, Regression Coefficíents- and Stand.ard Errors,

Static and. Dynamic Models ' Mod-el IV
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Estimates of Structural Demand. and Supply Relationships for Operator Labour--
Saskatcher+an 1 954-73, Regression Coefficients* and Stand.ard. Errors,

Static and Dynamic Mod.els r Model IV
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Estimates of Structural Demand. and. Supply Relationships for Operator Labour--
Manitoba 1954-73, Regression Coefficients* and. Stand.ard Errors,

Static ancl Dynamic Models, Mod.el IV
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Trend had a negative coefficient in al-l but one demand equation

0 - C). The trend. coefficient was found statistically significant in

the regional (7 - A) and Alberta (B - ,q) demand. firnctions at the five

percent l-evel-. In all- other cases the coefficient was not statistically

significant.

The substitute variables, quantity of hired labour and quantity

of unpaid family l-abour had theoretically inconsistent positive signs

in every demand function. Moreover, in most cases the coefficient was

statÍstically significant. The coefficient for hired labour employment

was statistically significant at the ten percent level- or higher in al-l-

but four (7 - lr 7 - C, B - C, and 10 - C) dema:rd. equations. The

coefficient for lurpaid family l-abour was statistically significant at

the one percent fevel- except for two equations (6 - C and B - C) which

were significant at the ten and five percent level-s respectively.

Net farm income worked wel-l- as a proxy indicator for the rrpricefl

of operator labour in the demand fi-¡nctions. The Manitoba model-s i^rere an

exception. In the Manitoba mod.els the coefficient had a theoretically

inconsistent posítive sign and was significant at the one (10 - A) and.

ten (10 - C) percent level-s. In all- other d.emand. equations the

coefficient had the expected sign. It was statistically significant at

the five percent level- or higher except for the Al-berta equations (B - I

and B - C) i-n which the coefficient was not statistically signifieant.

The lagged dependent variabl-e worked welf in the operator

dem-and. functions. In alf models it was statistically different from

zero and statistically l-ess tha¡r one. the values obtained for y

inereased as the l-evel- of disaggregation increased.. That is, the values
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for y at the provincial leveL were greater than those for the regionaÌ

or national operator laboi-r demand equations. For example, the

el-asticity of adjustment vafues for Afberta (B - C), Saskatchelian (9 - C),

and Manitoba (10 - c) were ,565, .660 an¿ .666, respectively compared to

val-ues for the regional (l - C) arrd national (6 - C) demand equations of

.519 anð,.404, respectively. This situation was the reverse of that

forrnd in the preliminary modeJ- experiments. The provincial- y values

indicated that, within the tlree prairie provinces, the rate of adjustment

in the d-emand for ooerator labour in response to economic stirmrli is

quite similar.

Suppl-y. In atl operator l-abour supply equations the R2 values

hrere greater than .980. All regression equations were statistically

significant at the one percent level-.

In the supply equations, the nonfarm wage rate had the erpected

negative coefficient at all- times. The Canadian, regional and Manitoba

nonfarm wage rate coefficients were statistically significant at the

five percent level- or higher. The coefficient was not statistically

sì-gnificant in the Al-berta or Saskatchewan modefs.

The l-abour force variable had the e>çected positive sign in aII

cases. The A.L.F, variabfe appeared in the I'better?' models except for

Manitoba where the results were improved if the T.C.L.F. variable was

used.. The coefficient was statistically significant in the national'

regional and Saskatchewan (g - I only) models.

A negative coefficient appeared for the ou¡nerrs equity variabfe

except in the regional supply equations. This negative coefficient was

statisticall-y significant in the national, Alberta (B - O only) arrd
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Saskatchewan models at the ten percent l-evel or higher. In the regional

supply equations, the coefficient was statistically signifieant in both

the static and dynamic mod.els at the five and ten percent 1eve1s,

respectively.

The trend variable had a positive coefficient in the national,

regional and Saskatchewan supply equations. Only the coefficient in

the regional- model was statistically significant. There, it was

statistically significant at the one percent leve1. The trend

coefficient was negative in the remaining models and statistically

significarrt at the ten percent J-evel or higher in all cases.

The coefficient of the hired farm labour variable had the

hypothesized negative sign except in the Saskatchewan supply equations

and the static (B - e) Al-berta supply equation. Statistical significance

was attained, at the ten percent l-evel or higher, for this variable in

the national , regional and Manitoba model-s.

Unpaid family labour had the expected negative coefficient in

the national- and regional supply equations although it was only

statistically significant in the regional equations at the one percent

l-evel. In the provincial- models, a theoretically inconsistent positive

coefficient was present with statistical significance at the one percent

l-evel- for Saskatchewan and the ten percent level for Manitoba.

The net farm i-ncome variable did not work as ex¡:ected in the

supply functions. fn every case it had a negative coefficient which was

onljr significant at the ten percent level- or higher in the national and

Saskatchewan models.
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The lagged dependent variable presented statistical- problems in

the supply equations. In the re6çiona1 (Z - O) Saskatchewan (9 - D), and

Manitoba (tO - D) model-s the coefficient was not significantly d.ifferent

from zero, ind.icating that there is no tag in the adjustment to economic

stimuli. In the national (6 - D) and Atberrta (B - D) model-s the

coefficient r¿as significantly different from zero and one but it had a

negative sign which was inconsistent with a priori constraints (O < y < 1 )

plaeed on the elasticity of adjustment values.

On the basis of the Durbin-I¡Iatson statistic, positive serial

comel-ation of the cal-culated residual was present in one instance -
the static demand fimction (Z - l) of the regional model. All other

tests gave inconclusive resufts except the dynamic supply equations of

the national (6 - D), Alberta (B - O) and Saskatchewan (q - t) models

which had no autocorrel-ation. As in the hired labour equations, the

D;rbin-l'Iatson statistic r^ras generally near the upper limit of the

inconcl-usive range.

The Market for Unpaid Family Labour

Demand.. In the market for unpaid family labour, the R2 values

were al-l high with the average around. .940. The regression equations

were statistically significant at the one percent level- in all- cases.

The reaf farm price variable did not have a statistically

significant coefficient in any demand. equations. The coefficient

appeared with the e:çected positive sign in the national regional

(lZ - C only) and Manitoba modefs only.
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.2U
*i. .989

(. 317)

16 ,:Þ
R' d'

*
.78

*
L.52

2.00

I
L.67

N)oo



Estimates of Structural Demancl and. Supply Relationships for
Prairie Region 1954-73, Regression Coefficients- and

Static and. Dynamic Mod.els, Model IV

xr x2

Real Farnr
Constant Prlcee Productlvlty

Denand 16.238 -.001 -,L27
S tâtlc
12-A (.saz¡ (.301)

Supply .995

Statlc
12-B

Denand 13.001 .083 -.fZO
Dynanic

Lz-c (.630) (.338)

Supply 3.908

Dynaufc

L2.D

Table C.12

*3 xt *r"

NonFarn Labour
lrend llage' Force

.010

(,116)

*

See lable C.l for footnotes.

rg xto

Unpald Farnlly
Labour Hfred
Lagged Labour

.118 .351 7.69L

(.04e) (1.03Ð (1.6U)

Unpaid Family Labour--
Standard Errors,

.024

(. 137)

**.145 L.344

(.042' (L.723'

xrr i6

operator Far¡r
Labour Wage

-.091

(. s70)

**
-.889

(.186)

-.307

(.7L7)

**
-.770

(.2r4)

.19e

( ' 3s1)

.**
8.004 -.373

(L.44h) (.281)

*
-2.167

(1. 14e)

**
-6.r23

(1.lss)

-L.7L9

(L.277)

**
-5.961

(1.261)

**
-4. 556

*a
.922

(.88e)

-r.442 **
.99 3

(1.595)

*
-3.407

**
.908

(1.650)

-3.381'**
.993

(2. e6s )

R2"
rb

d

1.32

2.rt

.*
2.19

2.24

À)



Estimates of Structural Demand. and Supply Relationships for Unpaid Family Labour--
.A,lberta 1954-73, Regression Coefficients* and. Stand.ard. Errors,

Static ancl Dynamic Models, Model IV

xt xz x¡

Real Sero
ConstanÈ Pricee ProducÈlvlty Trend

De¡nand L.468 -.199
S ratlc
13-A (.636)

Supply 8.408

S catfc
13-B

Dernand L.Lg7 -.15'8

Dynanlc

13-c (.662)

Supply LL.775

Dynaulc

13-D

Table C.1 3

-.7L4

(. 631)

Í4

NonFaro
Ifage

.196

(. rs¿)

-.498 2.564 9.0090

(1.420) (4.71e) (22.326)

.rr' .083

(.166) (.374)

.281 5.2s2 -1.2390 -.56¿

(.398) (4.605) (LL.794' (1.866)

*r"

Labour
Force

See Table C.1 fior footnotee.

f,g

Unpald Fadly
Labour
Lagged

-.688

(.661)

rto

Hfred
Labour

xtt Te

Operator Faru
Labour llage

*t-1.041 2.330

(.746) (2.538)

-.279 -.168

(1.048) (6.s29)

-.969 2.177

(.843) (2.112)

-.420 3.555+

(1.262) (2.so6)

-.976 *t
.900

(2.o77)

-L4.934
¡ì*

.905
(21.646)

-.814
*t

.903

(2.3r7)

-7.045
*i

.905
(18.036)

R2"
.b

dr.'

1. 87

1.96

2. 11

2.L2

N)
O
N)



Estimates of Structural Demand and Supply Relationships for Unpaid. Family Labour--
Saskatchevan 1 954-73, Regression Coefficients' ancl Standard Errors,

Static and. $rnamic Models, Model IY

x1

Resl Fern
Con8cânt . Prlces

De¡oand -L.725 -,L44 .085

Statlc
L4-A (.364) (.16s)

Supply L.6O7

StaÈlc
14-B

Denand 1.000 -,27O .079

Dynamic

14-c (.368) t.ro¡l

Supply . LO.1LT

Dynoml c

14-D

x2 x¡

Productlvfty Trend

Table C.14

x4

NonFarn
Ifage

.066

(.121)

.013

(.200)

.110

(. 116)

-.001

(. 185)

See Table 9.1 fór fooÈootes.

*r"

Labour
Force

x9

Unpald Fantly
Labour
Lagged

t.256

(L.732)

-.2!7

(1.8s3)

+
-.519

(.378)

*-.9.73 -.975

(1.709) (.454'

xto xt1 Y6

lllred Operator Fsrn
Labour Labour lfage

-1. 086

(.306)

r
-.769'

(. s33)

**
-L.547

(. 44s)

*t
-1.359

( .4e1)

2,669+

(L.932'

***2.757 -.669

(1.5s3) (r.409)

*2.504 -2.034

(1.341) (1.e64)

**3.297 -1.969

(1.441) (2.061)

*ti3.432 -5.98s

(1.20s) (3.070)

R2'

.938

d

2.L4

i*
.939 2. 31

t*
.945 1.8s

ti
.952

*
2.20

N)o
L{



Estimates of Demancl and- Supply Relationships for Unpaid Family Labour--
Manitoba 1954-73, Regression Coefficients* and Stand.ard. Errors,

Static and. Dynamic Mode1s, Model IV

xr x2

. Real Farn
ConBtanÈ Prlces ProductfvltY

Denand 7.665

Static
15-A

Supply 5.984

Statlc
15-B

Denand 3.847

Dynanlc

15-C

Supply -1.155
Dynarolc

15-D

" 036

(.144)

Table C.1 5

x3 x4 tr"

NonFarn Labour
Trend W¿ge Force

-.25L

(.403)

-.095

(. 140)

-.148

(.1e2)

-. 117

(.137)

.o78

(. 14e)

.065

(.136)

See Table C.l for fooÈnoÈes.

x9 x1o xtl
Unpafd Fenlly
Labour Hired operator
Lagged Labour Labour

-.252

(.353)

-.g43 .0980

(5.0e1) (.le3)

.402

(.6le)

2.795 3.903 .037

(2.2s3) (3.78r)) (.797)

*:¡ +-2.L56 .r27'

(.760) (.073)

r^
-2.506' .t27'

(1.s31) (.073)

-L,526 .163+

(r.187) (.0e2)

-1.298 .125+

<L.472' (.092)

Y6

Fero ña
!{age R¿

t
-2.224 **

.898
(.832)

-1.487 **
.897

(s.16e)

-.826
i*

.932
(2. 6s1)

-2,293
i*

.937
(5.055)

b
dt'

*
1.60

i
1.46

*
2.18

*2.n

N)
OÈ
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The productivity variable had the e>cpected negative coefficient

but was not statistically significant except in the dynamic demand

equation (11 - C) at the national- level-. Saskatchewan rlras an exception

as the coefficient was positive. However, it was not statistieally

significant in the static or d¡mamic demand equation.

As with the other f abor-r markets, the trend variable did not

have a consistent sign in the demand equations. At the national Ieve},

the static (tt - A) arid d,ynamic (tt - C) demand functions had a negative

and a positive coefficient, respectively. At the regional fevel-' the

signs on the coefficient were opposite those of the national demand

equations. Trend had a positive coefficient in the Al-berta and

Saskatchewan d.emand frmctions while, in Manitoba, the coefficient was

negative. The trend variable was only significant in one case; the

static (tt - A) demand function of the nationaf model. There it was

significant at the one percent l-evel.

The hired fabor-rr substitution variable had the expected negative

coefficient in all dema¡rd equations. The coefficient was statistically

significant inAlberta (13 - A only), Saskatchewan (14 - C only) and.

Manitoba (lS - A only) at the one percent level. In the national- and

regional demand equations, the coefficient was not statistically

significant at the ten percent l-evel- or higher.

The operator fabou.r substitution varia.ble had a theoretically

inconsistent positive coefficient in al-l- the provincial demand equations

and. the static (ff - A) demand equation at the national leveI. This

positive coefficient was only significant ín the Saskatchewan firnctions

at the one .percent l-evef and the Manitoba fi;nctions at the ten percent

level. Although the operator labour variable had the expected sign in
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the national demand equations and one ( 11 - C) regional- demand. equation,

the coefficient was not statistically significant at the ten percent

level or higher in these cases.

Except for one demand equation (tl - A) at the national leveI,
-bhe farm wage rate variabl-e had the expected negati-ve coefficient. It

was statistically significant at the five percent fevel or higher in the

national- (ll - C), regional, Saskatchewan (t4 - A) and Manítoba (tf - A)

model-s.

The lagged dependent variable did not work in the demand firnctions

for unpaid family labour. The coefficíent was not significantly different

from zero in the regional (lZ - C), -Rlberta (13 - C) and Manitoba (tf - O)

mod.els. The national (tl - C) and. Saskatchewan (14 - C) demand. equations

had coefficients for the lagged variable that were not significantly

different from one.

Supply. The R2 val-ues for the unpaid family l-abour supply

equations were .900 or higher and the regression equations were

statistically significant at the one percent fevel. One minor exception

was the Manitoba equation (l= - B) which had an R2 value ot .897. It was

statistically significant at the one percent l-evel-.

The coefficient for the nonfarm wage rate variable had the

expected sign in the regional, Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba

(lS - D only) mod.els. However, it was statistically significant at the

five percent levef, only in the Saskatchewan supply (14 - D) equation.

The l-abour force variable had the expected positive coefficient

and was statistically significant at the one percent levef in the
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national arìd regional- models. The coefficient was al-so positive in the

Alberta (ll - B only) and Manitoba models but was not statistically

significant. The A.L.F. variable was used in al.l model-s except for

Alberta and the static model for Mariitoba where the T.C.L.F. variable

resulted in more favourabl-e resul.ts.

Trend had a statistically significant,

the regional model-s. Here it was signíficant

one percent levels in the static and dynamic

respectively. The trend coefficient was not statistically significant

in any other supply equation. Reference to Tables ,.11-5,1! shows the

inconsistency of the sign on this coefficient.

The hired l-abour variable had the e>rpected negative sign in all

cases. It was statistically significant at the ten percent level- or

higher in the national, regional, Saskatchewan and. Manitoba (15 - B only)

models.

A priori consideration suggested that a negative rel-ationship

would exist between the number of farm operators and the supply of

r-mpaid family l-abour. The statistical results at the national and

regional levef supported this hypothesis as the coefficient was negative

and statistically significant at the one percent Ievel. However, a

contradiction was present at the provincial leve1 as the coefficient was

positive and statistically significant at the ten percent l-evel in

Al-berta (ll - D), Saskatchewan, and Manitoba.

The farm wage rate variable did not work as e4pected.in the

supply equations for wrpaid farùily l-abour. Only ín the nationa1 model

did the variabfe have the ercpected positive coefficient and there it

was not statistically significant.

positive coefficient in

at the five percent and

supply equations,
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Again the lagged dependent variable was unable to identify any

lagged adjustment mechanism. It was not significantly different from

zero in the national- (tt - D), regionat (lZ - D), -A.lberta (1j - D),

and.Manitoba (15 - D) models, which indicated- y hras equal to one and.

all adjustment occurced in the first time period. In the Saskatchewan

(t4 - D) modet, the lagged. coefficient was not significantly d.ifferent

from one which indicated y ïias equal to zero arrd there was no

adjustment in the first time period.

In the equations of the market for unpaid family labour, the

tests for serial- correl-ation of the cal-culated residual- were inconclusive

except for one national demand. (ll - C) and one Alberta supply (t¡ - e)

equation where no autocorrel-ation was present.
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TabIe D.1

Simple Correlation Coefficient Matrix for Variables in Canada Demand. and Supply Equations

Y1 1.000

Y3 * 1.000

Y5 t * 1'ooo

"2,6 
-.579 * -.719 1.000

Y4-.633**1.000
xl .659 .876 .932 -.657 -.234 1.ooo

x2 -.683 -.961 -.817 .945 .764 -.765 1.000

x3 -.67s -.i9r -.879 .943 .6s7 -.846 .963 1.000

x4 -.655 -.973 -.837 .97O .7O4 -.8O2 .973 .988 1.000

X5,TCLF -.622 -.958 -.789 .986 .730 -.750 .963 .982 .990 1.000

X5,ALF .:756 .989 .955 -.866 -.580 .908 -.934 -.g74 '.g48 * I.OOO

xo r -.935 * t .7L4 -.7L7 -947 .956 .969 .983 -.888 1'000

\7 .666 * * -.599 * .745 -682 -.7O2 -.67L -.632 .792 i

x8 i .990 * * -.623 .879 -.953 -.993 -.977 -.963 .983 -'934

x9 t t .990 -.711 ì .947 -.802 -.881 -.835 -.790 '952 t

xlo * .722 .707 -,579 -.4t6 .659 -.683 '.615 -.655 -.622 .756 -.604

Ílt .722 't .910 -.911 ¡r .876 -.961 -.991 -.973 -.958 .989 *

*LZ .7O7 .910 * -.7L9 -.42L .932 -.8r7 -.879 -.837 -.789 .955 -.736

Yl 13 rs tao *l "l \2 13 xó \,rq¡ \¡lr ro Ír xB x9 xro rr1 xr2

NOTE: Varlableg defined the eane ae ln þpendlx C.

i Interaectlng varlables did not aPpear ln the eane equatloa.

1.000

* 1.000

* 1.000

* .683 .706

.738 r .908

.834 .904 t

1.000

.722 L.OOO

.707 .910 1"000

À)



Simple Correlation Coefficient Matrix for Yariables

Tl

Y3

Y5

" r,6
Y4

xl

x2

x3

x4

x5,TclF

X5,ALF

x6

x7

xB

x9

xto

xtt
xtz

Í1 r¡ Y5 Yz,6 Y4 Í1 rz x3 x4

1.000

i

t

-.220
*

1.000

* 1.000

* -.917 1.000

-.513 * * 1.000

Table D.2

-.L34 -.644 -.793 .767 .784 -.414 1.00C

-.157 -.889 -.928 .968 ,587 -.520 .801 1.000

-.L72 -,907 -.859 ,974 .547 -.510 .735 .963 1.000

-.131 -.898 -.908 .968 .593 -.490 .780 .997 .973 1.000

in Prairie Region Demand and. Supply Equations

.320 .963 .922 -.950 -.561 .533 -.741 -,948 -,923 * 1.000

* -.913 * * .520 -.577 .738 .938 .92L .927 -.9ó5 1.000

.314 * .340 -.318 * .614 -.236 -.365 -.364 -.353 .444 *

* .906 t * -.438 .5L2 -.626 -.889 -.901 -.903 .877 *

t * .923 -.942 'r .491 -.744 -.92o -.875 -.906 .942 -.967

* .333 .L57 -.220 -.047 .n4 -.L34 -.Ls7 -.L72 -,t3L .320 -.352

.333 * .789 -.903 * .501 -.644 -.889 -.907 -.898 .963 *

.t57 .789 * -.9L7 -.564 .508 -.793 -.928 -.859 -.908 .922 -.920

x6 x7 x8 x9 xlo xlt rt2

N0TE: VarÍables deflned the aan¿ as ln þpendír C.

* Ioteraectlag varlables did not appeår ln the aroe equetlon.

1.000

'r 1.000

tt

* .z4L

.457 *

.340 .727

1.000

.293 1.000

.873 .333

* .157

1.000

.789 1.000

N)



Table D.3

Simple Correlation Coefficient Matrix for Variabl-es in Alberta Demand. and Suppty Equations

Y' Y3 Y5 Y2,6 T1 xr 1z x3 x4 xs,ra¡t,lt¡ xo 17 xB 19 xro rtt xrzI

Yl

Y3

Y5

"216
Y4

xr

xz

x3

x4

x5,TCI,F

X5,ALF

x6

x7

XE

x9

xro

xu
xtz

1.000

* 1.000

* * 1.000

-.360 't -.918 1.000

t - .625 rt * 1.000

.L27 .44L .396 -.338 .340 1.000

-.232 -.929 -.9L3 .895 .724 -.3ó9 1.000

-.320 -.986 -.919 .975 .629 -.424 .913 1.000

-,447 -.948 -.866 .980 .6L7 -.366 .854 .971 1.000

-.379 -.975 -.903 .985 .647 -.379 .896 .993 .991 1.000

.354 .980 .918 -.989 -.643 .398 -.908 -.995 -.984 * 1.000

,t -.965. t * .590 -.453 .901 .973 .957 .971 -.980 1.000

.481 * -.126 -.040 * -.053 .098 -.L08 -.L75 -.L42 .098 * 1.000

* .962 * * -.62tt .419 -.906 -.986 -.957 -..978 .982 * * 1.000

* . .920 --936 * .341 -.875 -.898 -.869 -.891 .911 -.947 i *

it .313 .114 -.360 -.217 .L27 -.232 -.32O -.t{41 -.379 .354 -.293 * .298

.313 * .917 -.957 * .44L -.929 -.986 -.948 -.975 .980 r .051 *

.114 .9L7 * -.918 -.616 .396 -.913 -.919 -.866 -.903 .9r8 -.935 -.126 .908

NOTE: Varlables deflned the eame ae 1n Appendix C.

t IntersectLng varLables dld not appear fo the aâne equation.

1.000

.142 1.000

.900 .313 1.000

* .114 .917 1.000

N)

l'\)



Table D.4

Simple Correlation Coefficient Matrix for Variables in Saskatchevan Demancl anil Supply Equations

L

Y1

Y3

Y5

"rr,
Y4

x1

x2

x
5̂

x4

x5,TCLF

x5,ALF

x-
b

x7

xB

x9

xlo

xt1

xt2

1.000

* 1.000

* * 1.000

-.516 * -.900 1.000

't -.611 * * 1.000

"293 .493 .453 -.451 .108 1.000

-.148 -.644 -.603 .556 .829 -.320 1.000

-.529 -.988 -.931 .962 .588 -.496 .610 1.000

-.651 -.944 -.854 .969 .522 -.549 .458 .967 1.000

-.670 -.944 -.849 .947 .535 -.505 .543 .968 .987 1.000

.446 .946 .891 -.853 -.548 .413 -.s65 -.948 -.859 * 1.000

r -.951 * * .533 -.557 .589 .949 .914 .893 -.873 1.000

.849 t .273 -.424 ' .LzL -.104 -.499 -.557 -.602 .493 r
* .970 r r -.589 .490 -.615 -.988 -.951 -.952 .942 *

* * .928 -.934 * .456 -.609 -.925 -.872 -.853 .855 -.969

r .489 .236 -.5L6 -.195' .293 -.L48 -.529 -.651 -.670 .446 -.329

.489 * .935 -.948 * .493 -.644 -.988 -,944 -.944 -.946 *

.236 .935 * -.900 -.569 .453 -.603 -.931 -.854 -.849 .891 -.944

ll0lE: Variables defiaed the ea¡e ae lo Appeodlx C..

* Interaectlng v¡rl¿bleg dld not appear 1o thc sarÊ equatLon.

1.000

* 1.000

t t 1.000

rt .490 .260

.440 r .930

.273 .928 *

1.000

.489 1.000

.236 .935 1.000

N)

\r{



Simple Correlation Coefficient Matrix for Variables in Manitoba Demand. and Supply Equations

Yl 1.000

Y3 i 1.000

ï5 * r 1.000

"2,6 -.L77 * -.905 I.OOO

Y4*-.915*r1.O0O
xl .,.046.-.825 =.789 .74O .612 1.000

XZ -.049 --;869'-.849 .853 .782 .7BB 1.000

x3 -.LO7 -.983 -.924 .947 .6L6 .861 .843 1.000

x4 -.297 -.915 -.831 .966 .63r .7L4 .809 .937 I.OOO

xs,TsLF -'000 -.596 -.513 .508 .275 .844 .367 .674 .526 1.000

X5,ALF .130 .987 .926 -.956 -.639 -.818 -.863 -.994 -.947 r 1.000

x6 t -.719' * * .366 .524 .611 .728 .7g2 .403 -.736 1.000

x7 .691 I * -.089 * _.051 -.057 _.105 .g22 _.083 .11s * t.ooo
x8 * .968 r * -.6L2 -.767 -.865.-.975 -.933 -.521 .987 r r t.ooo
x9 â * .934 -.926 * -.766 -.814 _.919 .809 .361 .916 _.690 * i l.ooo
xlo * .103 -.146 -.177 -.131 .ìo4o -.oas -.107 -.292 -.000 .L3o -.276 r .093 -.142 1.000
xtt '2ol r .790 -.819 * -.825 -.869 -.983 -.915 -.596 .987 r .133 . .!Lt .103 t.oo0
xlz -'099 '928 -.905 -.614 -.789 -.849 -.924 -.831 -.513 .926 -.631 -.070 .gzo r -.149 .790 t.ooo

lr r¡ Ys Yz,s Tq xr xz x¡ x¿ *s,1cLFN5,,u,F x6 x? xg 19 *ro rr, ,r,

Table D.5

NC[B: Varfabieg deflned the aane ae ln Appeodlx C.

i InteraectÍng varlable¡ did not appe¿r Ln the eane equatfon.

.;.

lUi
JI
+

I -tl,


